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Chapter 1

Introduction

The recent decades have seen tremendous progresses in the IT industry which have
changed almost every aspect of our life. Moore's law, which was stated in 1965,
predicted that the number of transistors on a chip doubles about every 2 years
[1]. Remarkably, this could be put into practise by miniaturising the basic building
blocks of the electronic components. In the recent years, an alternative way for data
processing and storage has been explored, which promises to revolutionise both the
short- and long term development of novel electronics.
In many conventional memory devices, transistors and NAND �ash memory struc-

tures utilise solely electron charges to store data. Magnetic data storage media on the
other hand rely solely on the electron spin to store the data magnetically. The new
�eld of spintronics exploits both properties of the electron to achieve new functional-
ity. Figure 1.1 shows a comparison of the current memory hierarchy and the expected
future memory hierarchy. For data processing, memories which acquire ultra fast or
at least fast access are needed. At the present, these are realised using SRAM (Static
Random Access Memory) and DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory) compon-
ents. Although they have a high performance, both types of memories are volatile.
SRAM leaks current and DRAM needs to be refreshed in order to keep the data.
Therefore, all important information must be saved in non-volatile storage like hard
disk drives (HDD) or NAND �ash memories and loaded back into the main memory
elements during the startup of a computer. A continuous supply of electricity is
needed to maintain the information.
This drawback can be solved by Magnetic Random Access Memory (MRAM),

which is promised to replace both SRAM, DRAM and even parts of the actual pro-
cessing units. It is non-volatile, energy e�cient and has a relatively fast read/write
accessibility and an unlimited endurance [2]. However, commercially available
MRAM is not yet as fast as SRAM and not as compact as DRAM and further
developments are needed [3].
Today, the information is saved in the magnetisation of the respective �lm and

is read using the magnetoresistance e�ect. Hard-disk-drives utilise the giant mag-
netoresistance e�ect for their read heads, while commercialised MRAM elements use
the tunnel magnetoresistance e�ect in magnetic tunnel junctions for reading. In
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Figure 1.1: Comparison of the current memory hierarchy (left) and the expected
future memory hierarchy based on spintronic components, �gure from [3].

the writing process, the magnetic structure has to be remagnetised. The common
technological solution for this procedure is �eld writing, in which a magnetic �eld
is applied at the region of interest. For the creation of the magnetic �eld, a large
current of the order of mA is required and any magnetic stray �elds have to be con-
tained so that neighbouring cells are not unintentionally modi�ed. Field writing is
therefore energy consuming and it is di�cult to shrink the design rule [1]. Therefore,
research is ongoing for alternative ways of writing magnetic memories. Two prom-
inent methods are spin-transfer-torque, in which the magnetisation is turned by a
spin-current in the μA regime [3, 4], and the use of multiferroic memory cells, in
which the magnetisation can be turned by applying an electric instead of a magnetic
�eld [5, 6].
Apart from advancements in writing methods, many proposals have also been made

to increase the density of magnetic memories. One of the most prominent prototypes
is the magnetic racetrack memory, which allows a three-dimensional arrangement of
the storage medium to increase the data density [7]. The basic building blocks
of all such devices are magnetic thin �lms and nanostructures, whose performance
depend decisively on the magnetic properties of the individual layers and their mutual
coupling. The understanding of their topological and magnetic morphology as a
function of growth conditions is therefore essential.
In this thesis, the novel technique of in situ polarised neutron re�ectometry (PNR)

has been developed further. It is an excellent non-invasive scattering technique for
the analysis of the morphology and magnetic structure of thin �lms. Specular PNR is
capable of resolving the depth pro�le of both the topological and magnetic structure
of a thin �lm or heterostructure. O�-specular PNR or grazing incidence neutron
scattering (GISANS) can unveil in-plane periodic structures, enabling a thorough
understanding of the analysed �lm. The new in situ PNR technique allows the
monitoring and tracking of the �lm structure during distinct growth steps, which
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opens up the opportunity to understand the evolution of its properties during the
preparation, rather than of the �nal �lm. In addition, it is possible to study dynamic
processes of thin �lms that are caused and initialised by the deposition of a thin �lm
layer on top of an underlying sample structure. Examples for such processes are
topotactic transformations [8] or the oxygen migration after the deposition of highly
oxygen-a�ne Gd [9].
The basic concept of the in situ PNR device has been designed at the University

of Augsburg [10]. In the scope of this thesis, the device for in situ measurements
were upgraded and the in situ PNR capabilities was extended. It now allows the
investigation of a broad range of interesting materials and e�ects. In addition to
the technical development of the in situ PNR technique, many interesting thin �lm
systems have been investigated ex situ.
The magnetic structure and interlayer coupling of the magnetic rare-earth mul-

tilayer Dy/Tb was examined. In those polycrystalline samples, an interesting ex-
change bias was observed, which can be attributed to a spin-glass behaviour of the
structure. Exchange biases are essential for magnetic storage media [11]. This also
renders the results interesting for potential applications.
Multiferroic thin �lms, which combine both ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism

in one system, have the capability to become the new basic elements of magnetic
memory devices, in which the writing process is carried out by electric instead
of magnetic �elds. A thin �lm heterostructure consisting of the two perovskites
La1�xSrxMnO3 (LSMO) and BaTiO3 (BTO) is such a promising system for a mul-
tiferroic material. LSMO is an oxide ferromagnet, whose magnetic order is guided
by the double-exchange interaction and highly sensitive to lattice distortions [12].
BTO is a well-known ferroelectric material [13], which, coupled to LSMO, is cap-
able of distorting the LSMO lattice and of changing the LSMO magnetism when a
voltage is applied. In this work, epitaxially grown LSMO and BTO thin �lms on
SrTiO3 (STO) substrates were investigated. Due to the strong sensitivity of LSMO
to its lattice structure, the focus was on the pure magnetic properties of LSMO
in the LSMO/BTO structure. The information gained here is precious for further
investigations on the magnetoelectric coupling of this heterostructure.
In a further project, magnetoelectric experiments were performed on a promising

multiferroic thin �lm system. It is composed of epitaxially grown EuO/BaO bilayers
on a Si(100) substrate. EuO is a very interesting material, as it is a ferromagnetic
semiconductor which can be epitaxially grown on Si and therefore easily integrable in
existing commercial semiconductor devices. Theoretical calculations have shown that
EuO can also exhibit ferroelectric properties when it is subject to epitaxial strain.
The studies indicated that the described EuO/BaO heterostructure on Si(100) is
multiferroic [14, 15]. In this work, its magnetic response towards electric �elds was
investigated and a magnetic switching on the application of an electric �eld was
indeed detected.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

This work is arranged in 5 main chapters. In chapter 2, the major experimental
methods applied, especially sputter deposition and polarised neutron re�ectometry,
are introduced. In chapter 3, the in situ PNR method and the upgraded capabilities
of the in situ PNR device as well as the detailed technical realisation is described.
Lastly, experiments using the in situ PNR technique are shown. Chapter 4 fo-
cuses on the magnetic properties and structure of the polycrystalline rare-earth/rare-
earth multilayer Dy/Tb using DC and AC magnetometry methods as well as polar-
ised neutron re�ectometry. Chapter 5 discusses the magnetic structure and the
correlation to its morphology of LSMO/BTO bilayers and multilayers using DC-
magnetometry, polarised neutron re�ectometry, X-ray di�raction methods and high
resolution transmission electron microscopy. In chapter 6, the magnetoelectric coup-
ling of the multiferroic EuO/BaO heterostructure, which was proven using polarised
neutron re�ectometry, is presented.
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Chapter 2

Thin Film Techniques

The work presented here comprises magnetic thin �lms, which is a central element
of scienti�c interest. In this chapter, the relevant devices, experimental methods and
measuring techniques used to grow the thin �lms and to analyse them are elaborated.
The �rst section 2.1 focuses on the physical vapour deposition (PVD) techniques,
which are sputter deposition, pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE).
In section 2.2, the methods for thin �lm analysis will be examined. It starts

with the standard measurement devices for magnetic samples, which are the Phys-
ical Properties Measurement Device (PPMS) and the Superconducting Quantum
Interference Device (SQUID). Those are particularly suited for characterising the
magnetic properties of the sample as a whole. To get comprehensive insight into the
topological and magnetic structures of thin �lms, which is essential for the under-
standing of the e�ects which have been observed in a PPMS or SQUID, scattering
methods can be used.
In section 2.2.2, the main scattering techniques applied for this work will be intro-

duced. X-Ray Di�raction (XRD) is a common technique for the determination of the
crystal structure of both thin �lm and bulk samples. X-Ray Re�ectometry (XRR)
is ideally suited for the examination of the structural parameters, especially �lm
thickness and interfacial roughness. Neutron Re�ectometry has the same principle
as XRR, but instead of X-ray photons, neutrons are applied as probe. Neutrons and
X-rays complement each other for a holistic picture of the sample. One of the biggest
advantages of neutrons compared to X-rays is their magnetic moment, which makes
them very sensitive to magnetic sample properties. Here, this aspect of neutrons is
used in Polarised Neutron Re�ectometry (PNR), which is the central measurement
technique for the in situ PNR chamber described in chapter 3. Neutron re�ecto-
metry is performed using polarised neutrons and able to reveal the magnetic depth
pro�le of the examined thin �lm or heterostructure. Both XRR and PNR can be
conducted in specular and o�-specular con�gurations. Specular scattering is used
for determining the transversal structure of a thin �lm sample, whereas o�-specular
scattering can additionally yield lateral periodicities of the sample.
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Chapter 2 Thin Film Techniques

For further reading and a detailed overview of all the described techniques, refer-
ences are given in the corresponding sections.

2.1 Thin Film Deposition

The samples for this work were prepared using the physical vapour deposition (PVD)
techniques

• sputter deposition,

• pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and

• molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).

These methods have in common that the �lm is deposited in vacuum on a substrate
with a thickness of typically around 0.5 mm to 1 mm (�gure 2.1).
Sputter deposition, especially magnetron sputtering, is a common deposition

method and often used in industrial applications [16]. It does not require an ul-
tra high vacuum and can be applied to fabricate homogeneous thin and even thick
�lms over a large area. The homogeneity is the main reason it was chosen as the de-
position technique implemented in the in situ PNR chamber. Pulsed laser deposition
(PLD) is a technique which is often used to deposit thin �lms with a complex stoi-
chiometry [17]. Here, it was used for the deposition of La1�xSrxMnO3 and BaTiO3

�lms. Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is a very precise thin �lm deposition method,
which requires ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions inside the deposition chamber
[18]. It is mainly used for the epitaxial growth of thin �lms and monolayers. Here,
it was used for growing the EuO/BaO multilayer.
In the following, the working principle of each deposition method, their advantages

and - if applicable - disadvantages will be explained in more detail.

2.1.1 Sputter Deposition

A broad variety of metals, insulators, alloys and composites can be deposited using
sputtering. Due to the relatively high energy of the adatoms, they have a high mo-
bility on the surface, which often increases the �lm quality. Moreover, the deposition
rate is highly reproducible and large areas can be deposited very uniformly.
The in situ polarised neutron re�ectometry (PNR) chamber, which will be de-

scribed in chapter 3, uses sputtering as deposition technique. For sputter deposition,
the material, which is to be coated onto the substrate, is prepared in the form of a
sputter target. This target is mounted on a sputter gun inside the vacuum chamber.
For this purpose, it is bonded with In on a Cu backing plate, which has a small
magnetic keeper made of an Fe ring in the centre. The keeper attaches magnetically
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2.1 Thin Film Deposition

Figure 2.1: Left: A typical 2 ′′ sputter target bonded with In on a magnetic backing
plate, together with the corresponding sputter gun. Middle: The target is mag-
netically attached to the sputter gun to prepare the deposition. Right: The sample
holder, which will be situated underneath the sputter gun inside the sputtering cham-
ber. The Si substrate, which is put onto it, will be coated during deposition.

to the central button magnet of the sputter gun, which holds the backing plate and
the target in place. The substrate for the thin �lm preparation is placed on a sample
holder facing the sputter gun (�gure 2.2). The distance between sputter gun and
substrate is typically between 5 cm and 10 cm. A shutter in between the gun and
the sample holder controls the deposition time. In the in situ PNR chamber, the
targets are cylindrical, with a diameter of 2 ′′ (50.8 mm) and thicknesses ranging from
0.4 mm to 6 mm (see �gure 2.1).
Before the �lm deposition, the vacuum chamber has to be evacuated to a base

pressure of preferably less than 1× 10−6 mbar. Then an inert working gas, typically
Ar, is admitted into the chamber. This sputter gas gets ionised in a gas discharge.
The gas ions bombard the target and release target material for thin �lm deposition.
The amount of sputter gas can be either controlled by a leak valve or a mass �ow
controller, which regulate the pressure of the sputter gas during the sputter process
or the its �ux into the chamber, respectively. The sputter pressure is in a dynamic
equilibrium as the vacuum pumps continuously pump the gas out of the chamber
until an equilibrium of instreaming and outstreaming gas is reached.
Direct current (DC) sputtering is the simplest sputter process. A power supply

generates a constant DC-voltage (up to 1 kV for the in situ PNR chamber) between
the sputter target and the vacuum chamber. The negative pole is set on the sputter
target. When the sputter gas streams into the chamber, a small amount of it ionises,
for example due to friction or collisions. In the same way, free electrons are released
inside the chamber. The positively charged ions are accelerated towards the sputter
target and the free electrons are repelled from it. When sputter gas ions hit the
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Chapter 2 Thin Film Techniques

target, they transfer their kinetic energy to the target material. This causes target
material (atoms, molecules) to be released from the target. The released material
then condenses on the substrate, where it forms the thin �lm.
In order to reach a reasonable deposition rate, the amount of bombarding ions has

to be su�ciently high. One of the parameters that in�uences the deposition rate is
therefore the pressure of the sputter gas. When the sputter gas ions and electrons
are moving in front of the sputter target, they ionise other sputter gas atoms, which
then are attracted by the sputter target and accelerated towards it. In this way,
an ionisation cascade is formed above a speci�c gas pressure threshold, where the
number of collisions in front of the sputter target is su�cient that a plasma evolves,
which is able to reach a reasonable ablation rate from the sputter target.
At the beginning of the sputter process, the plasma has to be stabilised and the

surface of the target material has to be cleaned from impurities, which can be caused
e.g. by oxidation during the time when the chamber is vented. For this purpose, the
target is usually pre-sputtered for around 10 min-20 min before the actual deposition
process is performed. In order to prevent the sample from getting coated during
the pre-sputtering process, the deposition shutter is closed and the sample is shaded
from sputtered material. After the target is found to be clean, the shutter is opened
for the duration of the coating. The exact shutter opening time controls the �lm
thickness. Furthermore, the sputtering power, de�ned as the product of the voltage
and the current of the sputter gas ions impinging onto the target, is an important
parameter for the sputter rate. The higher the power the more material is released
from the target material.
The described basic sputter process works typically at a sputter gas pressure of

more than 1 mbar and voltages of more than 1kV [19]. Due to the small mean
free path at this pressure, it is very probable that the released target material form
clusters in the gas phase before they reach the substrate, which is not desirable
when a �at, two-dimensional thin layer should be grown. The sputtering process can
be improved in this aspect using magnetron sputtering, where integrated magnets
behind the sputter target generate a magnetic �eld inside the plasma in front of
the sputter target. At the places where the magnetic �eld is parallel to the target
surface, the electrons inside the plasma are not repelled directly from the surface,
but are forced on a spiral track due to the Lorentz force. This causes an elongation
of the electron path, leading to a more e�cient ionisation of sputter gas atoms. This
also increases the sputter e�ciency and causes the ablation of the sputter target
material in this region to be higher than in the remaining regions of the sputter
target. Magnetron sputtering has the following main advantages:

• Due to the elongation of the mean free path of the electrons, the number of
ionised atoms increases dramatically. Therefore, the number of sputter gas
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2.1 Thin Film Deposition

atoms required for forming a plasma is reduced so that a sputter pressure of
1× 10−3 mbar to 1× 10−2 mbar can be established.

• The increased number of sputter gas ions enhances the ablation rate of the
target and the deposition rate of the sample.

• As the sputter pressure is drastically reduced for magnetron sputtering, clus-
tering is almost completely avoided.

• The required voltage at the sputter target is reduced from typically more than
1 kV to less than 500 V.

• The expansion of the sputter plasma is reduced. It is then farther away from
the sample and does not heat it up the sample.

DC sputtering can only be used for electrically conducting targets as every
impinging sputter gas ion transfers a positive charge to the target. If this charge
cannot �ow o�, the target becomes positively charged and builds up an electric �eld,
which shields the target and causes the plasma to eventually break down. Elec-
trically insulating materials like Si and MgO can, nevertheless, be sputtered using
radio frequency (RF) sputtering. RF sputtering uses the sputter guns identical to
those used for DC sputtering. The prerequisite for RF sputtering is only a RF power
supply, which generates a high-frequency AC �eld of 13.56 MHz or higher, superim-
posed onto the constant bias voltage of the sputter target. This frequency is so high
that the heavy sputter gas ions are scarcely disturbed, but the electrons inside the
plasma are a�ected and set into oscillation. During the oscillation, they can hit the
target and compensate the positive charges. The principle of the sputter process is
illustrated in �gure 2.2.
Although sputtered thin �lms often reproduce the target stoichiometry well, dis-

crepancies are still possible because the e�ect of the sputter gas ions on each target
material, viz. sputter yield, is di�erent. It is especially important for the deposition
of oxides, where �lms often exhibit an oxygen de�ciency if they were sputtered only
with Ar sputter gas. It can be compensated by an oxygen partial pressure in the
sputter gas, which �lls up the oxygen vacancies in the sample.
The addition of oxygen or other gases like N into the sputter gas can not only be

used to suppress de�ciencies of some elements, but also to create e.g. metal non-
metal compounds, which is called reactive sputtering. Dielectric �lms can then be
prepared by DC sputtering instead of using RF sputtering. In order to prevent target
poisoning by the incorporation of sputter gas inside the target, reactive sputtering
is often combined with pulsed DC sources. This is a special DC sputter technique in
which the target is sputtered in short DC pulses while it can clean itself in between
the pulses. Recently, ZrN coatings used for fuel elements were sputtered with this
technique using a Zr target in a N2 atmosphere [20].
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Figure 2.2: Left: Schematic of the sputter deposition process using magnetron sput-
ter guns. Ionised sputter gas atoms form a plasma in front of the sputter target and
are accelerated to the target by the negative DC �eld generated by the power supply.
Magnetic �elds in front of the sputter guns provide a more e�cient ionisation of the
sputter gas ions and a higher sputter e�ciency. In RF-sputtering, a high-frequency
alternating current is superimposed to prevent a charging of the target. The ablated
target material condenses on the substrate where it forms the �lm.
Right: Sputter plasma during a magnetron sputtering process. Photo by W.
Kreuzpaintner.

Sputtering was chosen as deposition method for the in situ PNR chamber. The
sputter guns are equipped with magnets for magnetron sputtering and DC and RF
power supplies allow the deposition of a broad variety of of materials. Further, the
ex situ analysed �lm Tb/Dy was also prepared using sputter deposition.

2.1.2 Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD)

A common deposition method for preparing thin oxide �lms is pulsed laser deposition
(PLD). Like for sputter deposition, it is performed in a vacuum chamber and the
material which should be deposited is loaded inside the chamber as a target. However,
the target is not ablated using a sputter gas, but it is thermally ablated with many
short laser pulses. A schematic of the PLD setup is shown in �gure 2.3.
During every laser pulse, the laser quickly heats up the surface of the target to

several thousand Kelvin at a heating rate of up to 1× 1011 K/s [21]. As a con-
sequence, components of the target material vaporise, form a plasma and are ejected
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of a PLD setup. A laser hits the target material, which is
ablated and coats the substrate and �lm. Schematic from [21].

from the target, creating the characteristic PLD plume, which expands and reaches
the substrate, where the material condenses as the thin �lm.
One of the biggest advantages of PLD compared to sputtering and MBE is that

the composition of the PLD-synthesized �lm is close to that of the target material,
which is the reason it is often used for the deposition of compounds, especially
complex oxide materials. Nonetheless, small stoichiometric deviations can occur for
the oxygen concentration of PLD grown �lms, which can be compensated by creating
an oxygen atmosphere during growth.
Here, La1�xSrxMnO3 (LSMO) and BaTiO3 (BTO) thin �lms were grown using

PLD in a collaboration with the University of Leipzig, Germany.

2.1.3 Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE)

In Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE), thin �lms are grown by evaporation of materials
in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions [18]. The materials to be deposited are
loaded in containers inside the vacuum chamber, e.g. as a powder or as �akes, and
heated using electron beams (typically for e.g. Si) or Joule heating (typically for e.g.
Ti) [10] until they sublimate and form the thin �lm on the substrate. Commonly,
e�usion cells are used in MBE for this process (�gure 2.4). The material is heated
up inside the cell and the evaporated or sublimated material can leave the cell as
a molecular beam at a small aperture directed at the substrate. MBE is a very
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of a MBE machine with di�erent e�usion cells. Materials
are evaporated inside the cell, leave the ori�ce as a molecular beam and are �nally
deposited on the substrate. Schematic made by A. Schmehl and taken from [10].

gentle deposition technique because the deposition rate is usually very low and the
evaporated materials have a very small kinetic energy of typically 1 eV.
The materials that are put into the e�usion cells are usually solid. Compounds

that contain gaseous constituents like oxides can be grown by inserting the gas into
the UHV chamber during growth.
MBE is also a very sensitive growth technique, requiring excellent UHV condi-

tions and having small deposition rates. In addition, the control of the sample stoi-
chiometry is complicated as the constituents of a compound often sublimate with
a di�erent rate upon thermal heating. However, the small deposition rate and the
small kinetic energy of the atoms and molecules, which land on the substrate, enables
the growth of the �lms with very high precision and quality. MBE is therefore inev-
itable for the preparation of thin �lm samples where the epitaxy and �lm purity are
of highest concern. In this work, the EuO/BaO multilayer was grown using MBE in
a collaboration with the Max Planck Institute for Solid State Research in Stuttgart,
Germany.

2.2 Thin Film Analysis

Magnetic thin �lms exhibit many interesting properties, whose characterisation re-
quires the complementary use of a variety of measurement techniques. Standard
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lab devices for magnetic measurements are the Physical Properties Measuring Sys-
tem (PPMS) and the Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID). They
can provide magnetic information over large temperature and magnetic �eld ranges.
While those magnetometers can characterise the sample as a whole, several scattering
techniques are used to resolve the topological and even magnetic structure of thin
�lms. This information is important to understand the origin of the macroscopic
properties which have been observed for example by a PPMS or a SQUID. In the
second part of this section, the scattering techniques which were used in this work
will be discussed.

2.2.1 Magnetometers

Macroscopic magnetisation measurements are a simple and fast method to obtain a
�rst magnetic characterisation of a thin �lm. The measurement of the sample mag-
netisationM as a function of the applied �eld Ha is a basic measurement routine and
can reveal much information, for example the types of magnetism which are present
in the �lm and their characteristic parameters. For a ferromagnet, those are for
example the saturation magnetisation, remanence and coercive �elds. An exchange
bias, which is a key element of every hard disk drive and visible in the di�erence
in the coercive �elds of increasing and decreasing applied magnetic �elds, can also
be detected and quanti�ed. Its appearance, for instance, is a strong indication for a
ferromagnetic-antiferromagnetic interface, and gives reason for further investigations
by other methods.
Magnetisation measurements can also help in detecting collective micromagnetic

phenomena. Typical properties of magnetic clusters like superparamagnetism (SPM)
and spin-glass behaviour (SG) can also be analysed using magnetisation measure-
ments of the macroscopic sample, for example in �eld-cooled (FC) and zero-�eld-
cooled (ZFC) measurements [22]. The sample is cooled once with a high applied
magnetic �eld (FC, typically at least with 5 T) and once without (ZFC) from above
the Curie temperature to a very low temperature, typically 4 K, and the magnet-
isation M is taken at a constant applied �eld Ha as a function of an increasing
temperature T . The comparison of both M(T ) curves at various magnetic �elds Ha

during the warm-up process can indicate collective micromagnetic properties.
The magnetometers used here were the PPMS and the SQUID. Compared to the

PPMS, the SQUID has a much higher magnetic sensitivity and is therefore preferably
used for thin �lms with a very weak magnetisation [23]. The PPMS is, on the other
hand, very �exible and can be used for more types of measurements depending on
the speci�c model and sample holder extension, like for thermal, electrotransport or
spectroscopic measurements [24].
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2.2.1.1 Physical Properties Measuring System (PPMS)

The PPMS is a standard laboratory device for a variety of measurements. Two dif-
ferent PPMS devices manufactured by QuantumDesign were used. They can provide
a magnetic �eld up to 9 T and 14 T, respectively, and a temperature range between
1.9 K and 400 K. In this work, the PPMS was used predominantly for magnetisation
and AC-susceptibility measurements.
For a magnetisation measurement, the sample is extracted out of a detector coil

at the sample environment. The magnetisation is determined by the voltage which
is induced in this process and is referred to as the DC magnetisation of the sample.
For AC magnetometer measurements, a dedicated coil is used that generates small

magnetic AC drive �elds, which are superimposed on the DC �eld. They cause a
time-dependent magnetic moment which induces a voltage in the detection coil.
During this AC measurement, the sample does not need to be moved [25]. The
quantity of interest is the AC-susceptibility χAC, which is de�ned as

χAC =
dM
dH

, (2.1)

where H = HAC sin(ωt) is the driving �eld, with driving amplitude HAC and fre-
quency ω. Especially for high driving frequencies, the AC moment does not follow
the DC magnetisation curve due to dynamic e�ects in the sample. The detection of
those dynamic e�ects is essential for verifying superparamagnetic (SPM) and spin-
glass (SG) behaviours.

2.2.1.2 Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID)
Magnetometer

The SQUID magnetometer is a widely used laboratory device for magnetisation
measurements. In this work, a Magnetic Property Measurement System XL (MPMS-
XL) by Quantum Design at the Walter Meissner Institute (WMI) in Garching,
Germany, was used. It provides a magnetic �eld of up to 7 T and a temperature
range between 1.8 K and 400 K [26]. A SQUID is a very sensitive magnetic �ux to
voltage converter and can detect DC magnetisations with a higher precision than the
PPMS. Its accuracy for magnetisation is 1× 10−6 emu with a standard deviation of
10× 10−8 emu, compared to the PPMS's nominal accuracy of 5× 10−6 emu [27].
This enhanced accuracy is often essential to resolve the magnetisation of thin �lms.

The sensitivity of the SQUID magnetometer is achieved by using a superconducting
ring as detection coil around the sample. As the ring is superconducting, the induced
current is not attenuated and the change in the magnetic �ux generates �ux quanta
inside the ring. The SQUID is designed such that every induced �ux quantum can be
detected, which can give very exact information on the magnetisation of the sample
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fed through it [26, 27]. A detailed description of the working principle of a SQUID
can be found in [28].

2.2.2 Scattering Techniques

Electron, X-ray and neutron scattering are highly sensitive methods for the structural
characterisation of thin �lms. While electron and X-ray scattering devices can be
established in a standard laboratory, neutron scattering typically relies on large-scale
research facilities.
In a scattering process, the incident probe (electron, X-ray or neutron) with the

wave vector ki is scattered from the sample, transfers the scattering vector Q to the
sample and leaves it with the re�ected wave vector kf . In elastic scattering, the
norms of the wave vector of the incident and re�ected wave are equal: |ki| = |kf |.
A schematic of the scattering geometry is shown in �gure 2.5. Each component
of the scattering vector Q yields information about the structure in the respective
direction.
Depending on the sample's properties of interest, the type of probe and a suitable

scattering geometry must be chosen. The techniques are often complementary and
together, they can deliver a complete picture of the sample. Here, X-ray and neutron
scattering were used. In the following sections, �rst a short overview is given on the
properties of X-rays and neutrons. Then, the relevant scattering methods used, their
principles and their capabilities are outlined and compared to each other.

2.2.2.1 X-rays

X-rays are electromagnetic waves which interact with the electronic shell of the atoms
of the solid. In laboratory X-ray sources, they are generated by accelerating electrons
towards a metallic anode material. When the electrons impinge on the anode, X-rays,
composed of a continuous Bremsstrahlung and characteristic lines from the anode
material, are emitted [30, 31]. The Brems radiation arises from the deceleration of
the electrons on the target. The characteristic lines are created by knocking out
electrons from the inner electron shells of the target atom, producing vacancies.
During the subsequent relaxation process, X-rays are produced, whose characteristic
energy is equivalent to the di�erence of the energy levels of the involved outer and
inner shell.

2.2.2.2 Neutrons

Neutrons are electrically neutral nuclear particles, whose de Broglie wavelength λ is
determined by their mass mn and velocity v following the de-Broglie equation [32]:
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Figure 2.5: Geometry of a scattering experiment. ki and kf describe the wave vec-
tors of the incident and re�ected wave, respectively. θi and θf are the scattering
angles. φ is de�ned as the azimuthal angle of the re�ected beam. Information about
the sample can be taken from the scattering vector Q = kf − ki. The Qz compon-
ent gives information about the vertical structure of the sample, Qy and Qx yield
information on the lateral structure.
Specular scattering (θi = θf and φ = 0) o�ers information about the vertical struc-
ture of the sample. Then, Qx = Qy = 0 and Qz = 2|ki| sin θi 6= 0. Schematic taken
from [29], with corrected Qy formula.

λ =
h

mv
(2.2)

h is the Planck constant. As for X-rays, interference e�ects yield information on
the structural and crystalline information of the analysed sample.
Due to their electric neutrality, neutrons do not interact with the Coulomb forces

of an atom, but with the atomic nuclei. Consequently, the interaction length is
point-like and the interaction di�ers strongly from that of X-rays. A very prominent
example thereof is hydrogen, which is virtually transparent for X-rays, but interacts
strongly with neutrons. Moreover, neutrons in most cases have a signi�cantly higher
penetration depth in materials.
Neutrons are also ideal for characterising excitations in condensed matter. In
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inelastic scattering processes, the neutrons create or annihilate excitations while the
energy and the momentum are transferred. As the change is very large compared to
the initial state of the neutrons, the properties of the excitations can be measured
very precisely.
Neutrons are electrically neutral, but carry a magnetic moment, so that they can

interact with the unpaired electrons in magnetic atoms. This property is the key
for polarised neutron re�ectometry (PNR), which allows the measurement of the
magnetisation pro�le of a thin �lm as a function of �lm depth.
Neutrons for research purposes are typically available at large-scale research fa-

cilities. There are mainly two ways to produce neutrons, either by nuclear �ssion,
as it is done at the Heinz-Maier-Leibnitz-Zentrum (MLZ) in Garching, Germany, or
by spallation processes, like at the Paul-Scherrer-Institute (PSI) in Villigen, Switzer-
land. In nuclear reactors, 235U nuclei are �ssioned. In this process, 2-3 neutrons are
released in each nuclear reaction. As one neutron is needed to maintain the �ssion
process, 1-2 can be used for research purposes. In spallation sources, high energetic
protons are accelerated onto a spallation target made of a neutron-rich material. The
protons have a de-Broglie wavelength which is so small that they interact with the
single nucleons instead of the nuclei as a whole. The excited nuclei relax by steam-
ing - or spallating - a particle zoo, including neutrons. Typically 20-50 neutrons are
emitted per spallation event.

2.2.2.3 X-ray Di�raction (XRD)

X-ray di�raction (XRD) is a specular X-ray scattering technique for determining
the crystal structure and the lattice constants of a system. Its principle is based on
Bragg's law, which is given by [31]:

2d sin θ = nλ n ∈ N (2.3)

It describes the condition when a constructive interference of specular re�ected waves
with an angle of incidence θ and the wavelength λ occurs for lattice planes with
distance d. It can be easily derived using the sketch in �gure 2.6.
The Siemens D5000 is the main XRD instrument used in this thesis. There, thin

�lm crystals are scanned using a parallel beam in θ − 2θ scattering geometry. A Cu
Kα X-ray source generates X-rays with a constant wavelength of λ = 0.154 06 nm.
While the source is �xed, the specular re�ectivity of the sample is measured for
di�erent incidence angles θ of the sample using a detector at 2θ (see �gure 2.7).
High scattering intensities are expected every time Bragg's law is ful�lled, from

which the distance of the lattice planes can be calculated. For typical XRD meas-
urements, Bragg intensities are measured for angles 10◦ < 2θ < 80◦.
Peaks of an XRD scan are never in�nitesimally sharp, as this would require in�n-

itely large and perfectly ordered crystals. The samples which are mostly analysed
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Figure 2.6: Sketch illustrating Bragg's law. Constructive interference occurs if the
condition 2d sin θ = nλ is ful�lled [31].

Figure 2.7: Parallel beam sample geometry of the Siemens D5000 X-ray di�racto-
meter.
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consist of smaller crystallites with a certain mosaic spread. The full-width-at-half-
maximum (FWHM) of the di�raction peaks yields the volume size of coherently
scattering crystallites. It is analogous to the coherence length L, which can be ob-
tained using the Scherrer-Formula [33]

B(2θ) =
0.94λ

L cos θ
, (2.4)

where B(2θ) is the FWHW (in rad) of the di�raction peak at the angle θ.

2.2.2.4 X-ray Re�ectometry (XRR)

XRD is a technique for the analysis of crystals at an atomic level. The same measure-
ment setup can also be used for determining important properties of thin �lms, viz.
their thickness and interface roughness. Those experiments are referred to as X-ray
re�ectometry (XRR) as they are usually performed at incidence angles 2θ < 10◦.
For very small incident angles, refraction phenomena occur at the interfaces

between di�erent media, similar as for visible light. The refractive index n is given
as [30]

n = 1− δ + iβ δ, β ∈ R . (2.5)

The real part (δ) describes the refractive properties, the imaginary part (β) the
absorption of the X-rays inside the medium.
The value of δ is given by

δ =
2πρX-ray
k20

, (2.6)

where k0 is the norm of the wave vector of the incident X-rays and ρX-ray the scat-
tering length density (SLD) of the media. The SLD of a solid whose unit cell is
composed of n atoms can be calculated using the equation [34]

ρX-ray =

∑n
i=1 Zi · be
vm

(2.7)

where Zi represents the atomic number of the i-th atom, be = 2.82× 10−5Å the
Thomson scattering length of electrons and vm the volume of the unit cell.
For X-rays, δ is usually in the order of 10−5 in solids and 10−8 in air. The fact that

the refractive index n = 1−δ of X-rays in solids is smaller than that in air means that
air is an optically thicker medium than a solid and X-rays can be totally re�ected
in air when they hit a solid surface. Using Snell's law and neglecting the absorption
e�ects (β = 0), the angle of total re�ection, which is also called the critical angle αc,
is given by

αc =
√

2δ =

√
4πρX-ray
k20

. (2.8)
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Figure 2.8: X-rays are impinging two di�erent homogeneous materials, a �lm with
a thickness of d (1) and a substrate with in�nite thickness (2). The X-rays can
be transmitted and re�ected on both interfaces. The re�ected waves from both
interfaces interfere with each other like in XRD and the re�ectivity pattern can be
used to determine the �lm thickness. Schematic taken from [30].

In terms of the scattering vector Qz, which is given by

Qz =
4π

λ
sin θ = 2k0 sin θ , θr = θi = θ for specular re�ection (2.9)

the critical edge Qc for total re�ection results in

Qc = 2k0 sinαc = 2k0 sin

(√
4πρX-ray
k20

)
. (2.10)

As k0 is usually a known experimental parameter, the critical edge Qc directly
correlates to the SLD of the scattered material ρX-ray. Qc is therefore an important
indicator for its chemical composition and its atomic density.
The next important �lm parameter measurable by XRR is the �lm thickness. As

an example, a homogeneous �lm with a �nite thickness, which is grown on a solid
substrate, is considered (�gure 2.8). The �lm and the substrate have di�erent SLDs.
When X-rays are scattered on this sample, they can be re�ected on two interfaces.
The X-rays which are re�ected from the top and the bottom of the �lm interfere
with each other and the e�ects can be similarly described as for XRD. The main
di�erence is that the X-rays are not re�ected at the lattice planes, but at the �lm
interfaces. As the thickness of a thin �lm is usually much larger than the distance
of lattice planes, the range for the angle of incidence θ is correspondingly smaller to
achieve interference e�ects. The same X-ray devices which are used for XRD can also
be used for XRR. XRR measurements are done by scanning the re�ectivity of the
sample at grazing incidence angles of typically 2θ < 10◦ for X-rays generated with
the wavelength of the Cu Kα line. A typical simulated specular XRR re�ectivity of
a thin �lm as a function of the scattering vector Qz is shown in �gure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Typical simulated X-ray re�ectivity curve of a thin �lm, where the spec-
ular re�ectivity of the �lm R is taken as a function of scattering vector |Q| = Qz.
The critical edge Qc is a measure for the scattering length density (SLD) of the thin
�lm materials. Oscillations of the re�ectivity, called Kiessig fringes, originate from
di�erent interfaces of the sample. Schematic taken from [30].

After the critical edge Qc, the re�ectivity curve decays on average with increasing
Qz, which is described by the Fresnel equations [30]. The oscillations during the decay
are called Kiessig fringes and arise from the interference of the X-rays re�ected from
the top and the bottom of the thin �lm, as shown on the right hand side of �gure
2.8. The spacing of the oscillations ∆Qz can be used to estimate the layer thickness
d, which is given by

d ≈ 2π

∆Qz
. (2.11)

As the SLD of X-rays is a linear function of the atomic number, two important
properties of X-ray re�ectometry are that

• light atoms only weakly scatter X-rays and

• atoms with similar atomic numbers have a very small contrast in their SLD,
which makes them hard to distinguish.

The average decay according to the Fresnel equations holds only for X-rays which
are scattered at perfectly sharp interfaces. In reality, surfaces and interfaces of thin
�lms have a roughness and may show interdi�usion e�ects.
The roughness is quanti�ed by the expectation value of the quadratic height �uc-

tuations between two arbitrary lateral coordinates (x, y) and (x′, y′) and expressed
as [30]:

〈[h(x, y)− h(x′, y′)]2〉 = 〈h(x, y)2〉 − 2〈h(x, y) · h(x′, y′)〉+ 〈h(x′, y′)2〉 (2.12)
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There are two types of roughnesses, the uncorrelated and the correlated rough-
ness. Specular X-ray re�ectometry is only able to measure the uncorrelated interface
roughness. It describes height variations of a �lm, for which the height at any point
h(x, y) is independent of that of any other point h(x′, y′), no matter how near (x, y)
and (x′, y′) are to each other. Then,

〈[h(x, y)− h(x′, y′)]2〉 = 〈h(x, y)2〉 − 2 〈h(x, y) · h(x′, y′)〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

+〈h(x′, y′)2〉 . (2.13)

As the pairs are (x, y) and (x′, y′) were chosen arbitrarily on the same �lm, their
quadratic expectation values are equal:

〈[h(x, y)− h(x′, y′)]2〉 = 〈h(x, y)2〉+ 〈h(x′, y′)2〉 = 2〈h(x, y)2〉 = 2〈h2〉 (2.14)

If a Gaussian distribution of the height variations is assumed, the X-ray re�ectivity
R is multiplied by a factor compared to the Fresnel re�ectivity RFresnel [30]:

R = RFresnel · e(−Q
2
z〈[h(x,y)−h(x′,y′)]2〉)/2 = RFresnel · e−Q

2
z〈h2〉 (2.15)

The rms roughness σ is de�ned as σ =
√
〈h2〉 and a measure for the uncorrelated

roughness. It leads to an additional decay of the re�ectivity compared to the Fresnel
re�ectivity:

R = RFresnel · e−Q
2
zσ

2
. (2.16)

However, interdi�usion between layers of a �lm, which can be described by concen-
tration variations at the �lm interfaces, can lead to the same decrease in re�ectivity
as roughness. The additional decrease in specular re�ectivity cannot distinguish
between rms roughness and interdi�usion. It is thus a measure for the sum of both
e�ects.
O�-specular re�ectivity measurements, however, can di�erentiate between them.

While rms roughness leads to di�use scattering and so called Bragg sheets (more
details in section 2.2.2.7), they are absent for only interdi�used layers. A scan of the
o�-specular intensities around a specular Bragg peak, for example by a rocking scan,
can be used to separate the scattering caused by roughness and interdi�usion.
In summary, XRR can determine 3 important thin �lm parameters, which are the

• Scattering length density,

• �lm thickness as well as

• rms roughness and interdi�usion.
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Figure 2.10: Simulated XRR curve using the Parratt algorithm of a W/Si multilayer,
which consists of 10 bilayer repetitions of 10Å amorphous W and 40Å amorphous
Si. The two multilayer Bragg Peaks are created by re�ecting the X-rays at each
bilayer as a whole and re�ect the total thickness each bilayer [30]

To evaluate these parameters, the measured XRR intensities are parameter-�tted
to simulated re�ectivity curves using computer programs. The parameters of the
best �t is then taken as the real parameters of the �lm.
There are several algorithms like the Parratt recursion formula [35] which are able

to calculate the re�ectivity curve of not only a single homogeneous layer, but also
complex heterostructures consisting of di�erent material compositions. As indicated
in �gure 2.8, the X-rays of an XRR measurement are not only re�ected once inside a
�lm and leave it afterwards, but can be re�ected again on the surface. As a result, the
interference of not only two waves, but also higher order re�ections, have to be taken
into consideration for the simulation of a re�ectivity curve. This is also considered
in those algorithms and they are implemented in diverse computer programs like
Parratt32, SimulRe�ec [36] or GenX [37].
A simulated re�ectivity curve of a W/Si multilayer with 10 bilayers is shown in

�gure 2.10. In that example, the multilayer structure is also clearly visible by 2
multilayer Bragg peaks, which arise from constructive interference peaks caused by
the bilayer repetitions.

2.2.2.5 Neutron Re�ectometry

Di�raction and re�ectometry can also be performed with neutrons instead of X-rays
as probes. Due to the di�erent properties of these probes, neutron scattering and
X-ray scattering are techniques which complement each other.
The scattering process of neutrons can best be described by an energy considera-
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tion. The kinetic energy of a free neutron in vacuum E0 is given by [38]

E0 =
1

2
mnv

2
0 =

~2k20
2mn

, (2.17)

where mn is the neutron rest mass, v0 its velocity, ~ the reduced Planck constant and
k0 = |k0| the norm of the incident neutron wave vector k0. When the neutron hits
a material, the potential energy of the material, which interacts with the neutron, is
given by

V =
2π~2

mn
Nbn , (2.18)

in which N is the number density of scattering centres (e.g. atoms) per unit volume
and bn is the neutron scattering length. The scattering length density SLD is then
de�ned as ρn = N · bn, so that the potential can be rewritten as

V =
2π~2

mn
ρn . (2.19)

Inside the sample, the energy of the neutron E is then given by

E = E0 + V =
~2k2

2mn
+

2π~2

mn
ρn . (2.20)

The norm of the neutron wave vector changes to k equivalently to the case of X-rays.
As only elastic scattering is considered here, the energy before and after scattering
is equal. Equating E = E0 yields

k2 = k20 − 4πρn . (2.21)

The refractive index n, which is de�ned as

n =
k

k0
(2.22)

then results in

n =

√
1− 4πρn

k20
. (2.23)

A Taylor expansion of n for ρn ≈ 0 yields

n ≈ 1− 2πρn
k20

, (2.24)

which is equivalent to the refraction index of X-rays (equations 2.5 and 2.6). Likewise,
the critical edge for neutron re�ectometry measurements can be determined as

αc =
√

2δ =

√
4πρn
k20

. (2.25)
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Figure 2.11: The coherent scattering lengths of neutrons vs. the atomic number of the
elements of the periodic table. Graph taken from [39], a diagram for the scattering
length of each isotope can also be found there.

As neutrons are scattered at the nucleus, their scattering lengths bn and their SLD
ρn can vary strongly between atoms with a similar atomic number and even among
atoms with the same atomic number. In addition, light atoms like H also have a high
neutron scattering length. The use of both probes, X-rays and neutrons, enables a
precise analysis of the composition of many di�erent materials. A digram of neutron
scattering lengths for di�erent elements is shown in 2.11.

2.2.2.6 Polarised Neutron Re�ectometry

Although neutrons have no net electric charge, every neutron has a spin polarisation
S and carries a magnetic moment µn due to their nuclear structure. These key
properties make neutrons a very sensitive probe for analysing magnetic structures of
thin �lms. Polarised neutron re�ectometry (PNR) is able to reveal the spatial distri-
bution of the magnetisation of a thin �lm, which is essential for the understanding of
its overall magnetic behaviour. In this section, the physical basis of the interaction
of neutrons with solids for the case of PNR and the potentials of the technique will
be discussed.
The prerequisite for PNR are polarised neutrons. The spin polarisation of a neut-

ron beam P is a statistical quantity and describes the probability of �nding a neutron
in the respective polarisation direction. Neutron sources generate neutrons without
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any preferred polarisation, so the mean polarisation at the source is zero. The neut-
rons are therefore identi�ed as unpolarised and no net e�ects arising from their mag-
netic moments are expected. In order to polarise the neutrons, typically two di�erent
methods are applied today. The �rst is to use 3He �lters, which has a spin-dependent
transmission for neutrons [40]. They have a similar e�ect as optical polarisers. When
an unpolarised neutron beam propagates through such a �lter, neutrons of the pre-
ferred spin direction are transmitted and others are absorbed. The other method to
polarise neutrons is to use magnetic neutron mirrors [38]. They are based on the
neutron re�ectivity of magnetic �lms being dependent on the neutron polarisation.
Neutrons with a polarisation parallel to the mirror magnetisation have a higher crit-
ical edge for total re�ection Qc than neutrons with the opposite polarisation and can
be spatially separated.
Neutron polarisers are needed both for polarising and analysing the beam. The

polariser polarises the neutron beam and is installed before the sample. The analyser
selects the neutrons of the desired polarisation after the scattering process. Once a
neutron beam is polarised, a weak magnetic �eld with ≈ 1 mT is required to avoid a
depolarisation. Such a neutron guide �eld needs to be installed along the complete
neutron pathway.
A single neutron can be described using the following spinor wave function Ψ(r,S)

[38]:

Ψ(r,S) = c+

(
1
0

)
Ψ+(r) + c−

(
0
1

)
Ψ−(r) (2.26)

where Ψ+(r) and Ψ−(r) are the spatial wave functions for the respective spin state
S, and |c+|2 and |c−|2 represent the probabilities in which the neutron can be found
in these states.
The magnetic moment µn of the neutron is coupled antiparallel to its spin and

can be described with the following formula [32]:

µn = −γ e

mp
S (2.27)

γ = 1.913 is a positive constant, e is the elemental charge and mp the proton rest
mass. It can be represented as

µn = −γµNσ S =
~
2
σ µN =

e~
2mp

= 5.051× 10−27
J

T
(2.28)

with µN being the nuclear magneton and σ the Pauli-spin-matrices, from which each
is directing towards one of the three orthogonal spatial axes:

σ = σ̌x · x̂+ σ̌y · ŷ + σ̌z · ẑ =

(
0 1
1 0

)
x̂+

(
0 −i
i 0

)
ŷ +

(
1 0
0 −1

)
ẑ (2.29)
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In the same manner, the polarisation P of a neutron beam can be expressed as:

P = Pxx̂+ Pyŷ + Pz ẑ (2.30)

Px = 〈σ̌x) Py = 〈σ̌y) Pz = 〈σ̌z) (2.31)

x̂, ŷ and ẑ are orthogonal spatial unit vectors. Without loss of generality, the
spin axis of quantisation is chosen to be ẑ. This axis de�nition only holds for the
neutron spin polarisation axes in order to hold the standard nomenclature of Pauli-
spin matrices. It represents the quantisation axis of the neutron spins and does not
need to coincide with the z axis of the scattering process, which was speci�ed before
in non-magnetic scattering like in �gure 2.5.
When a neutron is scattered by a magnetic sample, its magnetic moment inter-

acts with the magnetic �eld B which is created by the sample magnetisation. The
interaction energy is the Zeeman-energy Vmagnetic

Vmagnetic = −µn ·B . (2.32)

In PNR, this term has to be considered in the total energy E of the neutron:

E = E0 + V + Vmagnetic =
~2k2

2mn
+

2π~2

mn
ρn − µn ·B (2.33)

This can be rewritten as:

E =
~2k2

2mn
+

2π~2

mn

(
ρn +

mn

2π~2
µn ·B

)
=

~2k2

2mn
+

2π~2

mn
ρneutron , (2.34)

where the interaction potentials V and Vmagnetic were summarised in one total SLD
ρneutron. It is composed of the nuclear SLD ρn, which describes the pure structural
interaction, and the magnetic SLD ρm (mSLD), which characterises the magnetic
interaction:

ρneutron = ρn ± ρm (2.35)

with
ρm = ∓ mn

2π~2
µn ·B . (2.36)

It shows that the SLD is directly connected to the magnetic �eld B inside the
sample. It can be calculated by [38]

B(r) = µ0
∑
i

∇×
(
mi × r
|r|3

)
, (2.37)

where µ0 is the vacuum permittivity and mi is the magnetic moment of the ith
unpaired electron spin which generates a �eld at the position r.
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By expressing the magnetic interaction as SLD like in equation 2.36, and using
the Pauli spin matrix notation as in equations 2.28 and 2.29, the potential energies
V and Vmagnetic can be expressed as the matrices V̌ and V̌magnetic:

V̌ =
2π~2

mn

(
ρn 0
0 ρn

)
(2.38)

V̌magnetic =
2π~2

mn

(
ρm,z ρm,x − iρm,y

ρm,x + iρm,y −ρm,z

)
(2.39)

ρm,x, ρm,y and ρm,z are the magnetic SLDs of the sample with respect to the direction
of the neutron spin. In summary, the total potential energy is given by:

V̌ + V̌magnetic =
2π~2

mn

(
ρn + ρm,z ρm,x − iρm,y
ρm,x + iρm,y ρn − ρm,z

)
=

2π~2

mn

(
ρ++ ρ+−
ρ−+ ρ−−

) (2.40)

It describes the spin-dependent interaction of a neutron with a magnetic sample.
The matrix elements ρ++, ρ+−, ρ−+ and ρ−− are good measurable quantities in PNR
and represent the SLDs of the scattering for the respective incident and re�ected
neutron spin. Knowing the nuclear SLD, they can be directly linked to the magnetic
moments mi of the sample (equations 2.37 and 2.36). The diagonal elements ρ++

and ρ−− describe the interaction potential without changing the spin-state of the
neutrons. These non-spin-�ip SLDs include the nuclear SLD ρn and the magnetic
SLD in the direction of the neutron polarisation ẑ. The o�-diagonal elements ρ+−
and ρ−+ of the interaction potential cause a change in the neutron spin-state. They
are indicators for the magnetic SLDs in the directions perpendicular to the neutron
polarisation x̂ and ŷ.
For a quantitative evaluation of a PNR experiment, the treatment of single spins

S or magnetic moments µn, respectively, has to be replaced by the spin polarisation
P of the neutron beam as a statistical quantity.
The scattering potentials can be used to calculate the expected neutron re�ectiv-

ity amplitudes. By doing so, an important property of PNR, which is called the
Halperin E�ect, will emerge. It states that only the component of the �lm magnet-
isation perpendicular to the neutron wave vector transfer Q causes a spin-dependent
re�ection [38].
Figure 2.12 shows a typical PNR experiment. The wave vector transfer Q is

perpendicular to the �lm surface. The neutron polarisation P is in-plane and per-
pendicular to Q. In this setup, the non-spin-�ip re�ectivity amplitude r±±BA as a
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Figure 2.12: The scattering geometry of a typical specular PNR setup. The meas-
ured thin �lm is displayed in top view and consists of several magnetic layers with
layer thickness d and total thickness D. On the top left, the coordinate system for
scattering is shown. Below it, the coordinate system of the neutron spin polarisation
P is mapped. As the scattering is specular, θ = θi = θf and |k| = |ki| = |kf |.
Thus, the scattering vector Q only has a non-vanishing out-of-plane component
|Q| = Qz = 2|k| sin θ = 2kz. The neutron polarisation of the incident neutrons
is directing along P z. The sample magnetisation M is alternating in-plane from
layer to layer between the angles φ and −φ with respect to P z. According to equa-
tion 2.40, the non-spin-�ip SLDs ρ++ and ρ−− characterise the magnetisation along
P z, whereas the spin-�ip SLDs ρ+− and ρ−+ are a measure for the magnetisation
along P x and P y. Only the magnetisation perpendicular to Qz contributes to the
magnetic scattering, which is called Halperin E�ect. So the spin-�ip SLDs can only
measure the magnetisation in P y direction. Figure taken from [38].
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function of the wave vector transfer Q in Born approximation is proportional to [38]

r±±BA (Q) ∝
L∫

0

[ρn(z)± ρm(z) cos(φ(z))]eiQzdz (2.41)

It is composed of the structural SLD ρn and the projection of the magnetic SLD
along the neutron polarisation direction ρm · cos θ. When this projection is positive
(++), the nuclear SLD is increased by the magnetic SLD projection and the total
scattering SLD ρneutron is larger than that for unpolarised neutrons. In the re�ecto-
metry diagram, the total re�ection edge Qc is shifted towards higher Qz, according
to equation 2.25. On the contrary, the total SLD is reduced when the projection is
negative (−−) and the total re�ection edge is smaller than for unpolarised scattering.
Further, the spin-�ip re�ectivity amplitude r±∓BA is proportional to

r±∓BA (Q) ∝
L∫

0

ρm(z) sin(φ(z))eiQzdz (2.42)

in Born approximation, which is purely dependent on the sample magnetisation. Ac-
cording to the Halperin E�ect, out-of-plane magnetisations (in P x direction) cannot
be detected as the scattering vector Q is parallel to the �lm normal. The spin-�ip
re�ectivity therefore projects the magnetisation in P y direction, which is in-plane,
but perpendicular to the neutron polarisation P z. The e�ective magnetic SLD is
given by ρm(z) · sinφ(z) and the re�ectivity is independent of the spin �ip direction,
+− or −+.
The intensity of the re�ected neutrons in PNR experiments is given by the absolute

square of the re�ectivity amplitudes |r|2. Simulated specular PNR re�ectivity curves
are shown in �gure 2.13. The scattering geometry is the same as shown in �gure
2.12. PNR curves appear very similar to XRR re�ectivity curves (�gure 2.9), with the
di�erence that PNR is in addition sensitive to refraction on the sample magnetisation.
The Kiessig oscillations contain the layer thickness and the overall decrease in the
re�ectivity is a measure for the roughness of the sample.
Measured PNR data are analysed by �tting them to simulated curves, for which

dedicated PNR �tting software exist [36, 37]. The �tting allows the extraction of a
detailed magnetisation pro�le from the sample apart from its structural pro�le.
A common way to study the purely magnetic signal of a non-spin-�ip PNR meas-

urement is the evaluation of the spin asymmetry curve SA(Qz), which is de�ned
as

SA(Qz) =
R++(Qz)−R−−(Qz)

R++(Qz) +R−−(Qz)
. (2.43)

R++(Qz) = |r++(Qz)|2 represents the re�ectivity for spin-up and R−−(Qz) =
|r−−(Qz)|2 the spin-down re�ectivity at the respective Qz value. It brings more
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Figure 2.13: Simulation for a set of specular non-spin-�ip (NSF) and spin-�ip (SF)
PNR re�ectivity curves |rNSF|2 and |rSF|2 of a sample which consists of successively
ordered alternating magnetic layers (top right). The total �lm is built up of 10 of
those bilayers and the scattering geometry is the same as shown in �gure 2.12. In the
NSF curves, the magnetic scattering shifts the structural scattering length density
and thus the total re�ection edge Qc, a�ecting the whole re�ectivity curve. The
bilayer structure is reproduced in the multilayer Bragg peaks. Due to the centre
symmetry of the sample, the SF re�ectivity is independent of the direction of the
spin �ip (+− or −+). As SF scattering does not have a nuclear SLD component, no
total re�ection edge can be found at small Q values. Graph taken from [38].
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clearly the splitting of the R++ and R−− curves, so that samples without a net
magnetic moment have a spin asymmetry of zero for all Qz values, whereas a small
splitting leads to a deviation from that base line.
In summary, neutron re�ectometry is capable of measuring all structural para-

meters of thin �lms that are also accessible for XRR. Those are layer thickness,
interface roughness and number density. As the SLDs di�er from those of X-ray
scattering, neutron re�ectometry can be used for systems for which XRR is not ap-
plicable. For example, this is the case when the SLD contrast of X-rays for di�erent
materials inside the system is too small so that they can hardly be distinguished
from each other. In addition, neutrons have a higher penetration depth than X-rays,
which allows them to analyse layers which are buried deeply inside a thin �lm struc-
ture. The most prominent feature of neutron re�ectometry is, however, the magnetic
contribution to the scattering in PNR. It allows the vectorial determination of the
magnetisation in thin �lms as a function of its depth. PNR can reveal the spa-
tial distribution of magnetisations inside a thin �lm and is thus a key technique for
explaining magnetic properties found in them.

2.2.2.7 O�-Specular Scattering

X-ray and neutron scattering can also be used to determine the in-plane structure
of the sample using o�-specular scattering. In specular scattering, interferences of
X-rays and neutrons which are re�ected from various layers results in prominent
re�ectivity maxima for speci�c Qz values. In the same way, X-rays and neutrons
scattered from di�erent in-plane positions of the same layer interface can interfere and
form a typical interference pattern. Scattering processes with the in-plane scattering
vectors Qx and Qy can therefore determine the lateral periodicity in nanometre size
within the sample in the respective directions x and y. The sample features which
can be imaged by X-rays and neutrons are identical to those of specular re�ection.
For example, X-rays are capable of monitoring the topological in-plane structure
whereas neutrons can determine the magnetic structure.
The dependency of the components of the scattering vector Q to the angles of

scattering θi, θf and φ are shown in �gure 2.5 on page 16. Detailed interpretations
and �tting routines for o�-specular scattering data are based on Born-Approximation
(BA) and Distorted-Wave-Born-Approximation (DWBA), which also allows the de-
scription of the sample interfaces in terms of a height-height correlation function
[29].
As o�-specular scattered probes have not only one angle of re�ection θf = θi, but

a range of re�ected scattering angles, an area detector is advisable when o�-specular
scattering experiments are performed. For thin �lm analysis, the measurements
are done at grazing incidence angles. Typical techniques are grazing incidence small
angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) or grazing incidence small angle neutron scattering
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Figure 2.14: A schematic of the o�-specular scattering geometry, from [29]. The
monochromatic or white ribbon beam re�ects on the sample surface and a di�use
scattering scheme can be detected around the specularly re�ected peak (θ).

(GISANS). The shallow scattering angles also have the advantage that they restrict
the penetration depth of the probes so that the measurement can become purely
surface sensitive. Moreover, the lateral wave vector transfer Q‖ =

√
Q2
x +Q2

y is
dominated by Qy for small incidence angles, so that Qx can be neglected and a wide
range of Qy can be probed.
The disadvantage of both GISAXS and GISANS is that the divergence of the

beam must be reduced in Qy direction, which minimises the available beam intensity.
This is particularity important for neutrons, for which the beam intensity at typical
neutron research facilities is rather low compared to X-rays at synchrotrons, thus
requiring a very high measurement time. In compensation, ribbon shaped beams
with a high divergence in Qy direction are often used for o�-specular scattering and
only the Qx scattering is studied. The geometry of such a measurement is shown in
�gure 2.14.
In �gure 2.15, polarised neutron re�ectometry (PNR) measurements including

o�-specular scattering of a [Fe/Cr]19 multilayer are shown for di�erent neutron po-
larisation states, which was performed at the beamline MARIA at MLZ, Garching
[41].
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Figure 2.15: Polarised neutron re�ectometry and o�-specular scattering of an anti-
ferromagnetically coupled [Fe/Cr]19 multilayer at a saturation �eld of 300 mT for all
four neutron spin con�gurations (R++, R+−, R−−, R−+). The scattering intensity
is shown in a heat map as a function of the incident angle αi and re�ected angle αf .
(1) indicates the primary beam, which is also often blocked by a beam stopper; (2)
denotes the area of total re�ection. (3), (4) and (5) mark the �rst, second and third
order Bragg peak. The o�-specular (αi 6= αf ) region of the �rst Bragg peak, indic-
ated by (6), is known as Bragg sheet, which gives information about the in-plane
layer structure and reveals potential correlated roughnesses. Figure from [41].
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In situ Polarised Neutron
Re�ectometry

The properties of thin magnetic �lms like sample structure, stoichiometry and defect
population, together with the interfaces between di�erent layers, strongly depend on
their microstructure which in turn can be in�uenced during the growth of the thin
�lm. It is, therefore, essential to monitor the magnetism and its correlation to the
microstructure in layers and heterostructures in situ during the deposition process.
The knowledge gained there can be used to optimise the magnetic properties of thin
�lm heterostructures for scienti�c and technological purposes.
Beyond the systematic monitoring of the growth of thin �lms and heterostructures,

in situ techniques have many other major advantages. For example, they allow
measurements of sensitive samples without putting a protective capping layer onto
them, which could alter their properties. Further, the possibility to deposit material
onto the sample during or alternatingly with a measurement process enables the
study of dynamic processes like topotactic transformations [8].
Currently, there is a variety of in situ analysis techniques. Those include meth-

ods like electron interference, scanning probe microscopy, photoelectron spectroscopy
and, increasingly, measurement techniques which are applied in synchrotron research
facilities [42�45]. In the latter case, dichroism can be used to monitor the element
speci�c magnetism within thin �lms. However, the mentioned techniques are either
strongly restricted in penetration depth or cannot be used due to their interac-
tion processes with the sample, which may in�uence the magnetic properties of the
sample.
Here, polarised neutron re�ectometry (PNR) stands out from all these techniques.

It is extremely sensitive on magnetic properties. In addition, the interaction of neut-
rons with the sample is very weak, leaving the sample una�ected by the probe during
the measurement. With dynamic scattering theory, the analysis of PNR data is pos-
sible. It is complementary to synchrotron radiation and an established technique for
providing information on strength and direction of the magnetic moments on atomic
scale for both thin �lm and bulk systems.
Already in the 1990s, �rst pioneering in situ PNR experiments have been made.
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However, due to the low neutron �ux, the non-availability of fully developed neutron
optics and the lack of scienti�c relevance, it was subject to limited exceptions and the
technique was not further pursued [46, 47]. A planned in situ deposition chamber for
the magnetism re�ectometer MagRef of the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) was
also not realised [48].
In the year 2010, a collaboration of University of Augsburg, Max Planck Institute

for Solid State Research in Stuttgart and the Technical University of Munich ad-
vanced the in situ PNR technique with the funding of the SFB/Transregio TRR80
by the German Research Foundation (DFG). A sputter deposition chamber was con-
structed and built which was specially designed for in situ PNR purposes. This
new magnetic scattering method should be used for solving scienti�c problems and
the machine should be provided to the scienti�c community. Until 2013, �rst trial
experiments using this in situ PNR system showed that in situ PNR is feasible and
could develop to a unique method which would be able to provide answers on diverse
magnetic problems [49].
Although the prove-of-principle for in situ PNR was achieved, the in situ PNR sys-

tem could only provide very rudimentary conditions for the sample environment. In
the second funding period of the Transregio TRR80 from 2014 until 2017, Wolfgang
Kreuzpaintner and the author carried out a major upgrade of the sputter deposition
facility in order to open it up for investigations on novel materials and material com-
binations. Those often have higher requirements for the sample environment both
during preparation and measurement, which includes for example a better vacuum
or an exact temperature control.
In the following sections, the state of the in situ PNR system is described as it was

at the end of the �rst funding period. In the main part of this section, the upgrades
which were carried out in this work will be outlined and the present state of the
chamber and its abilities will be elucidated.

3.1 First Con�guration of the Sputter Chamber Designed
in Augsburg

The central component of the in situ PNR system is a sputter deposition device.
Sputtering as deposition method has three important advantages compared to other
deposition methods. First, it can be well controlled in a small deposition chamber
with limited space. Second, it can make homogeneous thin �lms over a relatively
large area, which is desirable for neutron re�ectometry measurements. Last but not
least, sputter deposition is able to grow complex chemical compositions with only
one sputter target, which is essential for in situ PNR.
Until now, there have been many approaches for making in situ neutron re�ecto-

metry measurements, thus di�erent terminologies to describe the interplay of sample
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Figure 3.1: CAD renderings of the in situ PNR system as is was in 2013, from [10]

deposition and measurement have been established. In conventional PNR, the sample
is grown in an ordinary deposition chamber, retrieved out of the chamber for PNR
measurement and mounted on a proper neutron beamline. This is the standard way
of performing PNR measurements, where the sample will be exposed to air during the
transport between deposition chamber and PNR beam line. Some sensitive samples
need to be protected from air and the sample is moved in a vacuum transfer box from
the deposition chamber to a vacuum measurement chamber at the PNR beamline
(and back). This procedure is called in vacuum PNR. The main disadvantage of this
method is the long time scale it takes to make the transfer, which costs valuable
neutron beam time and could, for very sensitive samples, alter the properties of the
sample surface during the transport procedure. This can be avoided by quasi in situ
PNR, for which the deposition chamber is placed next to the beamline and connected
directly to the measurement chamber, allowing sample transfer from the deposition
chamber to the measurement chamber inside the same vacuum system [50].
For in situ PNR, the deposition chamber and the measurement chamber have to

be combined into one chamber. This means that the sample growth and the PNR
measurement is performed at the same sample holder. Hence, it has to satisfy the
requirements for both applications. In table 3.1, all the terminologies for sample
growth and measurement as used for this work are summarised.
A CAD drawing of the in situ PNR system, which was constructed in the �rst

funding period of TRR80, is shown in �gure 3.1. It was installed on a metallic support
frame, which was mounted on a Al base plate with an area of 0.86 m × 0.96 m. A
servo motor was installed which can lift up and lower down the support frame, and
thus the complete vacuum chamber by up to 0.22 m. This is needed for the coarse
alignment of the sample holder inside the chamber into the neutron beam. The motor
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De�nition Vacuum Transfer Sample growth

PNR breaking the
vacuum

transfer of the fully
grown sample to the
beamline

completion of the sample
for the analysis: growth
cannot be continued

in vacuum
PNR

maintaining
the vacuum

transfer of the
sample from growth
chamber to beamline
(and back)

long interruption of
sample growth for the
analysis: growth can be
continued if surface is
not contaminated

quasi in situ
PNR

maintaining
the vacuum

transfer of the
sample from growth
position to ana-
lysis position at the
beamline

moderate interruption of
sample growth for the
analysis

in situ PNR maintaining
the vacuum

growth and analysis
position are identical

short interruption of
sample growth for the
analysis

quasi in op-
erando PNR

maintaining
the vacuum

growth and analysis
position are identical

ultra-short interruption
of sample growth for the
analysis

in operando
PNR

maintaining
the vacuum

growth and analysis
position are identical

no interruption of sample
growth for the analysis:
continuous growth

Table 3.1: De�nition of di�erent sample growth and sample measurement, with the
terminologies used for this work.

was manufactured by SEW Eurodrive and controlled with a Movidrive frequency
inverter. The total height of the chamber at the lowest position was 1.485 m, so that
the total volume of this compact chamber was only slightly bigger than 1 m3. A
lifting frame could be attached around this system at the base plate so that it can
be craned to the beamline inside a neutron research facility.
The base material of the vacuum chamber of the in situ PNR system is stainless

steel. Initially, the vacuum of the chamber was pumped in two stages. The pre-
vacuum region was pumped with a scroll pump (XDS 10 by Edwards Vacuum) and
reached pressures down to 5× 10−3 mbar. The high vacuum region in the chamber
was pumped with a turbo molecular pump and reached a pressure of 1× 10−6 mbar.
The sample holder of the chamber was designed both for deposition and neutron

scattering. It was �xed on a steel rod which was welded on a DN100CF �ange. A
heater underneath the sample holder could provide high temperatures for the sample.
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For neutron re�ectometry measurements, the sample has to be aligned in the neut-
ron beam. In order to do this, the DN100CF �ange was not mounted directly on
the chamber, but with a bellow and a rotary feedthrough in between. The bellow
allows that the �ange, and therefore the sample holder can be moved by ±18 mm in
lateral (x) and vertical (z) direction without breaking the vacuum. In the rotational
(θ) direction, the sample can be turned up to ±15◦ via a rotary feedthrough. For
each of these directions, a motor was installed for a remote controlled sample align-
ment. As re�ectometry measurements require a very precise sample alignment, one
position encoder for the height z and one for the angle θ were installed next to the
motors, which could provide an absolute accuracy of ±3 µm and ±0.001 25◦, respect-
ively. Two neutron apertures, one inside the vacuum and one outside, prevented an
overillumination of the sample and further absorbed parasitic beams.
Once the sample is aligned in the neutron beam, it should not be moved any more.

Thus, the only way to align the sputter guns relative to the sample for thin �lm de-
position was by moving the guns to the sample. For that purpose, the top of the
chamber was closed by a rotatable DN300CF �ange, which held three sputter guns.
Depending on the desired deposition material, the according sputter gun could be ro-
tated directly above the sample for a homogeneous deposition result. An aluminium
shield is installed between each sputter gun to prevent cross contamination of the
sputter targets during deposition. The changing of the sputter sources is carried
out by a motor which is controlled remotely. The setup allowed the sputtering of 3
di�erent materials without breaking the vacuum.
The distance between the sputter source and the sample could be varied between

70 mm and 90 mm. Two mass �ow controllers were installed, one for argon and one
for oxygen as sputter gas. The sputter power was generated by either a DC or a RF
sputter power supply. Both the sputter guns and the RF power supply were cooled
by a water cooler.
One of the outstanding features of neutrons is their magnetic moment which is

the reason for their high sensitivity for the sample magnetisation, which is explained
in detail in section 2.2.2.6 on page 25. For polarised neutron re�ectometry (PNR)
measurements, the neutrons are polarised before they hit the sample and the po-
larisation is maintained along the whole neutron pathway inside the chamber. For
the in situ PNR system, the polarisation of the neutrons was achieved with either
an integrated polariser of the neutron beamline or by using a 3He-�lter [51]. Weak
permanent magnets along the whole neutron pathway provided the neutron guide
�eld.
Magnetic properties of thin �lms depend strongly on the applied magnetic �eld.

At the sample environment, a pair of Helmholtz Coils provided a magnetic �eld of up
to 30 mT. A shutter, which could be linearly moved in and retracted from the space
between the sputter gun and the sample, was used for pre-sputtering and controlling
the sputter time. A CAD drawing of the chamber and a photo of the �nished chamber
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Figure 3.2: CAD drawing of the in situ PNR system, together with its scattering
geometry and Helmholz coil system (from [49]). A photograph of the chamber as it
is installed at the beamline AMOR at PSI in 2013 is shown on the right hand side.

as it is installed at the AMOR beamline at the Paul-Scherrer-Institute in Villigen,
Switzerland is shown in �gure 3.2.
All electronic devices of the chamber were controlled using LabVIEWTM via RS232

interfaces [52]. A detailed description of the sputter chamber can be found in [10].
In the following, the 3 milestone experiments with the in situ PNR system during
the �rst funding period of TRR80 until 2014 will be described.

3.1.1 Cr/Ni

The �rst test of in situ neutron re�ectometry was performed at REFSANS at MLZ
(Garching, Germany) in 2010. As test system for the �rst bilayer structure, a thin
�lm of Cr/Ni was chosen, which was grown on a 20 mm× 20 mm Si(100) substrate.
In the �rst step, neutron re�ectometry measurements were done on a pure Si(100)

substrate. Then, thin layers of Ni and Cr were deposited and a neutron re�ectometry
measurement was performed after each deposition step. The measured re�ectivities
after each step are shown in �gure 3.3.
This experiment could demonstrate that in situ neutron re�ectometry is feasible
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Figure 3.3: in situ neutron re�ectometry measurements at REFSANS, MLZ of the
bilayer Si(100)/Ni/Cr. The deposition steps were as follows: 5 nm Ni, 5 nm Ni,
10 nm Ni, 20 nm Ni and 53 nm Cr. The layer thicknesses of the measured �lm are
given next to the re�ectometry curves. Graph by W. Kreuzpaintner.

and that the constructed sputter chamber is technically able to perform in situ
neutron re�ectometry measurements.

3.1.2 Fe/Cu

The experiments with Cr/Ni/Si(100) were carried out with unpolarised neutrons,
which were capable of revealing the structural depth pro�le of the bilayer system.
In the next step, measurements with polarised neutrons were tried out to determine
the magnetic depth pro�le of the thin �lm.
The �rst PNR measurement was done at REFSANS in 2012 on the system

Fe/Cu/Si(100). As the instrument did not posses a neutron polariser at that time,
the neutrons had to be polarised using a mobile 3He-spin �lter. Although 3He-spin
�lters are feasible for PNR measurements, the data analysis could be very complex.
An essential issue was the ongoing depolarisation of 3He and hence of the depolarisa-
tion of the neutrons during the measurement. A detailed description of the analysis
procedure and the results can be found in [51].
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3.1.3 Fe/Cu and Cr/Fe/Cu

In 2013, the main beamline of the in situ PNR system switched to the AMOR
beamline at the Paul-Scherrer-Institute (PSI) in Villigen, Switzerland. The change
had three major reasons:

• Compared to the REFSANS beamline, the sample environment of the AMOR
beamline o�ered more space and enabled the possibility for a further upgrade
of the sputter chamber.

• The AMOR beamline was already polarised, so PNR measurements can be
done without the need of additional 3He-�lters.

• The most important advantage of AMOR in comparison to REFSANS was a
new focusing, low-background neutron guide concept "Selene" developed and
implemented by the instrument scientist of AMOR, Jochen Stahn [53, 54].
This new setup could reduce the measurement time to a fraction of that at
conventional re�ectometry beamlines. The basic idea of this neutron guide
system and the �rst experiments performed there with the in situ PNR system
will be described in the following.

PNR measurements require more measurement time than unpolarised measure-
ments. This is due to the fact that, on the one hand, at least half of the incident
neutrons carry the wrong polarisation and are attenuated, and, on the other hand,
at least two measurements have to be done (section 2.2.2.6 on page 25).
At REFSANS, a measurement for one spin direction up to a vertical wave vector

transfer of Qz = 0.14Å−1 took typically 8 hours, which means that 16 hours were
needed for a non-spin-�ip PNR measurement (++ and −−). If spin-�ip measure-
ments (+− and −+) were required, the measurements would have taken even longer.
This was the required beam time for just one deposition step of each sample. For
in situ PNR, usually several tens of re�ectivity curves were taken. In addition, the
sample growth was continued after each measurement and thus the surface had to re-
main atomically clean during the measurement. A long measurement time increased
the risk of surface contamination by residual gases inside the vacuum chamber.
In conventional PNR measurement techniques, either λ or θ is varied in a measure-

ment to gain the re�ectivity at di�erent Qz. The new Selene setup combined time-of-
�ight and monochromatic measuring techniques by using Montel optics which focused
a white neutron beam with a high divergence onto the sample. In this manner, the
re�ectivity of the sample could be taken simultaneously for several Qz values and for
di�erent incidence angles. The Selene concept requires that all neutrons are re�ected
specularly, which means that the incident and re�ection angle of each neutron is the
same. Any o�-specular re�ection is interpreted as background. The range over which
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Figure 3.4: Measurement principle of Selene. The re�ected intensity is plotted as a
function of neutron wavelength λ and re�ection angle θ in a heat map. The white
rectangle describes the measurement range for a pure time-of-�ight (ToF) measure-
ment with a wavelength band from 4Å to 14Å, measured at a constant re�ection
angle of θ = 1.2◦. By contrast, in a monochromatic re�ectivity measurement (green
rectangle), a neutron beam with a constant wavelength (6Å) is used and the re-
�ectivity is scanned for di�erent angles.
Selene combines both measurement techniques. During a single measurement, a
white beam (4Å to 14Å) with a divergence of ∆θ = 1.6Å, from which 1.4Å are
used, hits the sample. Both the time-of-�ight and the re�ection angle are measured,
so that one can measure not only a narrow vertical or horizontal rectangular streak,
but simultaneously the whole λ and θ space. This allows measurements which are
30 times faster at AMOR compared to its ToF mode. The white arrow shows the
direction towards higher Qz values [53, 55, 56].

the re�ectivity of Qz was taken at the same time depends on the wavelength band
and the divergence of the neutrons impinging the sample. At the AMOR beamline,
the neutron beam has a wavelength band of 4Å to 14Å and a divergence of 1.6◦.
The measurement principle is explained in �gure 3.4 and can be found in detail in
[53]. Using this setup, the re�ectivity curve for one spin direction could be taken
within 15 min, compared to 8 h at REFSANS [40].
Although the in situ PNR system was not originally designed for AMOR, it �tted

perfectly to the sample environment of the beamline.
Two systems were measured during the �rst measurements at AMOR in 2013:

• The evolution of the structural and magnetic properties of an epitaxial Fe �lm
grown on Cu(100).
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• The properties of spin-density waves of Fe/Cr multilayers.

In �gure 3.5, the full potential of in situ PNR based on the example of Fe grown on
Cu(100) is shown. Although the structural and accompanying magnetic properties of
Fe thin �lms have been widely studied in the past decades, most of the work has been
done on pulsed-laser-deposited (PLD) or molecular-beam-epitaxially (MBE) grown
Fe layers [57�62]. In this experiment, the results for sputter deposited Fe-�lms can be
thoroughly compared with those �ndings. Most of the thickness dependent magnetic
properties could be con�rmed. Nonetheless, some features were only found in the
sputter deposited �lm. The most prominent is the observed ferromagnetism for
�lms with a thickness between 5-11 atomic layers, coming along with an increase of
the Curie Temperature TC of at least 20 K compared to literature [63]. A detailed
description of the �ndings is described in [40].
In the follow-up of this experiment, a multilayer of Fe/Cr was deposited and the

evolution of the magnetism as a function of layer thickness and bilayer repetitions was
observed. Measurements for up to 64 Fe/Cr repetitions were made, but due to the
high e�ort which is needed for the data analysis, not all of the data has been analysed
yet. A data analysis programme which can �t the PNR curves automatically, taking
all correlations to former �ts into account, is in work and will be able to perform a
fast �tting of the data.

3.2 Second Development Phase of the Sputter Chamber

After the experiments and adjustments outlined in the previous section, the in situ
PNR system was ready to make reliable and fast in situ PNR measurements. How-
ever, most of the work concentrated on the technical realisation of in situ PNR and
the proof of its feasibility, which was tested on well-known thin �lm systems at room
temperature.
In this work, a variety of upgrades of the in situ PNR system were carried out.

It was prepared for making investigations on both the structure and magnetism of
novel materials and material combinations, which often have higher requirements for
the sample environment during preparation and measurement. The following three
major improvements were carried out:

• For both, growing and measuring of thin �lms, an exact temperature control
is inevitable. For example, oxides usually need high temperatures for anneal-
ing and often exhibit interesting properties only at low temperatures [64�66].
Therefore, the sample holder was connected to a cryostat with an integrated
heater which can reach low and high temperatures from 10 K to 1000 K.

• The chamber needs a vacuum with a lower base pressure. On the one hand,
some materials like MgO, Dy and EuO require UHV conditions for their growth
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Figure 3.5: In situ PNR measurement of Fe layers grown epitaxially by sputter de-
position on a 45 nm thick Cu(100) seed layer on a 20 mm×20 mm Si(100)-substrate.
PNR curves were taken at 28 deposition steps. Each PNR curve provides inform-
ation on �lm thickness, surface roughness, number density and magnetic moment
per atom. In the graph, those values are plotted as a function of the deposition
step i. The measurements were taken at an in-plane magnetic �eld of 70 mT and
at room temperature. One can clearly observe three di�erent regimes with di�erent
characteristic behaviours for those parameters. This comes along with the change in
their growth regime and �lm structure [40].
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and on the other hand, it has to be guaranteed that the deposited material is
not contaminated by residual gas inside the chamber during the measurement
process [67�69]. For this purpose, the vacuum concept of the chamber was
upgraded and new devices including an internal bake-out system, an ion pump,
and a cold trap with Ti-sublimation pump were integrated into the chamber.

• One of the most interesting �elds for technical applications of magnetic thin
�lms is spintronics. In order to make the in situ PNR system ready for in-
vestigations in this �eld, it has to be able to apply high variable magnetic
�elds. For this purpose, a new vectorial magnet with a variable in-plane mag-
netic �eld of up to 300 mT was designed based on simulations with COMSOL
MultiphysicsTM [70]. In addition, multiferroics have recently enhanced the fo-
cus of research as pure electric manipulation of the magnetisation inside thin
�lms could open up novel opportunities for spintronic applications [6]. PNR is
an established method for measurements on multiferroic samples and in situ
PNR can contribute by monitoring multiferroic properties of thin �lms at dif-
ferent growth steps [71]. Therefore, it is planned to equip the in situ PNR
system with electrodes which are able to apply high electric �elds onto the
�lms.

Besides these major aspects, some other technical improvements of the chamber
were performed. Those will be explained in detail in the next sections.
Along with the technical upgrades listed above, important reorganisations of the

sputter system were conducted to make it more user friendly and easier to modify:

• In the �rst setup, the sputter chamber was controlled by two 19-inch racks
which were connected among each other. In the new control system, the control
devices in the rack were reorganised and the two racks were combined to one
double-sized rack in a MiniTec aluminium pro�le frame. Further, the whole
cable system was renewed and a systematic power and cable management was
installed.

• LabVIEW is a commercial software which can become very complex if the
whole control system becomes extensive. Moreover, it turned out that the
communication between LabVIEW and the control software used at the neut-
ron beamlines was not reliable. When the LabVIEW programme showed more
and more bugs and many controls lost their functionality, it was decided to
rewrite the complete control software using Python.

In the following sections, �rst the technical upgrades of the sputter chamber and
then the improvements through the reorganisation are described.
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3.3 Technical Upgrades

In this section, the technical upgrades, which have been performed in the scope
of this work, are summarised. This encloses the major upgrades of the chamber,
which are the temperature control (section 3.3.1), the improvement of the chamber
vacuum (section 3.3.2) as well as the implementation of a higher magnetic �eld and
the possibility of applying an electric �eld (section 3.3.3). Further reconstructions
are described in the section 3.3.4. The details of the technical upgrades are described
in the respective chapters of the appendix. For a better overview of the instrument,
an identi�cation number was assigned for every important component of the chamber
and control device. The devices are listed in table D.1 on page 197 in the appendix.

3.3.1 Temperature Control

The morphology of thin �lms depends strongly on the temperature of the substrate
during growth. For instance, oxide thin �lms often have to be post-annealed for epi-
taxy, whereas magnetic properties evolve at temperatures below room temperature
[8, 66, 72]. In order to open the in situ PNR system for the investigation of a broad
band of di�erent material systems, the following speci�cations were declared for the
sample environment:

• The aimed temperature region is 10 K to 1000 K.

• The whole system has to stay completely UHV-compatible.

• The sample holder has to ful�l the requirements needed for a PNR measure-
ment. This means that it has to be as �exible as the old sample holder and
must be able to align in the neutron beam.

In the scope of this project, the sample holder was completely redesigned and
the deposition system was upgraded with a cryostat with integrated heater. It was
manufactured by ColdEdge Technologies, Allentown, Pennsylvania, USA according
to the speci�cations. In the new system, the heater cartridge as well as temperature
sensors are installed next to the sample holder. As cooling technique, a 4He-closed
cycle cryostat was chosen due to its cost-e�cient operating maintenance.
The cooling system consists of three main parts: a cold head, a compressor and

a mechanism between the sample holder and the cold head. The cold head and the
compressor are standard products of the companies SHI cryogenics and ColdEdge
Technologies. The transfer mechanism from the cold head to the sample holder was
custom designed to the needs of the in situ PNR system. It is realised as a separate
vacuum chamber component, referred to as cryostat chamber in this context. The
vacuum chamber of the original in situ PNR system will be referred as main chamber.
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(a) Chamber in the early state
without cryostat

(b) Chamber with installed cryostat on the right hand side

Figure 3.6: Comparison of the in situ PNR system with and without cryostat.

All components of the cryostat chamber are UHV compatible and can be installed
at the AMOR beamline together with the main chamber.
The heating process is realised as a heater cartridge and inserted in the vicinity of

the sample holder as an integrated part of the cryostat system. Despite the heating
capabilities, the total system is referred to as "cryostat".
The cooling system has a constant cooling rate and is therefore not able to set

a desired temperature at the sample holder on its own. For the exact temperature
control, the integrated heater at the sample holder is used. Its heating power can
be tuned very exactly, so that the cryostat can supply the sample holder with the
required heating power for an equilibrium in heating and cooling for an intended
temperature between 10 K and 1000 K.
In �gure 3.6, the sputter deposition chamber of the in situ PNR system is shown

in its early state without cryostat on the left hand side and with cryostat on the
right hand side. All parts of the cryostat, the compressor and the cryostat chamber
with installed cold head, are shown in �gure A.1. In chapter A on page 151 of the
appendix, the function and the operation of cryostat are described in detail.

3.3.2 Vacuum Improvement

The vacuum quality was improved because many sensitive materials like EuO or
Dy require a UHV base pressure for their growth [68, 69]. In addition, the freshly
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deposited �lm is exposed to the residual gas inside the vacuum for the duration of a
PNR measurement when particles can adsorb or oxidise on the �lm surface.
The required time τ for a complete coverage of an atomically clean surface by one

atomic layer of an unde�ned residual gas adsorbates at the vacuum pressure p and
at room temperature can be estimated using the following formula [73]:

p · τ = 1× 10−6 mbar s (3.1)

The base pressure of the chamber in the �rst development phase was
1× 10−6 mbar. Assuming a worst case sticking coe�cient of S = 1, meaning that
every particle reaching the surface also adsorbes on it, the �lm would be covered
by impurities in less than 1 s. Although the Selene setup at the AMOR beamline
at PSI can reduce the measurement time to 30 min (15 min per spin direction), the
surface of the investigated �lm would still be covered by a non negligible amount of
impurities before the measurement can be completed and another deposition step
is resumed. The aim of the vacuum improvement was to reduce the base pressure
to the ultra-high-vacuum (UHV) regime, namely 5× 10−9 mbar or less, so that the
surface contamination of the �lm during the PNR measurement can be neglected.
There are four main aspects which were addressed to obtain a better vacuum:

• The pumping concept of the chamber was fully worked over. As a �rst step, the
original turbomolecular pump (TMP) was replaced by a TMP with a higher
pumping capacity. In addition, an ion pump and a Ti-sublimation pump with
an integrated cold trap were installed in order to remove water and lighter
particles, like H2 molecules, which cannot be pumped e�ciently with a mo-
mentum transfer pump.

• The sealing from the main vacuum region to the atmosphere was made fully
UHV compatible. Due to the higher permeation rate of Viton seals [74], �anges
separating the main vacuum region from the atmosphere were sealed with
copper gaskets. All Viton seals which could not be avoided are di�erentially
pumped. In addition, all potential sources for virtual leaks were eliminated.

• Materials inside the chamber which were only HV compatible were removed
or replaced by UHV compatible parts. This especially concerns soldered elec-
tronics or polymers with a high outgassing rate.

• Although the vacuum chamber is not built for a bakeout, a special low tem-
perature heating concept which can heat the chamber from the inside was
realised. This helps to desorb the molecules on the chamber walls, especially
water, during pumping and to reach a lower base pressure in a shorter pumping
time.

Details of the improved chamber are described in section B on page 169.
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Figure 3.7: A photo of the new shutter system during sputtering of Fe. The shutter
consists of a fork-shape blade and has two "closed" positions. At the beginning
(left), the shutter is at one "closed" position and blocks the pathway between the
sputter gun and the substrate, so that the target can be pre-sputtered and cleaned
without depositing the sample. For the �lm deposition, the shutter rotates half way
to the left and opens the path between the sputter gun and the substrate. When
the sputter time ends, the shutter moves further to the left and reaches the second
closed position. The shutter is exclusively moved in only one direction during one
sputter process in order to ensure a lateral homogeneity of the deposited �lm. For
any consecutive deposition step, the shutter is turned back to the starting position.

3.3.3 Shutter, Magnetic and Electric Fields

The in situ PNR system was designed for investigations of magnetic properties of
thin �lms. In the initial setup, a pair of Helmholtz-coils was installed which could
generate a variable in-plane �eld of up to 30 mT across the sample. Alternatively, a
room temperature sample holder with a pair of permanent magnets could be used,
which provided a constant magnetic �eld of 70 mT [10].
As the sample environment was completely redesigned during the cryostat upgrade,

the shutter and magnetic system was fully modi�ed. The shutter was redesigned and
moves across the sample holder with 5 mm distance to the sample, as shown in �gure
3.7. In the closed position, the shutter covers the aperture above the sample holder
completely. Shields around the sample holder cover the cold �nger extension and
prevent it and any mounted sensors from being sputter coated.
Magnetically, the sample environment was changed to the setup shown in �gure

3.8. In this system, magnets were replaced by stronger permanent magnets, which
can generate an in-plane magnetic �eld of 250 mT at the sample. In addition, the
magnets were not mounted onto the sample holder, but on a carrier which did not
touch it directly. With this concept, the sample holder could be heated without
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strongly warming up the magnets and in�uencing their magnetisation. Even though
this �eld can turn the magnetisation of many materials in-plane for PNR measure-
ments for measuring their total magnetic moment, it also puts limits on the potential
applications of the in situ PNR system.
In order to alter the magnetic pro�les of thin �lms at various magnetic �elds,

which is for example needed when taking a hysteresis loop, the setup based on per-
manent magnets is replaced by a solenoid setup again. Like for the implementation
of the cryostat, one of the biggest challenge for a high-�eld magnetic system is the
limited space inside the chamber. This does not allow a superconducting coil system.
However, a combined system of permanent magnets and coils was developed and the
CAD drawing of this system is shown in �gure 3.9. This coil system uses soft-iron
as core material and simulations using COMSOL MultiphysicsTM showed that it can
generate a homogeneous �eld in any in-plane direction at the sample holder of up
to 300 mT [70]. The coil system is currently under construction. Figure 3.10 shows
a CAD drawing of the chamber heating system and the magnetic system, which are
mounted inside the main chamber of the in situ PNR system.
The yokes which guide the magnetic �eld at the sample position can also be used

as electrodes. When a voltage is applied on them, they act as a capacitor and apply
an in-plane electric �eld across the sample. This is applicable for the in situ analysis
of multiferroic materials and e.g. allows in situ investigations of the magnetisation
and structure of multiferroic materials as a function of the �lm thickness.

3.3.4 Further Technical Improvements

In principle, the sputter gas supply for the sputter process can be regulated either
by using mass �ow controllers or by controlling the gas pressure. In the initial
setup of the in situ PNR system, mass �ow controllers were used to set a constant
�ow of the instreaming gas into the chamber and a control valve in front of the
turbomolecular pump regulated the pumping e�ciency and therefore the pressure
of the sputtering gas. In scope of the upgrade of the chamber, a pure upstreaming
gas control was implemented, where the valve of the turbomolecular pump is always
fully open and the mass �ow controllers were replaced by regulation leak valves
(identi�cation number ID21f, see table D.1 on page 197). A photo of the valves is
shown in �gure 3.11 (left). The leak valves are connected to a pressure gauge which
controls their opening such that the incoming gas realises a very precise control
pressure in the chamber. Two leak valves are installed at the chamber for two
di�erent sputter gases.
A sputter process monitor (ID18a) was installed to monitor the gas composition

of the residual gas of the chamber at base pressure and of the sputter gas during
sputtering. In addition, it aids in leak detection.
The main purpose of the in situ PNR system is to analyse very thin �lms and the
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Figure 3.8: CAD drawing of the magnetic system of the in situ PNR system with
permanent magnets and a photo of it in operation during the annealing process of
MgO, taken from one of the neutron transparent windows when the chamber was in
use at the beamline of the Paul-Scherrer-Institute. CAD by H. Gabold, photo by W.
Kreuzpaintner.
The neutrons impinging the sample are propagating between the guide �eld yokes.
It generates a weak permanent in-plane magnetic �eld for the neutrons to keep their
polarisation. Next to the sample holder, two very strong permanent magnets are
mounted. They generate a �eld of around 250 mT across the sample. Several shields
are installed in the vicinity of the sample holder to protect the cold �nger extension
of the cryostat and the neutron window system from sputtered materials. One side
of the magnetic system was constructed as a door to allow the loading and unloading
of a sample.
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Figure 3.9: CAD drawing of the magnetic system with variable �elds by F. Meng.
The neutron guide �eld is generated by weak permanent magnets.
For generating a variable vectorial in-plane magnetic �eld at the sample position, a
water-cooled magnetic coil system consisting of four yokes with a soft-iron core was
designed. The yokes end directly next to the sample position and can generate a
homogeneous �eld of up to 300 mT across the sample position.
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Figure 3.10: CAD drawings of the new sample environment mounted onto a base
plate which also holds the heating system of the chamber for its vacuum-bakeout.
The sample holder at the sample position is attached to the cold �nger extension.
CAD by H. Schä�erer and F. Meng.

interaction between atomic layers. Therefore, only a small sputter power is needed
to grow �lms layer by layer. For a more precise control of the sputter power, two
DC sputter power supplies (ID17b) with a minimum power of 2 W and a maximum
power of 500 W were installed, replacing the initial 1 kW and 2 kW power supplies.
Initially, the cooling of the power supply for RF-sputtering (ID17c) and the sputter

guns was conducted by a water-cooled heat exchanger. This heat exchanger was
replaced by an air-cooled recirculating cooler (ID13, see �gure 3.11 (right)). It can be
operated with water and several other bath �uids and regulates temperatures between
−20 ◦C and 40 ◦C with a precision of 0.1 ◦C. This is important if the deposition
quality depends on the temperature of the target material. For instance, Gd has a
Curie temperature of 19 ◦C and magnetron sputtering is not feasible for thick Gd-
targets below TC as the target shortens the magnetic �eld lines [75]. When the target
temperature TC was increased to 25 ◦C, thick Gd targets could easily be magnetron
sputtered.
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Figure 3.11: The leak valves (series 590 by VAT, left, ID21f) controlling the pressure
of the sputter gases Ar and Ar/O2, respectively, and the Julabo FL4003 (right, ID13)
recirculating cooler with air cooling.

3.4 Reorganisation of the in situ PNR System

In the scope of the upgrade of the in situ PNR system, both the electric control
and control software were completely renewed. Originally, the control software was
written in LabView R©. A Python command library was developed as a practical
replacement due to the following reasons:

• The complexity of the in situ PNR system has increased. Due to an increasing
number of devices, the LabView R© programme was hard to comprehend and
some device controls did not work properly from the beginning. Debugging
and integrating new devices were therefore hardly feasible. In the new Python
based library, a big emphasis was put on its structure and upgradeability to
allow an uncomplicated maintenance and extendibility.

• All beamline computers at PSI and MLZ are using Linux as operating system.
As the LabView R© based control software relied on Windows, the communic-
ation between the beamline computer and that of the sputter chamber was
complicated and not realised in a reliable way.

• Scripting with Python based text commands is simple and straightforward.
With the new program, scripts for the deposition of single layers and multilayers
can be easily written such that the deposition process can be fully automated.

Every controllable device is addressed by the control computer via TCP/IP, USB
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or a serial RS232 connector. All devices controlled by RS232 connectors have an
integrated communication protocol and can be operated by sending command strings
to them. Depending on the device and the speci�c command, the device answers
according to this protocol. The exact structure of the Python library is explained in
section C.2 on page 189.
In addition to the communication, the electrical connections and the cable man-

agement of all devices were completely renewed. The main aim of this measure is to
achieve a clear overview of the cable system, which is simple to monitor and where
new devices can be integrated easily. This new cable system is explained in detail in
section C.1 on page 179.

3.5 In situ PNR Experiments

The completion of the in situ polarised neutron re�ectometry (in situ PNR) system
opened the door for novel experiments and investigations.
For one of the experiments, the magnetic properties of the Fe/Pd interface was

investigated with the aim of analysing the proximity induced magnetism in an un-
derlying and a covering Pd layer. Initially, a 72 nm thin �lm of Pd was deposited
on a Si substrate. Then, a monolayer of Fe, followed by layers of Pd, were grown.
The Pd cover layer was deposited in steps. In each step, one monolayer equivalent of
Pd was deposited. Between each deposition step, PNR measurements were carried
out, which allowed a detailed tracking of the structural and magnetic evolution of
the sample one deposition step after the other. The analysis revealed induced mag-
netism inside the Pd layers and a strong asymmetry of the magnetic pro�le as Pd
was deposited on top of the Fe layer. The magnetic pro�le does not become sym-
metric before a thickness of >10 nm of the Pd cover was reached. Most interestingly,
it was found that the course of the magnetisation pro�le is most likely a�ected by
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction at the Fe/Pd interface. Results of the experiments
will soon be published (pre-print available on [76]).
The in situ PNR capabilities have also attracted the interest of international collab-

oration partners. Together with Thomas Saerbeck from the Institut Laue-Langevin
(ILL) in Grenoble, France, in situ neutron re�ectometry was applied for the invest-
igation of Fe/MgO/Fe layered magnetic tunnel junctions, whose oxide/ferromagnet
interface play an important role in modern spintronics [77]. Magnetic anisotropies,
spin transport and tunnel magnetoresistance are directly coupled to the morphology
of each layer. Depending on the stacking sequence, the interface is expected to vary
in di�usion and microstructure [78] and di�erent studies suggest the formation of
a new kind of ferromagnetic oxide at the interface [79]. Magnetic anisotropies are
further susceptible to strain at the interface, which directly depends on the layer
thickness. Ta and Pt capping as well as bu�er layers, which are used to stabilise the
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perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, also strongly in�uence the magnetic and struc-
tural properties of the junction, e.g. by di�usion [80] or the formation of magnetic
dead layers [81]. In situ PNR at di�erent stages during deposition allows a precise
determination of the in�uence of the layers onto each other. It cannot only reveal
the changes in the structural and magnetic �lm morphology at the surface, but also
inside the stack of the layers.
In collaboration with Dustin Gilbert from the University of Tennessee in Knoxville,

USA, and Ryan Need from the National Insitute of Standard and Technology (NIST)
in Gaithersburg, USA, the time dependent evolution of the magnetic depth pro�le
of a magnetic thin �lm was evaluated. The properties of magnetic oxide thin �lms
like La1�xSrxMnO3 (LSMO) and La1�xSrxCoO3 (LSCO) depend strongly on their
oxygen stoichiometry. The control of the oxygen distributions in metal-oxide mater-
ials o�ers the capability to design not only the electronic and magnetic properties,
but also thermal, optical and mechanical properties. In a recent study, the element
Gd, which has a strong oxygen a�nity, was deposited on LSMO and LSCO �lms,
which forced an oxygen migration from the oxide ferromagnets into the Gd capping
layer over long distances (>40 nm). This suppressed the ferromagnetism and in-
duced electronic and structural phase transitions [9]. Magnetometry measurements
performed on Gd/LSCO only 30 min after the deposition have shown a suppression
of the magnetisation. This suggests that the redox reaction occurs rather quickly.
Using in situ deposition capabilities, a spatial and time resolved evolution of the
oxygen migration and its impact on the magnetisation can be observed. Just after
the in situ deposition of Gd, a series of PNR measurements was performed to track
the ion migration (visible in the nuclear SLD) and its impact on the magnetisation
(seen in the magnetic SLD). The variation of the sample temperature allows a control
over the speed of the oxygen migration.

3.6 Conclusions

The sputter deposition system for in situ neutron re�ectometry experiments is reach-
ing its �nal completion state and o�ers comprehensive sample environment conditions
for the analysis of di�erent types of materials. Despite the restrictions due to the
limited space, a temperature range of 10 K to 1000 K can be used. A sophisticated
solenoid system, which can apply an in-plane directed magnetic �eld at the sample
of up to 300 mT, was designed. The system is made ultra-high-vacuum compatible
with a base pressure below 5× 10−9 mbar. Together with the drastically reduced
data accumulation times achieved by using the Selene neutron optics at AMOR,
the sample surface remains atomically clean between two deposition steps [82]. In
particular, unintentional oxidation can be ruled out.
On the basis of the experience gained from the operation of the system, many
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devices were exchanged or optimised. Further, a Python package was developed
which reliably computer controls the system and can easily interact with the beam-
line computers. A sophisticated device and cable management allows a simple and
reliable distribution of power and signal cables and facilitates both troubleshooting
and a further expansion of the system. The developed in situ PNR system now
allows unique experiments to be performed which were not possible before.
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Chapter 4

Exchange Coupling in the
Rare-Earth/Rare-Earth Multilayer
Tb/Dy

Rare earth (RE) metals are known to show a broad variety of magnetic structures
not only in bulk materials, but also in thin �lms. In the latter, combinations of
di�erent RE or of RE with nonmagnetic layers in a multilayer composition exhibit
interesting properties, which are due to exchange interactions as well as competing
magnetoelastic and crystalline anisotropy. These properties makes RE metals a very
promising material group for spintronic applications.
In this work, the magnetic structure of thin �lm multilayers consisting of two

rare earths Dy and Tb are studied. Dy has one of the highest magnetic moments
per atom among the rare-earth elements with a bulk value of 10.33µB/atom [83]
and 7.1µB/atom in polycrystalline thin �lms [84]. It exhibits a rich magnetic phase
diagram, including a broad helical phase, both in bulk and in epitaxial thin �lms [85].
Aided by the RKKY interaction, the magnetic modulations propagate coherently
over a long range, even across nonmagnetic spacer layers [86, 87].
The magnetic moment of Tb is 9.34µB/atom in bulk materials and ≈ 6.6µB/atom

at 25 K in epitaxial thin �lms [83, 85]. The range of stability of the helical state in
bulk Tb is quite restricted compared to Dy. It ranges from 220 K to 230 K and already
an applied �eld of less than 1 kOe will produce a transition to the ferromagnetic state.
The helical state in Tb �lms, however, can be observed for temperatures down to
150 K and is magnetically more robust than its bulk counterpart with a critical �eld
of almost 3 kOe at 210 K [85]. The helical phase also shows up in Tb/Dy alloys,
where the critical temperature is situated in between those of Tb and Dy [85]. A
presence of large orbital momentum inside Tb and Dy leads to a strong spin-orbit
coupling and large magnetic anisotropy [88].
Films containing Tb and Dy in combination with the ferromagnetic transition

metal (TM) Fe have already been studied individually in previous works [84, 89,
90]. All �lms had a polycrystalline structure and were grown using DC magnetron
sputtering. One of the most interesting �ndings of the Fe/Tb and Fe/Dy multilayers
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is a double hysteresis loop (DHL) below the ordering temperature of the RE, which
also exhibits exchange-bias-like shifts along and opposite to the �eld cooling axis [84,
91].
Polarised neutron re�ectivity (PNR) measurements gave evidence to a ferrimag-

netic ordering of the Fe and the RE layers, which is responsible for the double hyster-
esis loop (DHL) with exchange-bias-like shifts. Due to the high sensitivity of PNR
to the magnetisation of each layer inside the �lm, PNR measurements at various
�elds enable the precise analysis of the �lm magnetisation during a magnetisation
reversal process. It is shown that the two hysteresis loops did not arise due to a
layer-after-layer remagnetisation, where each hysteresis starts with the nucleation of
a single layer. Instead, all the magnetically soft Fe layers switch in unison at the
�rst decreasing branch of the DHL, followed by the magnetisation switching of the
magnetically harder RE layers at higher �elds.
The �t parameters of PNR indicate a helical phase in the form of topologically

stable 2π domain walls (DWs) in the Fe and the RE layers. Whereas a helical struc-
ture is well known for both Tb and Dy, it was suggested that the DWs inside the
Fe layers result from the pinning at the layer interfaces due to exchange interaction.
In combination with the thin layer thickness of the Fe layers, which is sandwiched
between two RE layers with high magnetic anisotropy, the DW propagates through-
out the soft Fe layer. At a high external magnetic �eld, the net magnetic moments
of both the Fe and the RE layers are aligned parallel. During the magnetisation re-
versal process towards negative external �elds, the helices of the soft Fe layers reverse
�rst, which results in an antiferromagnetic coupling of the magnetic moments at the
interfaces. Subsequently, RE layers remagnetise in the second decreasing branch of
the DHL. At higher negative magnetic �elds, the helices in both layer systems are
continuously compressed.
The exchange bias �eld arises from the DHL character and the maximum exchange

bias �eld in such systems is determined by the energy it takes to form a DW in the
soft layer. The topologically stable helices are also observed in single layer Er �lms
using PNR [92].
In a further study, Fe/Tb multilayers were investigated, in which the Fe layers

were diluted with Cu atoms [90]. In those samples, the DHL vanished completely,
but instead, a high exchange bias could be observed at coercive �elds of the single
hysteresis loop. Static and dynamic magnetisation measurements revealed a spin-
glass behaviour of the Cu-diluted Fe layers with nearly monodispersed Fe magnetic
clusters embedded in a host matrix of Cu. The nature of spin-glasses will be discussed
in section 4.2. The coupling between the layers originates from intra-particle blocking
or freezing, but not from any interlayer interaction. PNR measurements revealed that
an antiferromagnetic arrangement of the layers with uniformly magnetised Fe layers
and that no 2π DWs are present during the remagnetisation process. This shows
that the DWs can be eliminated by dilution of the magnetic layers.
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RE/TM multilayers are commonly studied and exchange coupling has already
been observed in several RE/TM systems [93�95]. Multilayer systems consisting of
epitaxially grown RE/RE multilayers can also exhibit an abundance of interesting
phases. Polarised neutron di�raction has shown that the ordering among the fer-
romagnetic Gd layers inside a Gd/Y multilayer depend upon the thickness of the
Y spacer. If the Y layer has a thickness of 6 or 20 atomic planes, the Gd planes
align ferromagnetically, whereas for the thickness of 10 atomic planes of Y, the Gd
layers form a slightly canted, antiphase domain structure. In Dy/Y multilayers, the
helical structure of Dy is even propagating coherently through the nonmagnetic Y
layer. The combination of Dy and Gd in a multilayer yielded a superspiral phase,
in which ferromagnetic Gd layers are neighboured by helimagnetic spiral Dy layers,
whose interplanar turn angle are equivalent to that of bulk Dy [96, 97]. A coherent
propagation of the helimagnetic structure of Dy was also found in Dy/Er superlat-
tices [98]. In a recent example of a RE/RE system [99], the Er/Tb superlattice has
been shown to posses a long range magnetic order despite competing anisotropy dir-
ections of the two REs. By probing the vertically correlated magnetic structures by
o�-specular polarised neutron scattering, the existence of magnetic vortex-like do-
mains associated with magnetic helical ordering within the Er layers was evidenced
[99].
In contrast to the direct exchange in the transition elements, RE magnetism is

mediated by the RKKY interaction. No exchange coupling bias has been reported
for RE/RE multilayer systems. Due to the strong basal plane anisotropies in both Dy
(7.5× 106 erg/cm3, at 4 K) and Tb (2.4× 106 erg/cm3, at 4 K) [100], a combination
of these two RE elements may lead to exchange coupling. In addition, the growth of
Dy and Tb as polycrystalline �lms instead of epitaxial �lms may lead to magnetically
random orientated grains. This can result in spin frustration in the pinning layers
and a spin-glass type state, which eventually increases the exchange bias �eld HEB.

4.1 Sample Preparation

The samples investigated in the scope of this project are two polycrystalline
[Tb/Dy]n=10 multilayers on Si (100) substrates with a surface of 20 mm × 20 mm,
where n is the number of Tb/Dy bilayer repetitions:

• [Tb5/Dy5]10: The �rst sample has a structure of [Tb(5 nm)/Dy(5 nm)]n=10 and
is therefore composed of 10 Tb/Dy bilayers, in which every single layer of both
Tb and Dy has a nominal thickness of 5 nm.

• [Tb10/Dy10]10: The second sample's structure is [Tb(10 nm)/Dy(10 nm)]n=10
and is composed of 10 Tb/Dy bilayers, in which every single layer of both Tb
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Sample [Tb5/Dy5]10 [Tb10/Dy10]10
Initial base pressure 3.34× 10−8 mbar 2.0× 10−8 mbar

Sputter gas pressure Dy 2.69× 10−3 mbar 2.69× 10−3 mbar
Sputter power Dy 10 W 10 W

Sputter time per Dy-layer 26 s 61 s
Nominal thickness Dy-layer 5 nm 10 nm

Sputter gas pressure Tb 3.85× 10−3 mbar 3.85× 10−3 mbar
Sputter power Tb 10 W 10 W

Sputter time per Tb-layer 33 s 78 s
Nominal thickness Tb-layer 5 nm 10 nm

Table 4.1: Sputter parameters of Tb/Dy multilayers. The sputter rates for each
sample was checked before the preparation and adjusted so that a nominal layer
thickness of 5 nm and 10 nm was set. The sputter rate for both �lms deviated slightly
due to di�erent con�gurations of the deposition chamber for the sputtering of the
two samples.

and Dy has a nominal thickness of 10 nm. A Si capping layer with a nominal
thickness of 3 nm was deposited on top of this multilayer.

The samples are grown at room temperature by DC magnetron sputtering from
Tb and Dy targets of 99,95% purity using 7N Ar as sputter gas using the in situ PNR
deposition system described in chapter 3. All samples were deposited with a base
pressure below 10−7 mbar. The sputter process was regulated through the sputtering
power to maintain a constant growth rate. In order to avoid in-gas cluster formation,
the lowest possible working gas pressure, which still allowed a stable plasma to be
maintained, and a sputtering power between 10 W and 20 W was chosen. Before
the deposition, the sputter targets were pre-sputtered at typically 50 W for at least
15 min. The growth rates for both materials were determined by X-ray re�ectometry
(XRR) on reference layers of Tb and Dy on Si substrates. After the deposition of
the �rst bilayer, the pre-sputtering time for each further deposition step was reduced
to 5 min because the targets were kept in vacuum and no strong contamination was
expected. Finally, the multilayer [Tb10/Dy10]10 was protected by a 3 nm thick Si
capping layer. The sputter parameters for both multilayers are shown in table 4.1.
XRR studies of the multilayer structure were attempted, but due to the poor

scattering length density (SLD) contrast between Dy and Tb, the data could not be
analysed quantitatively. The XRR measurements of the two Tb and Dy monolayers
on Si(100), which were used to calibrate the growth parameters and the XRR data
of the multilayers, are shown in �gure 4.1.
X-ray di�raction (XRD) measurements of the Dy and Tb monolayers and mul-

tilayers were carried out and shown in �gure 4.2. It can be seen that they all are
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Figure 4.1: X-ray re�ectivity measurements of the Dy and Tb monolayers, which were
used to calibrate the growth rates (a), and of the Tb/Dy multilayers (b). Graphs
from [101].

polycrystalline as they exhibit hcp (100) and hcp (002) as well as fcc (111) structures,
which has already been observed for other Dy and Tb thin �lms [68, 102].

4.2 Spin Glasses and Superparamagnets

According to J. A. Mydosh [22], a spin glass is "a random, mixed-interacting, mag-
netic system characterised by a random, yet co-operative freezing of spins at a well-
de�ned temperature TF below which a highly irreversible, metastable frozen state oc-
curs without the usual long-range spatial magnetic order". In section 4.3, magnet-
isation measurements on Tb/Dy multilayers indicate such a spin-glass behaviour.
Therefore, the magnetic phase of spin-glasses will be introduced in the following.
An essential aspect of spin-glasses is the occurrence of magnetic frustration. Figure

4.3 shows a striking example of a fully frustrated 2-dimensional triangular system.
The magnetic interaction between the spins is antiferromagnetic. For a given direc-
tion of the central spin (origin), all the surrounding spins should align antiparallel to
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Figure 4.2: X-ray di�raction measurement of both Tb/Dy multilayers and Dy and
Tb monolayers. The vertical red lines indicate the positions of the hcp (100) and
(002) as well as the fcc (111) peaks of the Tb and Dy layers. As the lattice constants
of Tb and Dy are very similar, their peaks cannot be distinguished from each other
in the multilayer samples. The intensities at 2θ ≈ 58.6◦ coincide with the fcc (222)
peak. The 2 sharp peaks marked with "X" are attributed to re�ections due to the
sample environment and shall be ignored. Graph from [101].

the spin in the origin to form a perfect antiferromagnet. The antiparallel orientation
of one neighbouring spin, for example the spin on the right hand side of the origin,
can be easily achieved. However, the spin on the lower right side of the origin cannot
align antiparallel to all its neighbours, as those are pointing in opposite directions.
In terms of energy consideration, it would be equally favourable for the frustrated
spin to point up or down. This phenomenon is called geometric frustration and can
occur in 3 dimensional lattices, correspondingly.
The freezing temperature TF de�nes the phase transition temperature of a spin-

glass. When a material with such a magnetic ordering is cooled down from high tem-
peratures below the freezing temperature, the antiferromagnetic interactions arise
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Figure 4.3: Exemplary system for a geometrically frustrated 2-dimensional triangular
spin-lattice with antiferromagnetic interaction [22].

and the non-unique local spin orientation causes a random magnetic ordering such
that no long range magnetic order can arise.
Spin glasses do not only occur in geometrically frustrated antiferromagnets. An

opposite sign of the nearest-neighbour interaction compared to the second-nearest-
neighbour interaction can already cause such an ambiguity of spin orientations. The
prerequisite is randomness, otherwise ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic long-range
ordering would form. In �gure 4.4, a non-magnetic lattice, diluted with 50% of
magnetic atoms, is shown. Their spins order randomly in the disordered lattice.
Archetypal examples for such systems are Cu1�xMnx and Au1�xFex [22]. The afore
mentioned Cu-diluted Fe/Tb multilayers are also a spin glass of this peculiar type
[90].
In contrast to spin-glasses, superparamagnets (SPM) consist of separate magnetic

clusters which internally may show any type of ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic
interactions, but do not interact with each other [22]. At high temperatures, each
magnetic cluster containing many atomar spins can �uctuate in a paramagnetic way
due to thermal disorder. At low temperatures, the SPM has di�erent energetically
preferred states, which are separated by an anisotropy barrier. The barrier Ea is a
result of any form of magnetic anisotropy, e.g. magnetocrystalline, shape or dipolar
anisotropy and can be quanti�ed as the product of the anisotropy constant K and
the particle volume V :

Ea = KV . (4.1)

This barrier can be overcome by a magnetic �eld or thermal energy kBT , with kB
being the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. Figure 4.5 shows a simple
model for an up/down superparamagnet, which has two energetically favourable
orientations separated by the energy barrier Ea. The relaxation time τ between the
two states is determined by the thermal activation energy and can be described by
the Néel-Arrhenius law [22]

τ = τ0 · exp

(
Ea
kBT

)
, (4.2)
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Figure 4.4: Visualisation of an amorphous spin glass in which half of the atoms of
the disordered lattice carries a magnetic moment [22].

where τ0 describes the microscopic limiting relaxation time, which is typically
between 10−9 s and 10−13 s [103]. A characteristic temperature for SPM is the block-
ing temperature TB, which is of the order of Ea/25kB. Below this temperature, the
�uctuations between the states are su�ciently slow to be observable on laboratory
time scales [22].
In the current work, Tb/Dy multilayers are investigated. Dy and Tb belong to the

rare earths and their magnetism is mediated by the RKKY interaction with a very
long range and an oscillatorily changing sign. Further, the non-epitaxial structure of
Dy and Tb, grown by sputter deposition, favours a granular microstructure. Together
with the site randomness and the nature of RKKY interaction, a spin-glass-behaviour
of the multilayer is likely.

4.3 Magnetisation Measurements

Both samples [Tb5/Dy5]10 and [Tb10/Dy10]10 were characterised using the magneto-
meters described in section 2.2.1 on page 13 in chapter 2. As the maximum width of
a sample for the SQUID and the PPMS is 6 mm, the samples were cut to size using
a tungsten carbide stylus.
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Figure 4.5: Model for the blocking behaviour of a up/down superparamagnet, from
[22].

4.3.1 Hysteresis Loop

Initially, the magnetisation M of the multilayers was recorded as a function of the
in-plane applied magnetic �eld H at di�erent temperatures after �eld cooling in
70 kOe from 300 K using a SQUID magnetometer (�gure 4.6). A general hysteresis
loop can be detected for temperatures below 100 K, but no distinct double hysteresis
loops (DHLs) is present like they were observed earlier for RE/TM multilayers.
The hysteresis loops show high saturation �elds of more than 50 kOe and increasing
coercive �elds HC as the temperature is decreased. These range up to 10 kOe for
[Tb5/Dy5]10 and 11 kOe for [Tb10/Dy10]10 at the minimum temperature of 10 K.
The coercive �eld is calculated as

HC =
H+α
C −H−αC

2
, (4.3)

in which H±αC are the coercivities for increasing and decreasing applied magnetic
�elds. Most interestingly, an exchange bias with an exchange bias �eld of

HEB =
H+α
C +H−αC

2
(4.4)

was detected for temperatures of 75 K and lower, together with an exchange bias
�eld that increases with decreasing temperature up to −0.88 kOe for the [Tb5/Dy5]10
multilayer and up to −0.65 kOe for the [Tb10/Dy10]10 multilayer sample at 10 K.
The relevant characteristic parameters coercive �eld, exchange bias �eld, remanent

magnetisations MR = (|M |+α + |M |−α)/2 as a function of temperature as well as a
HC(T

1
2 ) plot are presented in �gure 4.7.
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Figure 4.6: The magnetic moments (M) of the [Tb5/Dy5]10 and [Tb10/Dy10]10 mul-
tilayer were measured as a function of the applied in-plane magnetic �eld Ha at
various temperatures T after �eld cooling the sample in a magnetic �eld of 70 kOe.
A hysteresis loop arises for temperatures ≤ 100 K, which manifests in the appearance
of a remanent magnetisation. Graph by T. Baldauf and A. Paul [101].
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[Tb5/Dy5]10 [Tb10/Dy10]10

Figure 4.7: The coercive �elds HC , exchange bias �elds HEB and the remanent
magnetisation MR of both multilayers are shown as a function of the temperature
T . It is clearly visible that the exchange bias and coercive �elds increase strongly
with decreasing temperature. Graph from [101].

4.3.2 Field Cooled (FC) and Zero Field Cooled (ZFC) Measurements

In a next step, the magnetic moments M of �eld-cooled (FC) and zero-�eld-cooled
(ZFC) samples were measured using the SQUID magnetometer. In detail, the sample
was cooled down from room temperature to below the freezing temperature TF ,
typically to 5 K, while a strong magnetic �eld of 70 kOe was applied (�eld-cooled) or
without a magnetic �eld applied (zero-�eld-cooled), respectively. Then, the magnetic
moment of the sample was recorded at a constant applied magnetic �eld Ha as
a function of the sample temperature T as the sample was warmed up to room
temperature.
The transition from ferromagnetism to superparamagnetism (SPM) or to spin-

glass (SG) behaviour is generally expected to occur for discrete small clusters with
individually thermally unstable internal magnetic moments. As described earlier,
this can be due to random distributions of particle species, positions, sizes and
orientations of the anisotropy-axes [104]. Such a system is also known as Super-
Spin-Glass. The FC procedure is carried out with the intention of aligning all spins
of the sample along the direction of the applied �eld and to freeze this state in the
spin-glass phase when transitioning below TF . Here, the magnetic moment of the
sample is the highest for the lowest temperature, where the thermal �uctuations are
at a minimum. With increasing temperature, these �uctuations increase and the net
magnetic moment decreases. For ZFC measurements, the spins in the sample are
not aligned during the cooldown process. A magnetic �eld Ha is only applied during
the warm-up and measurement process. In this case, the magnetic moments are
frozen in a random state at the lowest temperature and are only marginally a�ected
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by the externally applied �eld. As the temperature raises, the thermal �uctuations
increasingly facilitate the alignment of the magnetic moments along the direction of
the applied magnetic �eld, visible as a rise in the net magnetisation of the sample.
This process continues until the thermal �uctuations dominate and a consequent
decrease in the net magnetic moment, in accordance with the FC moment, takes
place.
FC and ZFC measurements were performed for both [Tb5/Dy5]10 and

[Tb10/Dy10]10 multilayers at applied magnetic �elds of Ha = 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2.5,
5, 10 and 50 kOe during warm-up. They are shown in the �gures 4.8 and 4.9. The
curves follow the expectations described above. Each of the measurements can
reveal the characteristic irreversibility temperature Tirr, which is indicated by the
temperature where the FC and ZFC curves merge. At this temperature, the ZFC
measurement coincides with the FC measurement even if the temperature decreases.
Tirr is equivalent to the freezing temperature TF , above which the moments can
align freely. It shows a gradual decrease with increasing �eld Ha. For spin-glasses,
the line of phase transitions is expected to follow the Almeida-Thouless (AT) line,
which is described by [22, 105�107]

Ha

∆J
∝
(

1− Tirr(Ha)

Tirr(0)

) 3
2

, (4.5)

where Tirr(0) is the zero �eld freezing temperature and ∆J is the distribution of
the exchange interactions. The irreversibility temperature Tirr as a function of
the applied �eld Ha is shown in the �gures 4.8 and 4.9 for the [Tb5/Dy5]10 and
[Tb10/Dy10]10 multilayers, respectively. Both of the curves �t well to the Almeida-

Thouless line, which is shown in the plot of the measuring �eld H
2
3
a as a function

of Tirr. For [Tb5/Dy5]10, the linear �t intersects the temperature axis at around
Tirr(0) = 210 K and for [Tb10/Dy10]10, it intersects at around Tirr(0) = 206 K. The
good agreement of the measured data to the Almeida-Thouless line for both mul-
tilayers indicates a spin-glass like behaviour in the present system.
As both [Tb5/Dy5]10 and [Tb10/Dy10]10 multilayers show a similar behaviour, the

further analysis will be restricted to the [Tb10/Dy10]10 sample only.

4.3.3 AC susceptibilities

Traditionally, the magnetic susceptibility χ is determined as the fraction of the mag-
netic moment and the applied direct current (DC) �eld Ha. As soon as M is not
directly proportional to Ha, this method does not resemble the correct susceptibility
and dynamic measurement methods are required. The dynamic way to study the
properties of spin-glasses is the measurement of alternating current (AC) susceptib-
ilities χAC . This measurement method is capable of studying the direct magnetic
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[Tb5/Dy5]10

(a) (c)

(b)

(d)

Ha [kOe]

ZFCFC

Figure 4.8: Field-cooled (FC) and zero-�eld-cooled (ZFC) measurements of the
[Tb5/Dy5]10 multilayer are shown for applied magnetic �elds Ha of 0.5 kOe�50 kOe
in the graphs (a) and (b). The furcation point of the FC and ZFC curves de�nes the
irreversibility temperature Tirr, which can be identi�ed as the freezing temperature
TF of the proposed super spin-glass state. In graph (c), Tirr is plotted as a function
of the applied in-plane �eld Ha. The transition for the spin-glass state can be fol-
lowed by the Almeida-Thouless (AT) line, which is shown in graph (d). Graph by
A. Paul.
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[Tb10/Dy10]10

(a) (c)

(b)

(d)

Ha [kOe]

ZFCFC

Figure 4.9: Field-cooled (FC) and zero-�eld-cooled (ZFC) measurements of the
[Tb10/Dy10]10 multilayer analogous to �gure 4.8. Graphs (a) and (b) show the ZFC
and FC curves for various applied magnetic �elds Ha, while (c) plots their furcation
point Tirr as a function of Ha and (d) shows the Almeida-Thouless (AT) line. Graph
by A. Paul.
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response of the sample to an applied driving �eld h with driving frequency ω. χAC
is then measured as the derivative of the magnetic moment M and the driving �eld:

χAC =
∂M

∂h
(4.6)

A DC �eld Ha can also be applied on top of the AC driving �eld h for the meas-
urement of the dynamic susceptibility at a speci�c static �eld.
In spin-glass systems, the AC susceptibility measured as a function of the sample

temperature, χAC(T ), exhibits a peak at TmaxAC , which is equivalent to the freezing
temperature TF of spin-glasses. It decreases in magnitude and shifts towards higher
temperatures with higher driving frequency f . The shift is a measure for the ac-
tivation energy and allows a spin-glass system to be determined and to di�erentiate
between a spin-glass and a superparamagnetic (SPM) behaviour [22, 25]. In this
work, AC susceptibility measurements were carried out for the [Tb10/Dy10]10 mul-
tilayer around the freezing temperature TF = 206 K, which was found in ZFC/FC
experiments. The AC measurements were collected using a PPMS. Three decades
of driving frequencies f between 10 and 10 000 Hz were applied. The measurements
are shown in �gure 4.10. The amplitude of the AC �eld h was chosen to be 10 Oe
and no superimposed DC �eld Ha was applied.
A Lorentzian was �tted to each χAC(T ) curve between 200 K and 215 K. The

maximum of the �t was determined as the temperature of the peak in the AC-
susceptibility, TmaxAC . The analysis of the measuring time τ = 1/f as a function of
TmaxAC is plotted in �gure 4.11.
With this data, it is possible to distinguish a spin-glass from a superparamagnetic

phase and to determine characteristic quantities. Four common models are used for
the analysis [22, 90, 91, 108�111]:

• The Néel-Arrhenius law,

• the Vogel-Fulcher law,

• the power law and

• the relative frequency shift of the χAC peak.

Néel-Arrhenius law As described in section 4.2, non-interacting superparamag-
netic (SPM) clusters follow the Néel-Arrhenius law for thermal activation. In χAC
measurements, the measurement time τm is the inverse of the driving frequency,
τm = 1/f , and TmaxAC determines the blocking temperature TB [22]. If the analysed
[Tb10/Dy10]10 multilayer was a superparamagnet, it would obey the equation

τm = τ0 exp

(
Ea

kBTACmax

)
, (4.7)
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Figure 4.10: The AC susceptibility χAC of the [Tb10/Dy10]10 multilayer was meas-
ured between 190 K and 230 K for various driving frequencies f between 10 Hz and
10 000 Hz. The expected peak TmaxAC at the freezing temperature TF can be observed,
which shifts towards higher temperatures for increasing f .

with τ0 being the microscopic limiting relaxation time and Ea = KV the anisotropy
energy. K is the anisotropy constant, kB the Boltzmann constant and V the average
cluster volume decisive for SPM at the blocking temperature TB or spin-glasses at
the freezing temperature TF . The value of τ0 typically ranges from 10−9 s− 10−13 s
for a SPM behaviour [103].
For the data analysis, the natural logarithm of τm was plotted as a function of

TmaxAC (top graph of �gure 4.11). According to the Néel-Arrhenius law, τm should
exhibit the relation

ln τm (TmaxAC ) = ln τ0 +
Ea
kB
· 1

TACmax
. (4.8)

A hyperbola of the form ln τm (TmaxAC ) = c + a · 1/TACmax was �tted to the data, in
which c = ln τ0 can be identi�ed as its horizontal asymptote and a = Ea/kB as its
slope. The �t yields an extremely large slope of Ea/kB ≈ 1.9× 105 K and an unreas-
onably small value of τ0 ≈ 10−400 s. Therefore, the Néel-Arrhenius expression fails
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Figure 4.11: The natural logarithm of the measuring time, τ = 1/f , plotted as a
function of TmaxAC for the [Tb10/Dy10]10 multilayer. Three �ts, each according to
three di�erent models, the Néel-Arrhenius law, the Vogel-Fulcher law and the power
law are applied to the data.

to describe the system, indicating that magnetic interactions between the magnetic
clusters are important and cannot be ignored.

Vogel-Fulcher law The Vogel-Fulcher law [108] is an empirical description of the
viscosity of supercooled liquids, but can be applied to phenomenologically describe
the frequency response of the relaxation time, taking into account the weak interac-
tions among spin clusters. It is expressed by

τm = τ0 exp

[
Ea

kB(TACmax − T0)

]
, (4.9)

where T0 is the characteristic temperature that accounts for the static interaction �eld
of the surrounding clusters. Analogous to the �ts according to the Néel-Arrhenius
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law, a hyperbola was �t to the natural logarithm of τm:

ln τm (TmaxAC ) = ln τ0 +
Ea
kB
· 1

TACmax − T0
. (4.10)

Compared to the Néel-Arrhenius law, the vertical asymptote of the �tting curve is
shifted from TACmax = 0 to TACmax = T0. For conventional spin glasses, typical values
for τ0 are between 10−9 s and 10−13 s [112]. Due to the small shift of TACmax over
three decades of the driving frequency, only a small range could be measured and
the �tting of the hyperbola was very involved. There are three reasonable T0 values
(203 K, 204 K and 205 K) for which τ0 lies within a physically reasonable range [113].
The according �tting parameters are:

• T0 = 203 K; Ea/kB ≈ 111 K; τ0 = 10−12 s,

• T0 = 204 K; Ea/kB ≈ 71 K; τ0 = 10−10 s and

• T0 = 205 K; Ea/kB ≈ 39 K; τ0 = 10−8 s.

The �ts are shown in the center graph of �gure 4.11 as red, blue and green curves.
The quality of the �ts appears almost identical. Although the T0 value is relatively
stable for all three �ts, both Ea/kB and τ0 are varying strongly, which rules out
a simultaneous determination of both parameters. However, the applicability of
the Vogel-Fulcher law to �t the data demonstrates that the consideration of weak
interactions between the individual clusters is favoured for a sound description of the
measured data.

Power Law The power law, also known as scaling hypothesis, supposes the exist-
ence of an equilibrium phase transition and is often applied to describe the behaviour
of spin-glasses [109]. It relies on the e�ect of a critical slowing down of the relaxa-
tion time near the transition temperature TSG, which is equivalent to the freezing
temperature of the DC measurement TF (f → 0) [111]. The conventional result of
dynamical scaling relates the relaxation time τ to the correlation length ξ via the
power-law τ ∝ ξz [22]. The correlation length diverges at the critical phase transition
temperature TC and has the relation

ξ ∝
(

T

T − TC

)ν
. (4.11)

Consequently, the relaxation time can be rewritten as

τ = τ∗

(
T

T − TC

)zν
. (4.12)
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For spin-glasses, this equation can be rewritten as follows [22]:

τm = τ∗

(
TACmax − TSG

TSG

)−zν
. (4.13)

Here, τ∗ is the relaxation time for each nanocluster and zν is a constant exponent
containing the dynamic (z) and critical (ν) exponent [111, 114]. In order to invest-
igate if the power-law behaviour reproduces the measured data, ln(τm) was plotted
as a function of TmaxAC . It is shown in the lower most graph of �gure 4.11 together
with a �t according to the equation

ln τm (TmaxAC ) = ln τ∗ − zν · ln
(
TACmax − TSG

TSG

)
. (4.14)

Similarly as for the �ts following the Vogel-Fulcher-law, many of parameter combin-
ations are possible, which all achieve a good �t to the data. A �t with reasonable
physical quantities yields zν ≈ 4.7 (the typical range for spin-glass behaviour is
between 4 to 12), τ∗ ≈ 2× 10−13 s, and TSG ≈ 206.9 K, which are fairly comparable
with the typical values reported for spin-glass systems [111].

The relative frequency shift of the χAC peak Beyond the three models described
above, another simple, useful and sensitive criterion to distinguish between the freez-
ing in spin-glasses and the blocking processes in superparamagnets is the determin-
ation of the relative shift of TmaxAC with the frequency using the empirical equation
[22, 111]

p =
∆TACmax

T̄ACmax∆ log10 f
. (4.15)

∆TACmax is the relative shift of the χAC peak over the number of decades of the
measured frequency range ∆ log10. T̄ACmax is the mean value of the frequency de-
pendent maximum in χAC . Typically, the parameter p takes on values between
0.0045 − 0.06 (for spin-glass phase) and 0.1 − 0.5 (for SPM phase) [110]. In this
experiment, ∆TACmax = 1.45 K, T̄ACmax = 208.08 K and ∆ log10 f = 3. These values
result in p = 0.0023, which is smaller than the lower limit of the typical values for
the spin-glass phase and therefore points towards excluding an SPM behaviour.

4.3.4 Summary

AC susceptibility measurements have shown a clear shift in the peak of the χAC(T )
measurement with increasing driving frequencies f . This reveals a nanocluster
structure inside the [Tb10/Dy10]10 multilayer. The data evaluation using the Néel-
Arrhenius law and the relative shift of the peak can exclude a non-interacting su-
perparamagnetic structure. The data indicates a spin-glass behaviour, suggesting a
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strong interaction among the nanoclusters. Fits according to the Vogel-Fulcher law
and the power law have high tolerances due to the small shift of the TACmax peak for the
measured frequency range and the number of the �tting parameters. Nevertheless,
the �tted curves indicate spin-glass behaviour. The freezing temperatures TF , which
are determined as the irreversibility temperature Tirr in ZFC/FC measurements and
as peaks in the AC susceptibility for a minimum driving frequency, TmaxAC (f → 0),
are also in good coincidence.
The enhanced exchange bias which was initially found in the magnetic hysteresis

loops can therefore be explained with a magnetically frustrated spin-glass system. In
order to get a more detailed insight into the magnetic depth pro�le and lateral struc-
ture of the multilayer, polarised neutron re�ectivity measurements were performed
as a complementary technique.

4.4 Polarised Neutron Re�ectometry

Polarised Neutron Re�ectometry (PNR) is a powerful technique which reveals the
magnetic depth pro�le of thin �lms, described in section 2.2.2.6 on page 25. Here,
the specular scattering resolves the magnetic depth information while o�-specular
scattering gives access to information on lateral structures. The knowledge of the
exact magnetic pro�le of the �lm can help to understand the origin of the exchange
bias. The PNR measurements were performed at the MARIA beamline at MLZ in
Garching, Germany. As the highest exchange bias was found at the lowest tem-
perature, all PNR measurements were carried out at 10 K. However, the maximum
applied �eld of the magnet during the measurement was limited to ±10 kOe, so no
measurements could be carried out with the sample in the saturated state.

4.4.1 Specular Scattering

PNR measurements were performed for di�erent magnetic histories of the
[Tb10/Dy10]10 multilayer. Figure 4.12 shows the specular PNR curves and their
best �ts after cooling the sample from room temperature to 10 K without an applied
magnetic �eld (zero �eld cooled, ZFC). The data analysis was performed in collab-
oration with Alexander Book using the re�1d suite [115]. For the �tting process,
the 8 Tb/Dy bilayers in the middle of the �lm were �tted as a multilayer with
identical bilayer properties. The bilayers on top and on the bottom were in contact
with the substrate or the capping layer, respectively, and were therefore �tted
separately. The �tting parameters are the individual layer thicknesses d as well as
the interface roughness σ and the nuclear (ρn) scattering length densities (SLDs)
of the individual layers. Although the multilayer was capped by a nominally 3 nm
thick Si layer during its fabrication, it is expected that this layer fully oxidised to
SiO2 in the time between sample preparation and PNR measurement. Equivalently,
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the Tb/Dy multilayer stack was grown on a Si substrate with an SiO2 passivation
layer, which increased the SLD of the substrate.
The ZFC state is equivalent to the magnetically virgin state of the sample. The

small neutron guide �eld of Ha = 10 Oe does not signi�cantly change the magnetic
properties, so that the non-spin-�ip (NSF) re�ectivities (R++, R−−) overlap within
the accuracy of the experiment. The spin-�ip (SF) re�ectivties (R+−, R−+) are not
expected in this non-magnetised sample and the ratio of SF to the NSF re�ectivity
at the critical edge can be used to determine the ine�ciencies of the spin �lters. The
peaks at Qz = 0.038Å−1 and Qz = 0.109Å−1 are the �rst and third order multilayer
Bragg peaks, which arise due to the structural periodicity. The signi�cantly reduced
second order structural Bragg peak indicates that the layer thicknesses of Tb and
Dy are almost equal.
For the multilayer stack in the middle of the �lm, �tting yields layer thicknesses

of dTb = 8.88 nm for Tb and dDy = 8.51 nm for Dy, which is slightly smaller than
the nominal value of 10 nm each (see table 4.2). For the structural scattering length
densities, the �ts yield ρTb

n = 2.23× 10−6Å−2 (Bulk: 2.289× 10−6Å−2 [34]) and
ρDy
n = 5.45× 10−6Å−2 (Bulk: 5.356× 10−6Å−2 [34]). A very high layer roughness
or interdi�usion of around σ = 1.87 nm at the Tb/Dy and σ = 1.72 nm at the Tb/Dy
interface, respectively, can be observed. The weak 2nd and 3rd order Bragg peaks are
also characteristic for interfaces with a high roughness, which manifests in the nearly
sinusoidal variation of the structural SLD pro�le (see section 2.2.2.4 on page 19 in
chapter 2). The �tting parameters of the Tb/Dy bilayers on top and on the bottom
of the �lm deviate only slightly from those of the multilayer stack. The absence of
the Kiessig oscillations is attributed to a low Qz resolution. In this measurement, no
net-magnetic moment and therefore no spin-�ip (SF) intensities are expected. The
observed small magnetic SF intensity is solely attributed to the ine�ciencies of the
polarisers with an overall polarisation e�ciency between 95% and 98%.
In the next step, a magnetic �eld of 10 kOe was applied to the sample after ZFC

and a PNR measurement was carried out. Within the accuracy of the experiment,
no signi�cant SF intensities could be identi�ed. A small Bragg-peak in the SF
re�ectivity can be completely attributed to the ine�ciency of the polarisers. This
can be veri�ed by comparing the ratio of the SF and the NSF intensities at the
total re�ection edge and the Bragg-peak. As total re�ection does not occur for SF
re�ectivities, all intensities there arise from ine�ciencies of the polarisers. In this
case, the ratio of the SF and NSF measurements at the total re�ection edge and the
Bragg peak does not deviate signi�cantly, meaning that the Bragg peak in the SF
re�ectivity also originates from ine�ciencies of the polarisers.
The NSF PNR curves are shown in �gure 4.13. For this and all following PNR

measurements of this sample, the initial �tting values for the structural parameters
were taken over from the parameters obtained from the �nal �t of the non-magnetised
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Figure 4.12: PNR intensities together with the best �ts of the non-spin-�ip re�ectiv-
ities and corresponding SLD pro�les of the zero-�eld cooled (ZFC) [Tb10/Dy10]10
multilayer at a �eld of Ha = 10 Oe at 10 K. The regions highlighted violet mark the
nominal position of the Dy layers and the regions highlighted blue mark the nominal
positions of the Tb layers. The inset shows schematically the magnetisation histories
and states of all PNR measurements. The red dot marks the magnetisation state of
the current measurement.
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Layer ρn [10−6Å−2] d [nm] σ [nm]
SiO2 (capping layer) 4.99 [4.91, 5.02] 6.47 [6.43, 6.48] 2.66 [2.58, 2.69]

Tb (top) 2.52 [2.51, 2.55] 8.51 [8.45, 8.61] 0.41 [0.40, 0.43]
Dy (top) 5.37 [5.37, 5.39] 9.36 [9.31, 9.38] 1.72 [1.71, 1.73]

Tb (multilayer stack) 2.23 [2.22, 2.23] 8.88 [8.86, 8.90] 1.72 [1.71, 1.75]
Dy (multilayer stack) 5.45 [5.45, 5.46] 8.51 [8.50, 8.54] 1.87 [1.83, 1.87]

Tb (bottom) 1.82 [1.81, 1.86] 8.21 [8.16, 8.28] 2.06 [1.99, 2.11]
Dy (bottom) 4.76 [4.76, 4.79] 8.62 [8.57, 8.76] 1.47 [1.41, 1.47]

Si/SiO2 (substrate) 3.08 [3.07, 3.08] - 6.64 [6.49, 6.65]

Table 4.2: Structural PNR �tting parameters for the [Tb10/Dy10]10 multilayer.
The interval in the square brackets indicates the 68% (1 σ) con�dence interval
of the respective �tting parameter. The SLDs of Tb and Dy inside the mul-
tilayer stack correspond well to their bulk values (ρn,bulk,Tb = 2.29× 10−6Å−2,
ρn,bulk,Dy = 5.36× 10−6Å−2 [34]).

sample (4.2). As no signi�cant change is expected for the structure of the multilayer,
only a slight variation in the range of a maximum of 5% from the initial �tting values
was allowed for the structural parameters. The result of the �tting yields that the
magnetic pro�le does not take the same course as the structural pro�le. Within the
multilayer stack, the maxima of the magnetic SLD (ρm = 1.73× 10−6Å−2; magnetic
moment m = 2.05µB/atom) are located at the nominal position of the Dy/Tb inter-
face, whereas the minima are lying at the Tb/Dy interface (ρm = 1.17× 10−6Å−2;
magnetic moment m = 1.38µB/atom). Further, the magnetic SLD inside each Tb
and Dy layer is inhomogeneous.
In the next measurement, the sample was warmed up to room temperature and

then �eld-cooled (FC) at a negative �eld of −10 kOe to 10 K. A PNR measurement
was performed at a positive �eld of Ha = 10 Oe, which is close to the magnetic
remanence of the sample (�gure 4.14). As the sample was �eld cooled in the opposite
direction as the applied magnetic �eld during the measurement, it is apparent that
the sample exhibits a negative remanent magnetisation. This can be seen in the
more extended critical edge of the R−− re�ectivity compared to the R++ re�ectivity.
Similar to the last measurement (�gure 4.13), the course of the magnetic pro�le does
not follow the course of the structural SLD. Interestingly, it seems that the magnetic
SLD experienced a constant shift towards negative values. The maximum of the
magnetic SLD can be found at the nominal position of the Dy/Tb interface again
(ρm = −1.58× 10−6Å−2; magnetic moment m = −1.89µB/atom); the minimum is
situated at the nominal position of the Tb/Dy interface (ρm = −2.39× 10−6Å−2;
magnetic moment m = −2.86µB/atom).
In a last measurement, the magnetisation reversal of this �lm was studied. For
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Figure 4.13: Non-spin-�ip PNR intensities together with their best �ts and corres-
ponding SLD pro�les of the zero-�eld-cooled (ZFC) [Tb10/Dy10]10 multilayer at a
maximum �eld of Ha = 10 kOe at 10 K. The regions highlighted violet mark the
nominal position of the Dy layers and the regions highlighted blue mark the nominal
positions of the Tb layers. The inset shows schematically the magnetisation histories
and states of all PNR measurements. The red dot marks the magnetisation state of
the current measurement.
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Figure 4.14: Non-spin-�ip PNR intensities together with their best �ts and corres-
ponding SLD pro�les of the [Tb10/Dy10]10 multilayer after �eld cooling (FC) at
−10 kOe (remanence). The violet regions mark the Dy layers and the blue regions
the Tb layers. The inset shows schematically the magnetisation histories and states
of all PNR measurements. The red dot marks the magnetisation state of the current
measurement.
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Cooling history Ha Min. / max. ρm Min. / max. m ∆m

ZFC 10 kOe 1.17× 10−6Å−2 1.38µB/atom 0.67µB/atom
(�gure 4.13) 2.29× 10−6Å−2 2.05µB/atom

FC at −10 kOe 10 Oe −2.39× 10−6Å−2 −2.86µB/atom 0.97µB/atom
(�gure 4.14) −1.58× 10−6Å−2 −1.89µB/atom

FC at −10 kOe 10 kOe 0.16× 10−6Å−2 0.19µB/atom 0.69µB/atom
(�gure 4.15) 0.73× 10−6Å−2 0.88µB/atom

Table 4.3: Minimum and maximum magnetic SLDs ρm and corresponding magnetic
moments m for the [Tb10/Dy10]10 multilayer of all three PNR measurements for
di�erent cooling histories and applied �elds Ha. In all cases, the maximum of the
magnetisation is situated at the nominal position of the Dy/Tb and the minimum
at the Tb/Dy interface, respectively. The di�erence ∆m between minimum and
maximum magnetic moment is also shown alongside.

that purpose, a strong positive �eld of Ha = 10 kOe ≈ HC was applied to the FC
sample (HFC = −10 kOe), which has been just measured, and PNR measurements
were conducted at 10 kOe. Again, no signi�cant spin-�ip signal could be observed.
The non-spin-�ip re�ectivity measurements in combination with their best �ts and
the corresponding SLD pro�les are shown in �gure 4.15. Although the �lm is an
a state near coercivity, a model with antiferromagnetically coupled layers, which
was observed in TM-RE systems, could not satisfactorily �t the data [84, 89, 90,
92]. Instead, one can see that the magnetic SLD is positive throughout the �lm,
suggesting a collective remagnetisation of all layers towards the direction of the
applied magnetic �eld. This is in accordance with the magnetisation hysteresis loop,
in which no double hysteresis loop was detected like for TM-RE systems as described
in the introduction of this chapter.
Interestingly, an almost constant vertical shift of the magnetic SLD can be observed

for the multilayer stack when compared to the measurement near remanence (Ha =
10 Oe, �gure 4.14). Like for the previous measurements, the maxima of the magnetic
SLD (ρm = 0.73× 10−6Å−2; magnetic moment m = 0.88µB/atom) can be found at
the nominal position of the Dy/Tb interface and the minima (ρm = 0.16× 10−6Å−2;
magnetic moment m = 0.19µB/atom) around the Tb/Dy interface of the Tb layer.
The values of the maxima and minima of the magnetic SLDs and moments of all
measurements are summarised in table 4.3. As the sample could not be �eld cooled
or measured at higher magnetic �elds than 10 kOe, the overall magnetisation cannot
be compared with those measured using the SQUID-magnetometer (�gure 4.6 on
page 68).
All measurements have in common that they were done at a positive applied mag-
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Figure 4.15: Non-spin-�ip PNR intensities together with their best �ts and corres-
ponding SLD pro�les of the [Tb10/Dy10]10 multilayer at Ha = 10 kOe at 10 K after
�eld cooling (FC) at −10 kOe. The violet regions mark the Dy layers and the blue
regions the Tb layers. The inset shows schematically the magnetisation histories and
states of all PNR measurements. The red dot marks the magnetisation state of the
current measurement.
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netic �eld, although for the two FC measurements, the sample was initially �eld
cooled at −10 kOe. The magnetic moment inside the multilayer is inhomogeneous
for all measurements. Interestingly, the maxima of the magnetic moment are al-
ways situated at the nominal position of the Dy/Tb interface and the minima at
the Tb/Dy interface. It is therefore conclusive that the Dy/Tb interface is magnet-
ically softer than the Tb/Dy interface. The modulation amplitude of the magnetic
moment is very similar for all measurements. One can see that the magnetic SLD
pro�le is shifted vertically by an almost constant value between each measurement,
independent of the position of the layers, which can be attributed to a magnetically
hard background, which is superimposed to the modulation and which follows the
magnetic hysteresis as measured in the SQUID magnetometer (�gure 4.6 on page 68).
Due to the magnetic hardness of the background, it is assumed that it is partially in
a spin-glass state, which has already been indicated by magnetisation measurements
and which might cause the observed exchange bias by pinning e�ects.
The modulation of the magnetic moment might arise from di�erent magnetic

anisotropies at the interfaces, which can be caused by strongly deviating basal
plane magnetocrystalline anisotropies of Dy (7.5× 106 erg/cm3, at 4 K) and Tb
(2.4× 106 erg/cm3, at 4 K) [100]. However, the minima and maxima of the mag-
netic moments are not situated in the nominal centre of the corresponding layers,
but rather at their nominal interfaces. This di�erence in the anisotropies between
the two di�erent interfaces might by caused by e�ects like oxidation, which occurred
before the deposition of each layer of the multilayer sample, when the sputter gas
is supplied to the vacuum chamber. Further, a strong interdi�usion between the
layers, which is indicated by a high roughness of 1.72 nm and 1.87 nm, respectively,
might also play a role. The absence of signi�cant spin-�ip signals rules out a regular
magnetic structure like a helix, which also might have been superimposed onto the
constant magnetic background and could have explained the observed modulation.

4.4.2 O�-Specular Scattering

Coplanar o� specular re�ectivity maps of the PNR measurement are shown in �gure
4.16 for two di�erent �eld histories, zero-�eld cooled (ZFC, measured at Ha = 10 Oe)
and �eld-cooled (FC in−10 kOe, measured atHa = 10 kOe), for which no measurable
net magnetisation along Ha was present. The measured channels shown are the non-
spin-�ip (NSF) channels I++, I−− and the spin-�ip (SF) channel I−+. The intensity
along the diagonal with αi = αf corresponds to the specular re�ectivity discussed
in section 4.4.1. Under the applied measurement condition, o�-specular data are
resolved in Qx direction. Two types of o�-specular intensities could be observed:

• Bragg sheets which appear perpendicular to the specular line at the position
of the multilayer Bragg peaks in the NSF channels,
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4.4 Polarised Neutron Re�ectometry
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Figure 4.16: αi/αf maps of the PNR measurement of the [Tb10/Dy10]10 multilayer
together with a simulation of the spin-�ip measurements using the distorted wave
Born approximation (DWBA). Simulation by A. Paul.
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• weak di�use streaks parallel to αi,f , which occur in the I−+ channel indicating
a domain state con�guration of the sample magnetisation perpendicular to the
Ha direction.

Bragg sheets originate from pronounced structural and/or magnetic vertical correl-
ation perpendicular to the stack of the multilayer. Weak streaks of higher re�ection
intensities, which run parallel to the αi,f axes, can be detected next to the positions of
the Bragg-peaks. These di�use streaks are created by scattering from vertically un-
correlated domains, whose magnetisation �uctuates around the mean magnetisation
direction parallel to Ha [116�118]. The mean �uctuation angle of the magnetisations
of these domains to the direction of the applied �eld Ha is described by ∆φA. Spin-
�ip (SF) measurements are sensitive to the projection of the domain magnetisations
perpendicular to Ha, the re�ected intensity of the neutrons is therefore proportional
to sin2(∆φA) and is observable for samples below the saturation �eld.
No o�-specular Bragg sheets were observed in the SF channels. However, weak

o�-specular di�use streaks exist in the non-spin-�ip (NSF) channels as well as in the
SF channels, which indicates that magnetic domains have components both parallel
and perpendicular to the Ha direction. The Bragg sheets in the NSF channels remain
similarly intense for both ZFC and FC measurements. In addition, their intensit-
ies are independent of the neutron polarisation (I++ or I−−). However, the di�use
streaks are more intense in the I++ channel for the ZFC and in the I−− channel for
the FC measurement. Similarly, the streaks are more pronounced along αi in the
ZFC measurement and along αf in the FC measurement in the I−+ channel. The
independence of the Bragg sheets from the sample magnetisation indicates that the
Bragg sheets originate from correlated roughness and are of structural origin. The
di�use streaks indicating uncorrelated domains are of magnetic origin. Such tem-
perature or �eld dependence of o�-specular SF scattering from vertically correlated
domains was reported earlier in an epitaxial Er/Tb system [99].
The distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) has been applied in simulating

the corresponding SF intensity maps in the I−+ channel. Di�use streaks in the
form of an increase in the o�-specular SF intensities near the critical edge indicate a
non-collinear arrangement of non-correlated small-scale domains with sizes ranging
from ≈0.5± 0.5 µm to ≈1.5± 0.5 µm accompanied by �uctuations of magnetisation
∆φA = 4◦ and 15◦ for the ZFC and the FC conditions, respectively.

4.5 Conclusions

The magnetism of the polycrystalline grown rare-earth/rare-earth multilayer Tb/Dy
was studied. A strong exchange bias of around −880 Oe and −650 Oe has been ob-
served in the [Tb5 nm/Dy5 nm]10 and [Tb10 nm/Dy10 nm]10 �lms, respectively. DC and
AC magnetisation measurements indicate a frustrated spin-glass type of freezing of
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4.5 Conclusions

weakly interacting disordered spins. The freezing enhances pinning in the layers and
thus the observed exchange bias of the �lms. Polarised neutron re�ectivity meas-
urements were able to resolve the magnetic depth pro�le of the [Dy10 nm/Tb10 nm]10
multilayer for di�erent magnetic �eld histories. They revealed that the magnetic
pro�le of the Tb and Dy layers are inhomogeneous, with an overall modulation of
the scattering length density inside the multilayer with a maximum at the nominal
position of the Dy/Tb and a minimum at the Tb/Dy interface, respectively. This
modulation is attributed to a di�erence of magnetic anisotropies for the two types
of interfaces. O�-specular PNR data con�rms non-correlated small scale domains,
which are consistent with the observed spin-glass behaviour of the �lm.
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Chapter 5

Magnetic Properties of LSMO/BTO
Thin Films and Multilayers

Oxidic thin �lms are subject to a variety of very interesting phenomena such as high-
mobility conductivity [119], ferroelectricity and magnetism [120, 121]. Multiferroic
materials and material systems, which can combine ferromagnetism (FM) and ferro-
electricity (FE), have a high potential for spintronic applications. In such systems,
the electrical control of magnetism may be realised. In particular, an ordinary mag-
netic tunnel junction can be replaced by a multiferroic tunnel barrier. This allows the
spin-polarisation of a current passing through the junction to not only be controlled
by a magnetic �eld, but by electric �elds.
A very common material group with known multiferroic properties are perovskite-

structure oxides. Perovskites have the chemical composition ABX3 as shown in �gure
5.1. In perovskite oxides, the X-site is occupied by oxygen (O). For multiferroic
purposes, the stereochemical activity of the large cation at the A-site can provide
the ferroelectricity, while the small B-site gives rise to the ferromagnetism [6]. In
this work, the ferromagnetic perovskite La1�xSrxMnO3 (LSMO) and the ferroelectric
perovskite BaTiO3 (BTO) are combined and studied in an epitaxially grown thin �lm
structure, which can form an arti�cial multiferroic thin �lm system.
La1�xSrxMnO3 (LSMO) is a very prominent candidate for a magnetic oxide with

a perovskite structure. It is an interesting material for the use in spintronics because
of its half metallic behaviour and a Curie temperature TC of around 370 K. Its
magnetism is based on the ferromagnetic double exchange, although the end members
with x = 0 (LaMnO3) and x = 1 (SrMnO3) are antiferromagnetic [12]. The atomic
arrangement of LSMO can be demonstrated using the structure in �gure 5.1. The
red sphere correspond to the transition metal atom Mn and is surrounded by six
oxygen atoms O2� , which are indicated in blue and form an octahedron around the
Mn atom. The crystal �eld of the octahedron leads to a splitting of the Mn-d orbitals
into eg orbitals with higher and t2g orbitals with lower energy [123]. The position
of the central atom (gold) is occupied either by La or Sr. As Sr is divalent (Sr2+)
and La is trivalent (La3+), the Mn ions of the La1�xSrxMnO3 compound can have
di�erent valencies: one Mn4+ for each Sr2+ ion (Sr2+Mn4+O3

2� ) and one Mn3+ for
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Figure 5.1: The perovskite structure with the chemical formula ABX3. Ideally, it
is cubic with the central atom A (gold) and the corner atoms B (red), which are
separated from each other by the X atoms (blue). In perovskite oxides, which are
investigated in this work, the X-site is always occupied by oxygen O. Pervoskites
can exhibit ferroelectric and ferromagnetic properties [6]. Schematic adapted from
[122]).

each La3+ ion (La3+Mn3+O3
2� ). This mixed valency is the basis for ferromagnetic

double exchange, which is explained schematically in �gure 5.2 [12, 124].
The doping of Sr in LSMO is vital for the formation of the mixed valence of

Mn and therefore the ferromagnetic double exchange. A pure LaMnO3 without
any Sr (x = 0) would be antiferromagnetic. In this case, all Mn atoms would be
in the Mn3+ state, having one electron in the eg shell. The exchange coupling is
mediated by the O2� ions, which are situated between every Mn ion. This indirect
exchange interaction is called superexchange and is explained in �gure 5.3. The pure
LaMnO3 crystal is an A-type antiferromagnet, in which the magnetic Mn ions are
aligned ferromagnetically within a lattice plane and antiferromagnetically between
the planes [123].
Due to the strong sensitivity of the LSMO magnetism to the electronic con�gur-

ation, its magnetic properties can in�uence its lattice environment and vice versa,
which is known as Jahn-Teller e�ect (JT) and described in �gure 5.4.
The susceptibility of the magnetic ordering towards the orbital con�guration can

be used to control its magnetic properties. Therefore, the induction of arti�cial
lattice distortions by using ferroelectric materials like BaTiO3 (BTO) are of great
interest.
BTO is a common ferroelectric material. Above its ferroelectric critical temper-

ature of TC = 393 K, it has a simple perovskite structure. Below TC , its crystal
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Figure 5.2: Double exchange interaction, which dominates the magnetic ordering in
LSMO [12]. Due to the di�erent valencies of La and Sr, the Mn ions inside LSMO
can have a mixed valency, Mn3+ and Mn4+. The Mn4+ ion has three electrons in
the d orbital, which fully occupy the t2g states (right column), whereas the Mn3+ ion
has 4 electrons, from which one electron is in the eg state (left column). According
to Hund's rules, all electrons inside each shell align parallel to each other. The �gure
shows two neighbouring Mn atoms with a Mn3+ con�guration (left column) and
Mn4+ con�guration (right column). If the spins of the two neighbouring Mn ions
are ferromagnetically aligned (a), the spin-up electron in the eg shell can easily hop
to the neighboured Mn ion, which comes along with a minimisation of energy due
to delocalisation. On the contrary, the same process is energetically unfavourable if
the neighbouring Mn ions are in antiferromagnetic con�guration (b). A spin �ip of
the electron would be required in this transition from the Mn3+ ion to the Mn4+ ion
in order to not violate Hund's rule.
As a result, the hopping and the following energy minimisation is only favourable
in a ferromagnetic arrangement. As the hopping is real and not virtual, LSMO is
electrically conducting. Schematic adapted from [12].
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Figure 5.3: Superexchange interaction in a magnetic oxide like LaMnO3 [12]. The
�gure shows the electronic con�guration of two neighbouring Mn atoms (M) sep-
arated by an interjacent O atom. The arrows indicate the spin orientation of the
electrons in the eg shells of the magnetic Mn atoms and the electrons inside the p
shells of the O atoms, respectively. The cases (a, b, c) describe an antiferromagnetic
alignment of the neighbouring Mn ions and (d, e, f) a ferromagnetic alignment.
(a) characterises the ground state of the antiferromagnetic arrangement. Here, a
hopping of electrons among the Mn and O ions is possible, which leads to the ex-
cited states (b) and (c). This electronic delocalisation lowers the kinetic energy and
thus the total energy of the system. This is not possible when the Mn ions are
aligned ferromagnetically (d). The excited states (e) and (f) are forbidden due to
the Pauli exclusion principle and thus cannot be reached from the ground state (d).
The electrons are more localised and the total energy is higher. Hence, the ground
state of LaMnO3 is antiferromagnetic. As the process described in (a, b, c) is virtual,
LaMnO3 is electrically not conducting. Schematic adapted from [12].
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Figure 5.4: The Jahn-Teller e�ect (JT). A distortion of the MnO6 octahedron (as
shown in �gure 5.1) lifts the degeneracy of the eg and t2g orbitals and leads to new
energy levels in the Mn-d orbital [12]. As a result, one eg and two t2g levels are lower
in energy, whereas one eg and one t2g level are enhanced in energy. For the Mn3+

ion in LaMnO3, in which all t2g states and one eg state are occupied, the energy
levels of the distorted octahedron is more favourable because the enhanced eg state
is unoccupied and does not contribute to the total energy. This distortion prefers the
occupation of the dx2−y2 orbital, which are situated in-plane and causes the A-type
antiferromagnetism in La3+Mn3+O3

2� [123].

structure is tetragonal and BTO undergoes a phase transition to the orthorhombic
phase at 279 K. Another �nal phase transition occurs at 183 K, where BTO becomes
rhombohedral [13]. The transition from the cubic perovskite structure to the non-
cubic lattice comes along with a shift of the Ti4+ ion in relation to the O2� ions.
This causes the characteristic polarisation P of the BTO crystal, which can be in-
duced and controlled by application of an electric �eld E. The polarisation induces
an electrostrictive distortion of the lattice structure, analogous to a magnetostrict-
ive distortion for magnetisations, which results in a piezoelectric e�ect inside BTO,
whereat the spontaneous strain is proportional to the square of the spontaneous po-
larisation [13]. Analogous to applying a magnetic �eld to a ferromagnet, the P (E)
behaviour has a hysteretic character.
Magnetoelectric e�ects in bilayers of LSMO and ferroelectric materials like
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PbZrxTi1�xO3 (PZT) have been reported [125]. The electrical control of the magnet-
ism in LSMO/BTO �lms has already been proposed on the basis of theoretical cal-
culations [126] and studies on LSMO/BTO and BTO/LSMO bilayers with a LSMO
composition of La0.5Sr0.5MnO3 have been reported [127]. There, the analysed �lms
were prepared using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and a strongly reduced magnetic
moment of the LSMO layer compared to its bulk value was observed. However, no
evidence for an in�uence of electric �elds on the magnetic pro�le of LSMO was found.
In this work, LSMO/BTO �lms with a smaller nominal Sr doping level of x = 0.33
(La0.67Sr0.33MnO3) were grown epitaxially on SrTiO3 (STO) substrates by pulsed
laser deposition (PLD). As the magnetic properties of LSMO are strongly dependent
on the Sr doping level x, which will be shown in detail in �gure 5.6, signi�cantly
distinct magnetic properties are expected. As LSMO thin �lms grown on BTO can
already have modi�ed magnetic properties compared to its bulk counterpart, the
focus of this work is purely on the magnetic properties of the thin �lm system [128],
of which a sound knowledge forms the basis for any study of the magnetoelectric
coupling.

5.1 Sample Preparation

Two batches of bilayer and one set of multilayer LSMO/BTO �lms with a nominal
composition of La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 for LSMO and BaTiO3 for BTO were grown on
TiO2 terminated SrTiO3 substrates. Detailed sample properties and assigned sample
names of the bilayers are listed in table 5.1. Those of the multilayers are listed in
table 5.5 on page 124.
The �rst bilayer batch (samples S1 and S2) contains two samples, which are grown

on STO(001) and on STO(011), respectively. These �lms shall clarify the impact
of the substrate orientation on the magnetic properties of LSMO. In the literature,
magnetic dead layers have been reported for LSMO �lms grown directly on STO(001)
substrates [129, 130].
In the second batch of bilayers (samples S3-S7), LSMO/BTO �lms were grown

on STO(001). Here, the nominal thickness of the LSMO layer was kept constant
(≈19.0 nm or 50 unit cells (uc)) and the nominal BTO layer thickness was varied
(≈1 nm or 2 uc to 75 nm or 175 uc). The e�ective layer thicknesses were measured by
X-ray re�ectometry (see section 5.3) and are also shown in table 5.1. The thickness
of the BTO layer can e�ect the magnetic properties of LSMO because the BTO unit
cell symmetry may be reduced for thin �lms, roughly below 10 uc. The BTO crystal
structure then transforms from monoclinic to orthorhombic [131]. This decrease of
the number of unit cells may a�ect the octahedral deformation of the TiO6 octahedra,
followed by subsequent distortions or canting of the MnO6 octahedra. For thicker
BTO layers (>10 uc), TiO6 distortions are expected to be absent.
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5.2 Magnetisation Measurements

Sample STO orientation Atmosphere LSMO thickness BTO thickness

S1 (001) air 27 uc 20 uc
S2 (011) air 27 uc 20 uc
S3 (001) oxygen 48 uc 2 uc
S4 (001) oxygen 50 uc 5 uc
S5 (001) air 47 uc 9 uc
S6 (001) oxygen 50 uc 17 uc
S7 (001) oxygen 55 uc 166 uc

Table 5.1: Sample properties including the e�ective layer thicknesses of LSMO and
BTO layers of the analysed LSMO/BTO bilayers from the �rst (S1-S2) and second
batch (S3-S7).

The multilayers set of LSMO/BTO �lms (samples S8-S10, table 5.5 on page 124)
were all grown on STO(001) and consist of one BTO/LSMO/BTO trilayer as well
as one [LSMO/BTO]2 and one [LSMO/BTO]5 multilayer. The nominal thickness of
each LSMO and BTO layer is the same as for the bilayer sample S5 (LSMO: 50 uc,
BTO: 10 uc). Therefore, the bilayer sample S5 is also included in these investigations.
The study of the multilayers can give insight into the evolution of the structural and
magnetic properties of the �lms when bilayer stacks are repeated.
All samples were prepared in collaboration at the University of Leipzig, Germany,

using pulsed laser deposition (PLD). The PLD frequency was 5 Hz, the distance from
the target to the substrate was 50 cm, the energy on the targets was around 2 J/cm2

and the spot sizes were 1× 4 mm2 for BTO and 2× 4 mm2 for LSMO, respectively.
The TiO2 termination of the STO(001) substrates was achieved by pre-etching [132,
133]. Before each sample growth, the substrate was annealed at 850 ◦C for 30 min.
The growth of LSMO and BTO was carried out at a substrate temperature of 700 ◦C.
The layer thickness with unit-cell precision was controlled using the number of pulses
and veri�ed using X-ray re�ectometry (XRR) and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) measurements.
In sections 5.2 to 5.6, the properties of the bilayers are discussed. The results are

summarised in section 5.7.

5.2 Magnetisation Measurements

Initial magnetic characterisations of the LSMO/BTO bilayers were conducted us-
ing a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) from Quantum Design
(MPMS-XL) at the University of Leipzig. Magnetisation measurements were done
with an in-plane magnetic �eld applied along the two di�erent crystallographic axes
[110] and [100] for the samples grown on STO(001), and along [100] for that grown
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Sample STO orientation BTO thickness HEB(10 K)

S1 (001) 20 uc −130 Oe
S2 (011) 20 uc -
S3 (001) 2 uc -
S4 (001) 5 uc -
S5 (001) 9 uc −60 Oe
S6 (001) 17 uc −7 Oe
S7 (001) 166 uc -

Table 5.2: Measured exchange biases HEB at 10 K of the LSMO/BTO bilayers.

on the STO(011) substrate. The variation in magnetic �eld direction relative to the
crystallographic axes was realised by rotating the sample by 45◦.
Figure 5.5 shows the magnetic hysteresis curves of the samples S1, S2 and S5 at

T = 10 K. The most prominent feature which is revealed by these measurements is
an exchange bias HEB towards negative �elds for the samples S1, S2 and S5. The
exchange bias HEB was determined using HEB = (H+α

c +H−αc )/2, where H±αc are
the coercivities for increasing and decreasing applied magnetic �elds.
The sample S5 has the lowest saturation magnetisation and highest coercive �eld.

The magnetic moment per Mn atom is 0.3µB. The exchange bias was not only
measured along [110], but a similar bias was also observed when measured along the
[100] direction, which is shown in �gure 5.5b.
A pronounced exchange bias was only observed for the sample S5 (HEB = −60 Oe)

among the samples of the second batch (S3-S7), although all samples were prepared
very similarly. S6 exhibited a far smaller exchange bias of HEB ≈ −7 Oe, and no
exchange bias could be detected for the other samples of this batch (S3, S4 and S7).
The sample S2, which was grown on STO(011), exhibited a far higher saturation
�eld than the samples grown on STO(001), but did not show any exchange bias.
The exchange bias of each sample is summarised in table 5.2.
As described in the beginning of this chapter, the magnetism of the spin mangan-

ites LSMO is mediated by the Mn�O�Mn bond and sensitive to the local density
of the orbital states [124, 132, 134�136]. When LSMO is grown on BTO, lattice and
symmetry mismatch can lead to Jahn-Teller distorted phases, in which the compres-
sion and elongation of the MnO6 octahedra can lead to a crystal �eld splitting of
the eg levels, resulting in antiferromagnetic phases. The magnetic phase diagram of
La1�xSrxMnO3 thin �lms as a function of the Sr doping level and the strain inside
the �lm, expressed by the ratio of the out-of-plane (oop) to the in-plane (ip) constant
(c/a), is shown in �gure 5.6. The observed exchange bias therefore indicates new
magnetic phases at the heterostructural interface, which can be caused by strain as
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Figure 5.5: (a) Magnetisation measurements of the samples S1, S2 and (b) S5 at
10 K along di�erent crystallographic directions after �eld cooling (FC) at 10 kOe. A
zero �eld cooled measurement (ZFC) is shown for S5 for comparison. An exchange
bias HEB towards negative �elds can be observed for samples grown on STO(001).
Graphs from Hausmann et al. [128].
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FM

A-AFM

C-AFM

Figure 5.6: Phase diagram of La1�xSrxMnO3, which can be ferromagnetic (FM) as
well as C-type and A-type antiferromagnetic (C-AFM and A-AFM, respectively). c/a
represents the ratio of the out-of-plane and in-plane lattice constants. In a C-AFM,
the in-plane exchange interaction among the atoms is antiferromagnetic, whereas the
interaction between the planes is ferromagnetic. In contrast, atoms in an A-AFM
interact antiferromagnetically between the out-of-plane neighbours, whereas those
lying in-plane are ferromagnetically coupled. Figures taken from [132, 134].

well as localised di�erences and discontinuities in the octahedral rotation symmetry
[137].
In order to obtain a better understanding of the observed phenomena, the struc-

tural and chemical properties were measured using X-ray re�ectometry (XRR), X-ray
di�raction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS) techniques. In addition, polarised neutron re�ectivity (PNR)
measurements were performed to unveil the magnetic depth pro�le. The results of
those studies will be presented in the following sections 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5.

5.3 X-Ray Analysis

Due to the strong coupling of the magnetism to the structural properties of the �lms,
a precise structural analysis was performed using X-ray re�ectivity (XRR) and dif-
fraction (XRD) measurements on a Siemens D5000 and a 4-circle D500, respectively.
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Figure 5.7: X-ray re�ectometry (XRR) measurements of the LSMO/BTO bilayer
samples. (a, c) show the XRR measurements along Qz and their corresponding �ts
of the samples S1, S3-S7, grown on STO(001). (b) shows XRR measurements for the
sample S2, grown on STO(011). Graphs (a) and (b) are adapted from Hausmann et
al. [128].

The measurements were carried out at room temperature and provide information
on the layer and crystal structure of the �lms.
The XRR spectra were analysed using the �tting programme GenX [37] and are

shown in �gure 5.7. The �lms were �tted for the layer thickness, roughness and
scattering length density (SLD). The �t parameters are summarised in table 5.3. The
measurements con�rm that the thicknesses of the layers are close to their nominal
values. An additional layer on top of the LSMO layer with a reduced SLD was found
for every �lm, which can be attributed to Sr segregated phases of LSMO [138] and
impurities on the surface. The sum of the thicknesses of that layer and the ordinary
LSMO layer is in good agreement to the nominal thickness of 190Å. The nominal
and e�ective BTO layer thicknesses also coincide well, especially for the thin layers.
Whereas the layer roughnesses for the samples S3-S6 are comparable, they increase
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Sample Layer dnom SLD [10−6 Å−2] de� [Å] σ [Å]

S3 Sr�LSMO
190

44.87 48.4 2.6
LSMO 46.09 138.8 0.1
BTO 10 41.94 9.1 3.9
STO - 35.10 - 1.5

S4 Sr�LSMO
190

41.20 47.6 3.6
LSMO 44.00 145.6 0.0
BTO 20 41.53 19.5 12.7
STO - 37.47 - 3.9

S5 Sr�LSMO
190

36.58 25.6 5.9
LSMO 44.87 158.2 0.0
BTO 40 41.44 36.0 9.6
STO - 36.34 - 7.0

S6 Sr�LSMO
190

39.57 25.2 8.3
LSMO 44.61 170.1 9.5
BTO 75 42.72 69.6 5.1
STO - 37.24 - 2.2

S7 Sr�LSMO
190

40.72 81.1 55.9
LSMO 42.33 133.4 25.4
BTO 750 46.29 663.2 16.6
STO - 36.17 - 0.0

Table 5.3: XRR �tting parameters scattering length density (SLD), e�ective layer
thickness de� and layer roughness σ together with the nominal thickness dnom of
the LSMO/BTO bilayers of the second batch grown on STO(001). The Sr�LSMO
layer represents the Sr-segregated LSMO phase on top of the �lm. As the sample
S7 exhibits a very high �lm roughness, exact �tting parameters could hardly be
retrieved from the measurement.

dramatically for the sample S7. This can also be clearly observed in its XRR curve,
in which no distinct Kiessig oscillations can be identi�ed any more.
XRD measurements were used to probe the crystal structure of the �lms. Fig-

ure 5.8 (a) shows oop XRD data for the samples S1 (STO(001) substrate) and S2
(STO(011) substrate). Figure (b) contains the oop XRD di�raction patterns of the
samples S3-S7 with varying BTO layer thickness. Besides the peaks from the STO
substrate, only LSMO(001) and LSMO(002) as well as BTO(001) and BTO(002) can
be observed for the samples S1, S3-S7. Equivalently, only the LSMO(011), BTO(011)
and STO(011) peaks can be seen for the sample S2, which shows that for all samples,
both LSMO and BTO layers show high crystalline quality according to the crystalline
orientation of the STO substrate they are grown on. Laue oscillations correspond-
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Figure 5.8: Out-of-plane X-ray di�raction (XRD) measurements of the LSMO/BTO
bilayer samples. In (a), the XRD measurements of the samples of the �rst batch, S1
and S2, are presented, which are grown on STO substrates with di�erent orientations.
Figure (b) illustrates the out-of-plane XRD measurements for bilayers grown on
STO(001) with di�erent BTO layer thicknesses. Graphs adapted from [128].
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ing to the BTO and LSMO peaks are visible at least for the samples S3-S5, which
indicate the bilayer coherency and accounts for the number of contributing layers.
The oop lattice parameters c and d, respectively, are calculated from the (001) and
(011) re�ections.
Figure 5.6 has shown that the magnetic structure of LSMO depend strongly on the

lattice strain. As some of the samples grown on STO(001) also showed an exchange
bias, it is not only interesting to study their oop lattice constant c, but also the
in-plane lattice constant a in order to calculate the lattice strain expressed by c/a.
For the measurement of the in-plane lattice constant a, the spacing of the lattice
planes which are not only dependent on the oop lattice constant c, like the (001)
and (002) planes, has to be determined. For that purpose, the sample has to be
inclined around its "roll" angle χ such that re�ections from lattice planes which are
not parallel to the �lm surface are accessible. This inclination turns those lattice
planes perpendicular to the scattering vector so that Bragg re�ections can occur.
An example of such a plane is the (111) plane. Measurements with inclined �lms

are referred to as in-plane (ip) XRD measurements and were conducted for the
samples S3 and S7 around the STO(111) peak. Measurements without inclination
of the �lm are referred to as out-of-plane (oop) XRD measurements. For a perfectly
cubic STO crystal with a lattice constant of 390.5Å, the STO(111) peak is expected
at 2θ = 39.96◦ for X-rays with λ = 1.5406Å (Cu-Kα). Simultaneously, the inclina-
tion angle between the (001) and (111) plane is χ = 54.74◦. The STO(111) peak is
therefore expected at these values. As the lattice constants of LSMO and BTO layers
on top of the STO substrate are expected in the same area, scans around those 2θ
and χ values were taken. Intensity plots of these measurements are shown in �gure
5.9. For a tetragonal structure (a = b), the ip lattice constant a can be determined
using the peak position of the (111) peak and the equation

a = b =
√

2c tan(90◦ − |χ|) . (5.1)

Alternatively, a small shift of the 2θ value of the (111) peak compared to that
expected from a perfectly cubic crystal can also be used. The lattice spacing d
is then

1

d2
=

2

a2
+

1

c2
, (5.2)

and a can be evaluated using Bragg's law (equation 2.3 on page 17).
The sample S3 was used for the measurement of the ip lattice constant of LSMO,

because the LSMO(002) peak of that sample was most prominent for all bilayer
samples. Unfortunately, no distinct LSMO(111) peak could be detected. It is there-
fore assumed that the LSMO(111) and the prominent STO(111) peaks fall together
at 2θ = 39.96◦, χ = 54.5◦. Using c = 3.85Å gained by oop XRD, the ip lattice
constant of LSMO is a = 3.93Å.
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Figure 5.9: χ− 2θ intensity maps of the samples S3 and S7 around the (111) peaks
in logarithmic scale. In the two �gures on the top, the intensity scale ranges from
1 to 1010 counts/s. The STO(111) peaks of Cu-Kα,1 (λ = 1.5406Å) and the weaker
Cu-Kα,2 can be clearly identi�ed. For S7, the BTO(111) peak is very weak. On the
bottom, the scale was limited to 103 counts/s and the STO(111) peaks are saturated.
However, this allows a better visibility of the BTO(111) re�ection in S7.
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Sample Substrate Layer oop constant ip constant a c/a

S2 STO(011) LSMO d = 2.71Å - -
S2 STO(011) BTO d = 2.84Å - -
S3 STO(001) LSMO c = 3.85Å a = 3.93Å 0.980
S7 STO(001) BTO c = 4.07Å a = 3.97Å 1.025

Table 5.4: Out-of-plane (oop) and in-plane (ip) lattice constants measured by XRD
for the bilayers grown on STO(011) (sample S2) and STO(001) (samples S3 and S7).
The oop constants for samples grown on STO(001) are named c, whereas those for
samples grown on STO(011) are labelled as d.

S7 is the sample with the thickest BTO layer and was used for the determination
of the BTO ip lattice parameter. The BTO(111) can be determined at 2θ = 38.94◦

and χ between 55.25◦ and 55.50◦. As the 2θ angle is measured more precisely than
χ, the 2θ value was used for calculating a, leading to a = 3.97Å.
The lattice constants which could be obtained by XRD are summarised in table

5.4. In samples grown on STO(001), the c/a ratio of 1.025 for the BTO layer is
similar to that of bulk BTO, where c/a = 1.01. This indicates that the BTO �lm
has a pseudocubic structure and an unstrained TiO6 octahedron. An oop lattice
constant of c = 3.85Å and an ip constant of a = 3.93Å in the LSMO �lm indicate
an ip tensile strain with c/a = 0.980. A systematic variation of the lattice parameters
and lattice strain in LSMO with BTO thickness could not be identi�ed.

5.4 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and
Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS)

High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) measurements allow the characterisation of the �lm
microstructure on the atomic level. Here, the evolution of the �lm structure along
the growth direction, (001) and (011), respectively, is of speci�c interest. For that
purpose, very thin cross sectional slices of the analysed �lms are prepared and imaged
by transmitted electrons through this specimens.
HRTEM images are obtained from di�racted beams through the specimens, which

are combined to construct an image of its crystal lattice. By contrast, in scanning
TEM (STEM), the condenser lens system of the microscope is used to focus a small
electron probe on the sample. Scan coils then raster the electron beam across the
sample. Annular dark �eld detectors are often used to observe the incoherently
scattered electrons at high angles. The intensities of the images depend on the sample
thickness and the atomic number Z and thus can give a good compositional contrast.
In electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), the kinetic energy of electrons, or more
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precisely their energy losses by inelastic scattering due to interaction with the sample
is measured as an electron energy-loss spectrum. It is characterised by the electronic
con�guration of an atom and can therefore be used for elemental analysis. STEM
combined with EELS is a powerful technique for analysing compositional variations
on the nano- to micrometre scales [139].
In this work, TEM specimens of the samples S2, S3 and S5 were prepared using a

FEI Quanta 3D dual-beam (SEM/FIB) system at Irvine Materials Research Institute
(IMRI), University of California-Irvine (UCI), USA. Focused ion beam (FIB) proced-
ures were applied to TEM specimen preparation and a low voltage etching procedure
(5 kV) was used for the �nal thinning to reduce ion-beam damage to the sample sur-
face. TEM samples were examined with a Philips/FEI CM-20 TEM with a LaB6

�lament operated at 200 kV and images were recorded using a Gatan CCD camera
(Orius 832) and analysed with a Digital Micrograph software. High-resolution TEM
(HRTEM) observations were conducted in a JEOL JEM-2100F TEM equipped with
a Gatan Oneview camera.
For completeness, scanning TEM (STEM) and electron energy loss spectroscopy

(EELS) experiments were conducted for the same samples at the LeRoy Eyring
Center for Solid State Science, Arizona State University, using a Probe corrected-
JEOL ARM200F S/TEM equipped with Gatan En�nium EELS spectrometer and
NION UltraSTEM 100 with Gatan En�nium HR spectrometer.

5.4.1 LSMO/BTO bilayer grown on STO(001)

Figure 5.10 shows TEM and EELS images of the sample S3. The electron beam axis,
which is equivalent to the viewing direction, is parallel to the crystallographic [010]
direction. The horizontal axis of the �gures are parallel to the [100] direction and
the vertical axis to the [001] direction.
While the interface between STO and BTO is atomically sharp and can easily be

identi�ed, the BTO and LSMO interface has no clear contrast. A regularly dotted
structure with constant distances can be seen in the HRTEM image in sub�gure (a)
throughout the substrate to the top of the �lm, which indicates a high epitaxial qual-
ity of the �lm. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the dashed area in �gure 5.10a,
that includes STO, BTO and LSMO regions, shows that the vertical (002) peaks
are split, whereas the horizontal (200) peaks are almost superimposed. This implies
that epitaxial strain is present in the layers. In addition, the almost superimposed
(200) peaks con�rm that the in-plane (ip) lattice parameter of LSMO is very similar
to that of STO, as already indicated by the ip XRD measurements (section 5.3).
In bulk BTO and STO, the ip lattice parameters at room temperature are a =

3.994Å and 3.905Å, respectively, implying a lattice mismatch of 2.28%. Bulk LSMO
has an ip (and oop) lattice constant of 3.87Å, which means that the mis�t between
LSMO and BTO is about 3.20%, signi�cantly larger than for LSMO and STO [140,
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S3: (001)

Figure 5.10: TEM images of a cross sectional specimen of sample S3, which was grown
on STO(001) with a BTO thickness of 3 uc. (a) Whole HRTEM image. (b) Fast
Fourier transform (FFT) pattern of the dashed area in (a). (c) Enlarged HRTEM
image at the interface, where the LSMO, BTO and LSMO layers can be observed
and the lattice planes continue across the interfaces. (d) High-angle annular dark-
�eld (HAADF) STEM image of the area shown in (c) with a high Z contrast. (e)
HAADF STEM image and EELS maps of the elements O, Ti, Sr, Ba, Mn and La
across the �lm. Figures adapted from [128].
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141]. No mis�t dislocations could be detected of the �lm within more than 80 unit
cells (see �gure 5.10a). It was therefore concluded that the mis�t between di�erent
materials is accommodated by strain. In �gure 5.10d, a high angle annular dark
�eld (HAADF) STEM image of the interface area is shown. It con�rms the coherent
interface and the BTO �lm growth on TiO2 terminated STO(001).
The atomic arrangement across the �lm interface was directly revealed using a

combination of atomic resolution HAADF STEM and electron energy loss spectro-
scopy (EELS). The HAADF STEM measurement and maps of O, Ti, Sr, Ba, Mn and
La are shown in �gure 5.10e. The three layers of Ba atoms in the Ba map validate
the BTO �lm thickness of 2-3 uc. The middle layer of Ba appears brighter than the
interface layers. This indicates an intermixing of Ba and La in the upper layer and
of Ba and Sr in the lower layer. Despite the small intermixing, both interfaces are
still very sharp.
As the BTO lattice parameter is larger than STO and LSMO, the introduction

of a thin BTO �lm resulted in an ip tensile strain in both STO and LSMO and an
ip compressive strain in BTO. These oppositely directed strains favour a similar ip
lattice parameter of the materials, which also explains the superimposed (200) peaks
in the FFT pattern of the three materials in �gure 5.10b.
Analogous TEM measurements were done on sample S5, that has a slightly thicker

BTO �lm (S3: 3 uc, S5: 10 uc). Figure 5.11a shows the obtained cross-sectional
HRTEM image. The corresponding FFT pattern is presented in �gure 5.11b. Like
sample S3, the ip lattice parameters of the three materials nearly perfectly match
each other, while the oop lattice parameters show visible di�erences. The interface
between STO and BTO is atomically sharp. The Z-sensitive HAADF image shows
a clear atomic arrangement at the interface. These images indicate that both BTO
and LSMO �lms are epitaxially grown and the interfaces are coherent.
A prominent di�erence between sample S5 and S3 are the local lattice distortions

in the LSMO �lm. This is shown in the Z contrast image of �gure 5.11d, where
two di�erent regions A and B are marked inside the LSMO layer. The insets on the
right hand side of that picture show enlargements of these regions. The larger bright
spots correspond to La/Sr positions and the smaller bright spots to Mn positions.
The diagonal elongations of the spots in region A indicate a strong lattice distortion.
Due to the vicinity of the regions A and B, it is very improbable that this is caused
by imaging errors.
Using the TEM images, the ip (a) and oop lattice parameters (c) for each mono-

layer of the samples S3 and S5 can be extracted using the bulk ip lattice distance of
a = 3.905Å of the STO substrate as calibration. For this purpose, the Z-contrast
images were taken. From these data, the average lattice distortion of each monolayer
can be studied by means of the c/a ratio. Particularly, the LSMO monolayers next
to the interface to the BTO layer are of special interest. The lattice parameters
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S5: (001)

Figure 5.11: TEM images of a cross sectional specimen of sample S5, analogous to
�gure 5.10. (a) Whole HRTEM image. (b) FFT pattern of the dashed area in (a).
(c) Enlarged HRTEM image at the interface. (d) HAADF STEM image of the area
shown in (c). In contrast to sample S3, indications for local lattice distortions can
be found when comparing the areas A and B. (e) HAADF STEM image and EELS
maps. Figures adapted from [128].
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S3 S5

Figure 5.12: Evolution of the lattice strain on the basis of c/a ratios of the monolayers
inside the samples S3 and S5 around the layer interfaces. The dashed lines are a guide
to the eye. Graphs taken from [128].

were obtained by averaging 10 monolayer distances. Figure 5.12 summarises the c/a
ratios for the analysed monolayers S3 and S5.
The sample S3 shows a typical behaviour of the consequences of a lattice mismatch.

Inside the STO substrate, the c/a ratio is around 1.0. It increases to about 1.03 inside
the BTO layer due to compressive ip strain and stabilises at 0.99 in the LSMO
layer. In contrast, the c/a ratio of S5 varies within the BTO layer from 1.08 at the
STO/BTO interface to close to 1.0 near to the BTO/LSMO interface. Within the
LSMO layer, it increases to 1.01 at the interface before it relaxes to 1.0 farther away.
At the BTO/LSMO interface, the average c parameter jumps from 3.892Å within
the BTO layer to 3.973Å within the LSMO layer. This value extends over at least 6
monolayers into the LSMO. As bulk LSMO has a rhombohedral structure and has
a smaller (ip and oop) lattice constant of 3.87Å, it is expected to experience an ip
tensile strain at the interface, resulting in an increased ip and decreased oop lattice
constant. However, it was observed that the oop lattice constant increases together
with an ip lattice expansion, which cannot be explained by the theory of elasticity,
where only interatomic bond stretching is involved.
This unusual c-axis lattice expansion was observed for LSMO/STO(001) in-

terfaces. It was shown that it is not caused by conventional lattice mismatch,
but rather induced by crystallographic symmetry mismatch between LSMO and
STO across the surface. There, the unit cell assumes the symmetry of the cu-
bic STO substrate at the interface, which leads to the suppressed octahedral ro-
tations and subsequent elongated c-axis lattice parameter. Similar observations
have been reported for SrRuO3/STO interfaces [142] and CaRuO3 on NdGaO3 and
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(LaAlO3)0.3 �(Sr2AlTaO6)0.7(LSAT) substrates, respectively [143]. In contrast, in
ultrathin LSMO �lms grown on (011)-oriented STO substrates, the octahedral coup-
ling across the interface induces distinctive BO6 octahedral distortions leading to
lattice mismatch rather than symmetry mismatch [144]. Here, the initial c axis
parameter expansion at the interface can be attributed to a symmetry mismatch at
the BTO/LSMO interface. In order to maintain the corner connectivity between
TiO6 and MnO6 octahedral units across the interface, LSMO needs to adapt the
symmetry of the underlying BTO layer. Farther away from the interface, the �lm
structure acquires octahedral tilts, which leads to the reduced c-axis parameter.
EELS measurements at the interfaces of sample S5 are displayed in �gure 5.11e.

Because the measurement time for those maps is signi�cantly longer than for normal
Z-contrast STEM images, a sample drift can take place which may cause a slight
bending of the atomic plane images. In the Ba-map, one can see about 8-9 unit
cells of Ba between the STO and LSMO layers and intermixing of Sr/Ba and Ba/La
occurs at the interfaces with a range of 2 unit cells or about 1 nm.
Compared to X-ray measurements (section 5.3), TEM images can clearly determine

the structure of very thin �lms, even on an atomic scale. However, XRD measures the
averaged lattice constant of the illuminated sample area instead of just a small sample
slice. In addition, XRD is a non-invasive analysis technique and sample deformation
due to specimen thinning by the focused ion beam (FIB) can be excluded [145].
The results obtained by XRD and TEM are therefore complementary, and lattice
constants retrieved by TEM images always have to be treated with a certain care,
as sample preparation might have altered them.
Both TEM and XRD have identi�ed a c axis elongation inside the BTO layer. The

smaller averaged c/a ratio of 1.025 determined by XRD was obtained from the sample
S7, where a lattice relaxation could take place due to the high BTO layer thickness.
Interestingly, for the sample S3, TEM images also suggest c/a > 1 for the LSMO
layer for the �rst unit cells at its interface to BTO, whereas an averaged c/a ratio
of 0.98 was determined by XRD. Without the unit cell expansion of the LSMO at
the LSMO/BTO interface, an ip tensile strain (c/a < 1) is expected as the ip lattice
constants of both bulk STO and bulk BTO are larger, by 0.9% and 3.2%, respectively.
An increase in both a and c and therefore a total increase of the unit cell volume
was detected by TEM for the �rst LSMO layers. This expansion vanishes quickly
with the distance to the interface, which is consistent with the XRD measurements.
Similar e�ects have been reported on LSMO/BTO superlattices [146].

5.4.2 LSMO/BTO bilayer grown on STO(011).

Cross-sectional TEM analysis was also carried out on the sample S2, which was
grown on a STO(011) substrate. Figure 5.13 shows the TEM images taken with the
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   S2: (011)

Figure 5.13: TEM images of a cross sectional specimen of sample S2, which is grown
on STO(011). The analysis is analogous to those shown in �gures 5.10 and 5.11. (a)
HRTEM image. (b) FFT pattern of the dashed area in (a). (c) Enlarged HRTEM
image at the interface. (d) HAADF STEM image of the area shown in (c). (e)
HAADF STEM image and EELS maps. Figures adapted from [128].
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S3: BTO (001) S2: BTO (011)

Figure 5.14: EELS elemental pro�les of the samples S3 (2 uc BTO) and S2 (20 uc
BTO), which were grown on STO(001) in an oxygen atmosphere, and on STO(011)
in air, respectively. The interdi�used layer in the sample S2 is about 5 nm compared
to only 1 nm in S3. Graphs taken from Hausmann et al. [128].

electron beam parallel to the [01̄1] direction. The image is spanned by the [100] and
[011] crystallographic axes.
Again, it is clearly visible that the BTO �lm grows epitaxially on the STO sub-

strate with an atomically sharp interface. LSMO is also grown epitaxially on BTO,
although the interface between them cannot be easily identi�ed. The epitaxial growth
is visible through the FFT pattern shown in �gure 5.13b, which reproduces the lat-
tice constants of the three materials. The inset at the lower right corner is the FFT
pattern of the STO substrate and the inset at the upper right corner is that of the
LSMO layer.
Figure 5.13c shows the enlargement of the HRTEM lattice image of all three ma-

terials. It is a�ected by the imaging conditions, such as sample thickness and local
strain, but it is clearly visible that the lattice planes propagate from the substrate to
the BTO and LSMO �lms. The Z-contrast image (Fig. 5.13d) shows the arrange-
ment of heavy atoms much more clearly than the phase contrast image.
The elemental maps (�gure 5.13e) show that the BTO �lm thickness is about

8 nm. The interface between STO and BTO remains sharp (about one unit cell in
thickness), while the interface between BTO and LSMO is di�used with about 2 nm�
3 nm in thickness. This is emphasised in �gure 5.14, in which the elemental EELS
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pro�les of the samples S3 and S2 across their interfaces are compared. The sample
S2 has a BTO/LSMO interface much thicker than those found in samples S3 and S5,
which are grown on STO(001). This suggests that stronger interfacial mixing between
BTO and LSMO takes places in sample S2 than in S3. The interdi�used layer in
S2 is around 5 nm compared to less than 1 nm in S3. This can be related to either
the di�erent crystallographic orientations of STO, on which the BTO/LSMO layer
has been grown, or the growth conditions. As S3 was grown in oxygen atmosphere
and S2 in air and no signi�cant change can be detected in the oxygen pro�le, the
higher interdi�usion is ascribed to the orientation of the STO substrate and the
consequential growth direction of BTO and LSMO.
The La and Mn maps show some inhomogeneity. Some weaker La intensity areas

correspond to the stronger Mn intensity areas, indicating a small variation of La/Mn
distribution inside the LSMO �lm.

5.5 Polarised Neutron Re�ectometry (PNR)

To obtain further insight into the nature of the observed exchange bias, the magnetic
depth pro�le and the structural layer pro�le was analysed for the samples S1, S2 and
S5 using PNR. The measurements were performed at the re�ectometer AMOR at
SINQ at Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in Switzerland.

5.5.1 Samples grown on STO(001) and STO(011)

Figure 5.15 shows the PNR re�ectivity curves as a function of Qz and their corres-
ponding �ts for the samples S1 (grown on STO(001)) and S2 (grown on STO(011))
using the Selene neutron optics [53]. Both samples were �eld cooled (FC) at an
in-plane (ip) magnetic �eld of 5 kOe from room temperature to 15 K. During the
measurement, this �eld was maintained. The �ts were done using a simple model of
block-potentials. The �t parameters were the layer thicknesses d, the nuclear and
magnetic scattering length densities (SLDs) of the layers, ρn and ρm, as well as the
interface roughnesses σ. The �tted parameters were obtained using the minimisation
of χ2 (or the goodness of �t) value.
For S1 (�gure 5.15a), the PNR data measured along the [110] direction shows a

small splitting of the spin-up (R+) and spin-down (R−) pro�les, which is a signature
of net magnetisation within the sample. The overall magnetic moment in LSMO
is drastically reduced to 0.38µB/Mn− atom (ρm = 0.17× 10−6Å−2) as compared
to that of bulk LSMO (3.7µB/Mn− atom [135]). A small interfacial layer with no
magnetic moment is plausible, but due to the overall small magnetic moment and
not su�cient resolution, the determination of its proper thickness was not possible.
The sample S2 grown on STO(011), however, shows a signi�cant splitting of the

R+ and R− pro�les. In the �tting procedure, the LSMO layer was divided into three
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Qz [Å
-1]

Figure 5.15: PNR study of the samples S1 and S2 at 15 K which were grown on STO
(001) and (011) substrates, respectively. The scattering geometry of each measure-
ment is shown on the right hand side. The magnetic �eld Ha = 5 kOe was always
applied perpendicular to the scattering plane. The sample magnetisation MFM is
assumed to be parallel to Ha. Graphs taken from [128].

regions. Due to a slight Sr segregation on the top of the LSMO layer [138], a reduced
nuclear SLD and a di�erent magnetic SLD were found there when compared to the
rest of the LSMO layer. The intermediate region of the LSMO layer and its interface
to BTO were considered as regions with individual nuclear and magnetic SLDs.
Compared to S1, the magnetisation inside the LSMO layer is signi�cantly in-

creased, with a net magnetisation of 1.79µB/Mn− atom (ρm = 0.8× 10−6Å−2).
This value is still signi�cantly reduced compared to the bulk value, but similar to
that of the LSMO/BTO samples with similar numbers of unit cells [147]. The inter-
face region has a reduced magnetic moment of 0.4µB/Mn− atom and the top region
with 4.5 nm thickness has a magnetic moment of 0.22µB/Mn− atom. The mag-
netic moments from the PNR data are consistent with those obtained from SQUID.
Although the existence of layers with lower magnetisation could be excluded, no
non-magnetic dead layer could be detected at the LSMO/BTO interface.
A higher magnetic moment of LSMO �lm grown on STO(011) compared to those

grown on STO(001) has already been reported and explained as follows [135]. Firstly,
a smaller lattice strain of LSMO on STO(011) compared to that grown on STO(001)
leads to a smaller distortion of the MnO6 octahedra and consequently to an improved
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Figure 5.16: Schematic view of LSMO/STO/LSMO �lms for (001) and (011) oriented
interfaces. Graph taken from [135].

ferromagnetic double exchange (DE) interaction [135]. Secondly, every MnO6 octa-
hedron inside LSMO(001) has one TiO6 octahedron as its neighbour at the inter-
face, whereas at the LSMO/BTO(011) interface, every MnO6 octahedron is neigh-
bour to two TiO6 octahedra. This is schematically shown in �gure 5.16 for the
LSMO/STO/LSMO interface. As there are two oxygen atoms between two adjacent
(011) planes in contrast to only one in (001) planes, the interlayer Mn�O�Mn double
exchange is stronger. This leads to a faster recovery of the bulk spin state [135]. As
STO and BTO have a similar structure, analogue e�ects are expected.
Studies using X-ray linear dichroism (XLD) have been carried out in which the

interface magnetism of LSMO �lms was investigated for varying LSMO �lm thick-
nesses and di�erent substrate materials [124]. There, di�erent occupations of the
Jahn-Teller split eg states were revealed, mostly guided by the distortion of the
MnO6 octahedra. The distortion was quanti�ed using the c/a ratio, with c being the
oop and a the ip lattice constant. For LSMO on STO(011), the crystal-�eld splitting
of the dz2 and dx2−y2 orbital states and consequently the distortion is weaker than for
LSMO grown on STO(001). This reduces the antiferromagnetic (AFM) interaction
for (011) oriented LSMO and the reduction of the ferromagnetic double-exchange
interaction is smaller.

5.5.2 Exchange Bias of Sample S5

The magnetic depth pro�le of the sample S5, which exposes a high exchange bias
�eld of HEB = −60 Oe, is of particular interest. PNR is capable of revealing any
region inside the �lm with no net magnetisation, also known as a magnetic dead
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S5
S5

Figure 5.17: PNR study of the sample S5, which showed the highest exchange bias
among the second batch of samples. As for sample S1, the saturation magnetic �eld
of Ha = 5 kOe was applied parallel to the [110] axis. Three di�erent models were
�tted to the data. The corresponding SLD pro�les, including the magnetic SLD
inside the LSMO layer (red block), are shown as an inset next to the curve. Graphs
adapted from Hausmann et al. [128].
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layer, which gives rise to the observed exchange bias. The PNR measurements of the
sample S5 were carried out using conventional neutron optics instead of the Selene
optics.
Before the PNR measurement, the sample was �eld cooled to 10 K from room

temperature in an applied saturating �eld of −5 kOe in the [110] direction. The
sample was then measured at an applied �eld of 5 kOe (in the opposite direction) at
10 K. Figure 5.17 shows the neutron re�ectivity curves as a function of Qz together
with possible �t models. A small splitting of the R+ and R− pro�les can be detected,
which con�rms the existence of a small net magnetic momentum inside the �lm.
Likewise for the �tting process of S2, the LSMO layer was divided in three regions:
Top, middle and interface.
Three di�erent plausible �t models have been obtained. The corresponding SLD

pro�les for each model is shown on the right hand side of the curves. Model 1 assumes
a constant magnetic moment in the middle and the interface of the LSMO layer and
a reduced magnetisation at the top. Model 2 assumes a net magnetic moment only
in the layer adjacent to the interface of LSMO/BTO and no net moment for the rest
of the LSMO layer. Model 3 assumes a non-magnetic interfacial region of around
4.5 nm thickness adjacent to the BTO-interface. As shown in �gure 5.17, this model
�ts the measured data best.
In model 3, the surface region has a net magnetic moment of 0.27µB/Mn atom

(ρm = 0.12× 10−6Å−2) and a thickness of 6.0 nm. The magnetic moment of the
central region is 0.56µB/Mn (ρm = 0.25× 10−6Å−2) and has a thickness of 6.5 nm.
The interfacial region to BTO with a thickness of ≈4.5 nm has no net magnetic
moment. The strongly reduced magnetic moment as compared to the maximum
value for the purely ferromagnetic ordering of LSMO indicates a strong tendency
towards an antiferromagnetic order. An antiferromagnetic ordering in the interfacial
region with no net magnetisation could be the reason for the observed exchange bias.

5.6 Analysis of Interfacial Dead Layer

Many phenomena have been subscribed to the interface of LSMO, which can cause an
antiferromagnetic order as revealed by PNR. Examples are electronic and/or chemical
phase separation [148, 149], Mn orbital reconstruction at the interface [132] and a
modi�cation of the Mn valence state by Mn3+ enrichment [150]. In the following,
these mechanisms, which can cause an antiferromagnetic phase at the interface and
the resulting exchange bias, are discussed.
As shown in the magnetic phase diagram of La1�xSrxMnO3 (�gure 5.6 on

page 100), its magnetic structure can be controlled by either in-plane (ip) strain
or stress as well as the Sr doping level x. Those parameters can change the magnetic
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order of LSMO from a ferromagnetic (FM) to an antiferromagnetic state, which is
able to generate the observed exchange bias [134, 151�153].
The �rst parameter - interfacial strain - lifts the degeneracy of the Mn-eg levels.

Tensile strains (c/a < 1) favour a dx2−y2 occupancy, leading to an A-type antifer-
romagnetic structure, whereas compressive strain (c/a > 1) favours dz2 occupancy,
which leads to a C-type antiferromagnet [124]. An example for a strain induced anti-
ferromagnetic layer is a LSMO �lm grown on LaSrMnO4, for which also an exchange
bias was observed [154]. The second parameter - the Sr doping level x - changes
the occupation of the Mn states, which can result in a net antiferromagnetic order
of LSMO. As an example, a La1�xSrxMnO3 �lm with a doping level of x = 0.44
shows a coexistence between a ferromagnetic and a canted A-type antiferromagnetic
state [155]. Moreover, it was also reported that not only the Sr doping level has
an in�uence on the magnetic phase of LSMO, but also the oxygen stoichiometry. A
low oxygen pressure (1× 10−2 mbar) during growth leads to an oxygen de�ciency in
the magnetic �lms, which supports the formation of A-AFM phases and a reduced
magnetisation [9, 149].
Besides structural and chemical factors, an AFM ordering at the interface of

LSMO(001) and BTO(001) can also be evoked by an electronic e�ect known as
polar discontinuity or polar catastrophe [156, 157]. In �gure 5.18, a schematic of this
e�ect is illustrated by means of the equivalent LSMO/STO(001) interface.
LSMO(001) is stacked as repeating La0.67Sr0.33O and MnO2 planes and STO(001)

is stacked as repeating TiO2 and SrO planes. There are two di�erent possible stack-
ing sequences to grow LSMO on STO with respect to the model pervoskite ABO3

(�gure 5.1 on page 92). Either La0.67Sr0.33O is grown on TiO2 or MnO2 is grown on
SrO. Whereas the atomic planes of LSMO are electrically charged (±0.67e), those
of the STO substrate are neutral.
In case of the La0.67Sr0.33O terminated interface, this �rst atomic plane of LSMO

is positively charged (+0.67e). Due to the electrically neutral TiO2 plane of STO un-
derneath, a positive electric �eld is induced. The MnO2 plane on top of La0.67Sr0.33O
is charged negatively (−0.67e), which reduces the electric �eld to 0 again. In this
manner, the electric �eld would always alternate between a positive value and zero.
However, the electric potential, which is the spatial integral of the electric charge,
would increase with each La0.67Sr0.33O plane and �nally diverge with the distance
from the interface. The same principle holds for a MnO2 terminated interface, which
starts with a negative charge instead of a positive one. In this case, the electric
potential would diverge in the negative way.
This polar catastrophe can be avoided by the movement of electrons. In case of the

La0.67Sr0.33O terminated interface, a net electron charge of 0.33e is transferred from
inner layers of LSMO to the MnO2 plane at the LSMO/STO interface. The electric
�eld of the La0.67Sr0.33O plane at the interface is still positive, but becomes negative
at the MnO2 plane due to the additional electron charge. Likewise, the electric �eld
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Figure 5.18: Schematic of the polar catastrophe for both La0.67Sr0.33O and MnO2

terminated interfaces a the LSMO/STO(001) �lm. The black numbers next to the
layer structure designate the electric charge of the individual atomic planes (in ele-
mentary charges e). The charges generate an electric �eld, for which the resulting
electric potential is determined by a spatial integration. The potential is drawn as
a solid black line on the right hand side and would diverge with increasing distance
from the interface for both types of interfaces. This "polar catastrophe" is solved by
transferring a charge of 1/3e to the MnO2 plane (top), or away from it (bottom). The
charge distribution in this case is designated by the green numbers and the planes
with reorganised electronic charges are emphasised with a red box. The resulting
course of the electric potential is shown as dashed green lines and does not diverge
any more. Schematic adapted from [156].
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alternates between positive and negative values inside the LSMO �lm and the electric
potential stays in a limited range. This negative charge accumulation comes along
with a change in the average Mn valence of LSMO from the mixed valence state
(Mn3+/Mn4+) to an enhanced Mn3+ valence state near the interface. This causes a
preference for the Mn-dz2 state, in which the ferromagnetic coupling along the c axis
is enhanced and antiferromagnetic superexchange coupling between Mn3+ �Mn3+

sites along the ip axes evolves [148, 150, 158]. For the MnO2 terminated surface, an
e�ective charge of 0.33e is transferred away from the MnO2 surface, leading to an
equivalent alternation of electric �elds inside the LSMO �lm. In total, the charge
transfer results in a net antiferromagnetic alignment between the ferromagnetic re-
gions, which eventually drastically reduces the net magnetic moment. For simplicity,
the charge transfer was explained for a single atomic plane of La0.67Sr0.33O or MnO2.
In reality, this compensation of electron charges can occur over several atomic planes
of LSMO in which the ferromagnetic coupling is deteriorated.
In contrast, (011) oriented LSMO is composed of alternating LaSrMnO+ and O2�

planes and STO(011) is composed of alternating SrTiO+ and O2� planes. In that
case, the polar discontinuity is avoided and the LSMO magnetisation can be pre-
served [159]. The total magnetic moment in those �lms is therefore higher, which
was also observed in this work.
The �ndings for the LSMO/STO(001) interface are also applicable for the

LSMO/BTO(001) interface of the present samples. The �lms in this work were grown
on TiO2 terminated STO. EELS measurements revealed also a TiO2 termination of
the BTO layers and consequently a La0.67Sr0.33O termination of the LSMO layer
(�gures 5.10 and 5.11 for the sample S3 and S5, respectively). Therefore, a charge
accumulation and a resulting Mn3+ �Mn3+ superexchange could be the reason for
the magnetic dead layer and exchange bias.
The Sr doping level can be ruled out for the antiferromagnetic layer, as the nominal

Sr doping level of the analysed �lms was x = 0.33. Nonetheless, interfacial strain
can be relevant. XRD measurements suggest a tensile in-plane strain within LSMO
with an ip lattice constant of 3.93Å and a c/a ratio of 0.98 (table 5.4 on page 106),
which could give rise to an AFM phase. In contrast, TEM images suggest that both
BTO and LSMO adapts the ip lattice constant of STO (a=3.905Å) and the c axis is
elongated due to symmetry mismatch and octahedral tilts. The resulting c/a ratio
is therefore even > 1, as shown in �gure 5.12 on page 111. For this case of changes
in bond angles and lengths due to octahedral distortions, it was reported that a
competition between double exchange and super exchange interactions can occur,
which also results in a reduction of ferromagnetism or even in antiferromagnetism
[131].
As the exchange bias found in the magnetisation measurements was isotropic, most

probably the antiferromagnetic regions are ordered in nanocrystalline regions with a
distribution of magnetic orientations. A general dependency of the exchange bias on
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the BTO layer thickness cannot be derived. Among the samples of the second batch,
only the samples S5 (9 uc of BTO) and S6 (17 uc of BTO) exhibited an exchange bias
of −60 Oe and −7 Oe, respectively. The sample S1 of the �rst batch, whose BTO
thickness of 20 uc is only slightly larger than that of sample S6, exhibited the largest
observed exchange bias of −130 Oe. However, it is evident that a minimum thickness
for BTO is required for the observed exchange bias. Neither the samples S3 (2 uc
BTO) nor S4 (5 uc BTO) showed an exchange bias, although the residual structural
parameters obtained by XRR (roughness, SLD) are similar to those of S5 and S6
(table 5.3 on page 102). TEM images show that the distortions inside the LSMO
layer are much smaller for the sample S3 than for the sample S5. This is compatible
with stronger distortions of the BTO layer for sample S3 than for sample S5. It
is thus concluded that too thin BTO layers cannot induce the required symmetry
mismatch inside the LSMO, which is likely a cause for the exchange bias. Very thick
BTO layers, however, can have very high interfacial roughnesses, like in the sample
S7, which inhibits atomic continuity at the LSMO/BTO interface.
For the data interpretation, it is important to emphasise the temperatures at

which the measurements were performed. Whereas the magnetic SQUID and PNR
measurements were done at low temperatures, the structural X-ray and TEM meas-
urements were taken at room temperature. As many structural phase transitions
of STO and BTO are known to occur between room temperature and 10 K, dis-
crepancies between the structural measurements and the real structure at the low
temperature may exist. However, assuming that no signi�cant di�erences in the
relative structural parameters occur between room temperature and 10 K, the meas-
urements of the crystal structure of the �lm can give reasonable explanations for the
�ndings of the magnetic measurements.
A precise examination of the origin of the interfacial dead layer may be obtained

from X-ray linear dichroism (XLD) [124]. XLD can identify the electronic occupancy
of the dz2 and dx2−y2 orbital states and therefore �nally reveal the magnetic state
of the LSMO layer adjacent to the BTO. Reports on similar experiments on LSMO
�lms on various substrates are described in [124].

5.7 Multilayers

Apart from LSMO/BTO bilayers, investigations on LSMO/BTO multilayers grown
on STO(001) were performed. These samples were also prepared using pulsed laser
deposition (PLD), using the same parameters as for the growth of the LSMO/BTO
bilayers [160]. The nominal layer thicknesses of the multilayer �lms for each LSMO
and BTO layer were 50 uc and 10 uc, respectively. These values are equivalent
to the layer thicknesses of the bilayer sample S5, which exhibited the observed ex-
change bias. The bilayer sample S5 was also included in the study for comparison.
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Sample Short name Composition
S5 BL [LSMO/BTO]N=1
S8 TL [BTO/LSMO/BTO]N=1
S9 ML2 [LSMO/BTO]N=2
S10 ML5 [LSMO/BTO]N=5

Table 5.5: Sample composition of the the analysed LSMO/BTO bilayer and multilay-
ers, which were all grown on STO(001). Each LSMO layer had a nominal thickness
of 50 uc and each BTO layer of 10 uc. The �rst sample S5 is the bilayer, which
exhibited an exchange bias of −60 Oe, and was analysed before. It is included here
for comparison.

Sample dLSMO, Sr [nm] dLSMO [nm] dBTO [nm] σ [nm]
S5: BL 2.5 15.5 4.0 1.0
S8: TL 3.0 14.5 3.0 and 3.0 1.5
S9: ML2 3.0 12.5 2.5 1.5
S10: ML5 1.5 12.5 3.0 1.5

Table 5.6: XRR �tting parameters of the LSMO bilayer and multilayers. dLSMO,Sr

represents the Sr segregated layer of LSMO on the �lm surface, dLSMO and dBTO the
e�ective layer thicknesses and σ the interfacial rms roughness.

The properties of the analysed samples are shown in table 5.5. The samples were
characterised using the same techniques as described for the analysis of the bilayer
samples.

5.7.1 X-ray Re�ectometry and Di�raction

Initial structural characterisation of the samples were performed using X-ray re�ec-
tometry (XRR) and X-ray di�raction (XRD). The measurements are shown in �gure
5.19. Well de�ned Kiessig fringes can be found in the XRR measurements. The
XRR �ts con�rm that the total layer compositions are close to their nominal values.
However, it was not possible to determine the individual layer thicknesses for the
multilayers. The �tting parameters are presented in table 5.6. An additional Sr
segregated layer with a smaller SLD and a thickness between 1.5 nm and 3.0 nm was
found for all �lms with an LSMO surface [138]. The results of the XRD measure-
ments of the multilayers are similar to those for the bilayers. The peaks of LSMO,
BTO and STO were found at the same position. Laue oscillations, which are sens-
itive to the size of the crystalline coherent volume, are visible in the samples S5, S8
and S9. Their intensity decrease with the number of bilayers and disappears in S10,
the sample with the most bilayer repetitions.
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Figure 5.19: XRR and XRD measurements of the bilayer and multilayers. Graphs
adapted from [160].

5.7.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) taken from the sample
ML5 (S10) con�rms the epitaxial growth of all LSMO and BTO layers (�gure 5.20).
Compared to the bilayer sample (S5, �gure 5.11), the �lm growth is, however, signi-
�cantly di�erent. Whereas the �rst layer of BTO, that was grown on STO(001), has
a homogeneous structure, a columnar structure can be observed starting with the
second BTO layer. In addition, the second to the �fth BTO layers are much thinner
than the �rst BTO layer, which had a thickness of 7-8 uc, similar to that found for
the bilayer �lm (�gures 5.20b-e). Some BTO layers might completely disappear at a
columnar boundary, which can be attributed to an increased interface roughness for
higher LSMO and BTO bilayer repetitions.
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S10: ML5

Figure 5.20: TEM images of the multilayers ML5 (S10). Picture (a) shows the full
sample range which was imaged in a low-magni�cation bright-�eld TEM micrograph.
Figures (b) to (e) show HRTEM images at the interfaces at the bottom and at the
top of the multilayer. Figure adapted from [160].

5.7.3 Grazing Incidence Small Angle Scattering (GISAXS)

In a further step, the length scales and order of the columnar structures in the
multilayers are analysed using Grazing incidence Small Angle X-ray Scattering
(GISAXS) on a Ganesha 300 XL small/wide-angle X-ray scattering system (JJ X-ray
Systems ApS, Copenhagen, Denmark) [160]. In contrast to co-planar X-ray re�ecto-
metry geometry, in which only the specularly scattered and o�-specularly scattered
intensities in the scattering plane are accessible, GISAXS is sensitive to o�-specularly
scattered X-rays perpendicular to the scattering plane. It reveals information on the
lateral order inside a thin �lm. The measurements are shown in �gure 5.21 as Qz−Qy
intensity maps.
The trilayer and multilayer samples (S8-S10) exhibit o�-specular maxima parallel
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Sample ξ‖,R1 (nm) R1 (nm) ξ‖,R2 (nm) R2 (nm)
S5: BL - - - -
S8: TL 90 20 43 8
S9: ML2 90 10 18 6
S10: ML5 90 20 23 7

Table 5.7: The lateral correlation lengths ξ‖ and radii R which have been determined
by �tting the horizontal line cuts of the two-dimensional GISAXS data.

to the Yoneda peak position. A one-dimensional horizontal line cut taken at the
Yoneda peak position for each measurement was extracted to retrieve a GISAXS
intensity pro�le along Qy. A log-log scale diagram of the line cut is shown in �gure
5.22.
In all samples, the intensity increases towards lower Qy values until the resolution

limit of the instrument is reached. Except for the bilayer sample (S5), all samples
exhibit a side maximum, which is a signature of a lateral structure. As no such
maximum is observed for the bilayer, a lateral ordering occurs only for repeated
layers of LSMO and/or BTO.
The curves were �t in the local monodisperse approximation model, in which

cylinders were used as scattering objects [160, 161]. The �t parameters can give
information on the cylinder sizes, the size distribution and their lateral correlation
lengths ξ‖. As the �tting was only done along Qy for a particular Qz value, the
height information of the cylinders were neglected.
The best �ts were achieved using a model of two cylinders with radii R1 and

R2. The shape of the Qy pro�le is a convolution of the form factor and structure
factor. The widths of the peaks are a signature of the broad distribution of sizes
and distances in the system. The parameters which were extracted from the �ts are
shown in table 5.7. It can be observed that the lateral correlation length ξ‖,R2 is
decreased and the sharpness of the peak is increased for the multilayer samples S9
and S10 compared to the trilayer S8.
The self-assembly of the regular ip nanostructure is likely driven by strain relax-

ation. Di�usion/segregation processes of oxygen was also observed in energy-loss
near-edge structure (ELNES) studies. It may have occurred during the epitaxial
growth of the samples [160] and may have also contributed to the regular structures.

5.7.4 Polarised Neutron Re�ectometry (PNR)

The magnetic depth pro�les of the trilayer and multilayers were measured using
non-spin-�ip polarised neutron re�ectometry (R+ and R−) at AMOR, PSI, using
the Selene neutron optical setup. The samples had been �eld cooled from room
temperature to 15 K with an applied in-plane magnetic �eld, which was applied par-
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S5: BL

S8: TL

S9: ML2

S10: ML5

Figure 5.21: Two-dimensional GISAXS measurements for an incident angle of α =
0.48◦. The vertical black lines appear due to the inter-modular gaps of the Pilatus
detector. The indicated spots are the specular peaks (S), the Yoneda peak (Y) and
the multilayer Bragg peaks (B). Graph adapted from Flaschmann et al. [160].
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5.7 Multilayers
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Figure 5.22: One-dimensional horizontal line cuts along Qy at the position of the
Yoneda peak from the two-dimensional GISAXS image, plotted in log�log scale.
The data of every sample is shifted in the intensity scale. The �ts to the data (red
solid line) were made using a model based on a distribution of two di�erent cylinders
as scattering objects with radii R1 and R2. The arrows indicate the two broad peaks,
which correspond to the correlation lengths ξ‖,R1 and ξ‖,R2 of the cylinders. Graph
adapted from [160].
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Figure 5.23: Polarised neutron re�ectivity (PNR) measurements of the samples S5,
S8, S9 and S10 using the Selene setup at AMOR, PSI. The measurements were
performed in an in-plane magnetic �eld of 5 kOe that was applied along the crys-
tallographic [100] direction at 15 K. The pro�les of the nuclear and magnetic SLDs
(ρn and ρm) are shown on the right hand side of each measurement. Graph adapted
from [160].
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5.8 Conclusions

allel to the [100] crystallographic direction for the samples. This magnetic �eld was
preserved during the measurement. The results of the specularly re�ected neutrons
as a function of Qz are shown together with their best �ts in �gure 5.23. The �t-
ting model is based on simple block potentials using structural parameters, which
are similar to those obtained from XRR. As for XRR, the LSMO surface layer was
�tted separately due to Sr segregation. Fitted parameters were obtained using the
minimisation of χ2. The SLD pro�les of the �ts are shown on the right hand side of
each �t.
A small splitting of the R+ and R− pro�les can be detected for all samples, but

the magnetic moment is strongly reduced compared to the bulk magnetisation of
LSMO. A small increment in the magnetic SLDs of the individual LSMO layers
can be identi�ed for an increased repetition of the LSMO/BTO bilayers. While
the magnetic moment in the samples S5 and S8 is around 0.27µB/Mn− atom, it is
doubled to around 0.56µB/Mn− atom in the samples S9 and S10.
The resolution of these measurements was not su�cient to resolve the distribution

of the magnetic moment inside the LSMO layers. Therefore, the magnetic dead
layer at the LSMO/BTO interface of the bilayer sample S5 could not be identi�ed
in these measurements, contrary to the measurement shown in �gure 5.17. Instead,
a homogeneous moment was �tted in the non-Sr segregated LSMO layer. However,
the strong decrease in magnetic moment inside LSMO in those �lms compared to
the bulk value is a strong indication for non-ferromagnetic phases. The increase in
moment with the increase in the number of bilayers can be attributed to a possible
relaxation of the tensile strain within the LSMO layers leading to the formation of
increased ferromagnetism in LSMO.

5.8 Conclusions

The aim of this work was to study the magnetic properties of LSMO/BTO thin
�lms, which were epitaxially grown on STO. A strongly reduced magnetic moment
inside the LSMO layer of the �lms compared to bulk LSMO was observed. Most
interestingly, an exchange bias was found for LSMO/BTO �lms grown on STO(001)
with 27 uc of LSMO and 20 uc of BTO (sample S1 of the �rst bilayer batch) as well
was 47 uc of LSMO and 9 uc of BTO (sample S5 of the second bilayer batch).
In the sample S5, polarised neutron re�ectivity (PNR) measurements allowed the

identi�cation of a layer of a few nm thicknesses adjacent to the BTO layer which
carries no net magnetic moment. This may cause the observed exchange bias. The
sample S2, which was grown on STO(011), exhibited a higher magnetic moment
per Mn atom, but no exchange bias and also no magnetically dead layer could be
detected. Lattice distortions inside the LSMO layer, which can be caused by lattice
or symmetry mismatch, can stabilise an antiferromagnetic phase at the interface
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for LSMO/BTO grown on STO(001). XRD and TEM measurements allowed such
distortions to be identi�ed. An exact determination of the magnetic structure may
be obtained by X-ray linear dichroism (XLD) by measuring the occupation of the eg
states of LSMO. A lifted degeneracy of the eg states favours an antiferromagnetic
order, and a preference for the dx2−y2 state can be directly connected to an A-AFM
structure [124].
In epitaxially grown multilayers of LSMO/BTO on STO(001), a self-assembled in-

plane structural ordering with correlation lengths of around 20 nm from nanostruc-
tures of around 7 nm radii was identi�ed from grazing incidence small angle neutron
scattering (GISAXS) measurements. PNR measurements con�rm the strongly re-
duced magnetic moments in the LSMO layers, which indicate a strong tendency
towards local antiferromagnetic ordering. However, the magnetic moment per Mn
atom is higher in the multilayer with higher number of bilayer repetitions. This can
be caused by an increased magnetic correlation between the LSMO layers, as the
BTO layers are more inhomogeneous.
Films composed of LSMO/BTO thin �lms are a very exciting system for spin-

tronic applications. The observed internal exchange bias, which is likely caused by
symmetry mismatch, makes this system even more interesting. A more profound
study of this e�ect could o�er the possibility to tailor the exchange bias to the needs
of a potential application. Simultaneously, the study of its magnetic response to
an electric �eld using LSMO/BTO �lms grown on electrically conducting Nb-doped
STO could yield a room-temperature multiferroic [127].
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Chapter 6

Probing Multiferroic Coupling in the
Thin Film Heterostructure EuO/BaO

EuO is a ferromagnetic semiconductor and the only magnetic binary oxide which
shows to be thermodynamically stable if it is in contact with silicon [162, 163].
Therefore, it is easily integrable in Si based devices to realise active spintronic ap-
plications. EuO �lms can be grown epitaxially on Si by molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE), which has been demonstrated in [164].
At room temperature, EuO has a band gap of 1.12 eV [165]. It possesses a spin

splitting of 0.6 eV at its conduction band in the ferromagnetic state and a Curie
temperature of TC = 69 K with a magnetic moment of 7µB per Eu atom [166, 167].
Consequently, the spin polarisation of the mobile electrons is nearly 100% for any
carrier concentration below a half �lling of the conduction band [165], making EuO
an excellent spin injector.
In order to use EuO as a spin injector in combination with a semiconductor, its

electric conductivity has to be of the same order of magnitude as the conductivity
of the semiconductor. Interestingly, the conductivity can be tuned by doping EuO
with either oxygen vacancies (EuO1�x ) or rare-earth atoms such as Gd or La in the
form of Eu1�x (Gd/La)xO [168, 169]. The fabrication of slightly doped EuO, whose
conductivity matches well with that of doped Si, has already been achieved [170].
EuO does not only posses interesting ferromagnetic properties, theoretical calcu-

lations have shown that it can also be ferroelectric. Ferroelectricity is usually associ-
ated with ABO3 perovskites like BaTiO3, in which the ferroelectric phase transition
is described by a displacive transition from a high-symmetry paraelectric phase by
condensation of a polar transverse-optical (TO) soft phonon mode [14]. It is known
for perovskite oxides that the polar TO modes are strongly sensitive to strain. For
AO compounds, which are built up from a magnetic atom A and an oxygen atom
O, density functional theory (DFT) calculations have shown that the condensation
of polar TO modes can also be introduced under epitaxial strain in spite of their
completely di�erent structure. In particular, it was predicted that EuO can be-
come ferroelectric beyond the critical epitaxial strains ηzc ≈ −3.3% for out-of-plane
polarisation and ηx,yc ≈ 4.2% for in-plane polarisation (�gure 6.1) [14].
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Figure 6.1: Calculated polarisation amplitude of EuO as a function of epitaxial strain
for out-of-plane (red circles) and in-plane polarisation (blue squares). Graph taken
from [14].

Compared to pure EuO, alkaline metal oxide superlattices should become fer-
roelectric at a smaller strain. Calculations predict a polarisation in a BaO2/SrO2

superlattice with an in-plane strain that is larger than +1.2% [15]. For an EuO/BaO
superlattice, grown epitaxially on (LaAlO3)0.3 �(Sr2AlTaO6)0.7 (LSAT) with a strain
of +6.4%, TO phonon frequency ωTO and dielectric constant ε measurements have
indicated a ferroelectric phase transition at a critical temperature of around 100 K.
In addition, magnetisation measurements in a SQUID magnetometer evidenced a
ferromagnetic Curie temperature of TC = 21 K. Thus multiferroic properties are
very probable in such EuO/BaO superlattices [15].
As common electronic components are made from Si-based components, it will be

therefore very bene�cial if an EuO/BaO superlattice is not only multiferroic when
grown on LSAT, but if it also exhibits multiferroic properties when grown on Si.
Compared to EuO/BaO �lms grown on LSAT, the epitaxial strain in an EuO �lm
grown on Si(100) is +5.6% and thus smaller than on LSAT (6.4%), but still above
the theoretically predicted threshold of 4.2%. The epitaxial strains of each layer of
such a �lm are shown in �gure 6.2.

6.1 Sample Structure and Magnetic Characterisation

In this work, the multiferroic properties of an epitaxially grown [EuO/BaO]5 super-
lattice on Si(100) were probed. The sample was prepared by Rainer Held at Cornell
University, USA, using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE, details in section 2.1.3 on
page 11). As EuO is highly reactive and would immediately oxidise to Eu3O4 and
�nally to Eu2O3 when exposed to environmental humidity, the bilayer was capped
with a 300 nm thick amorphous Si layer. The sample structure is shown in �gure 6.3.
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6.2 Polarised Neutron Re�ectometry (PNR) Measurement Setup

Figure 6.2: Lattice parameters of the unstrained materials and the strain distribution
in the EuO/BaO superlattice deposited epitaxially on Si(100), �gure from [15].

Figure 6.3: Structure of the measured EuO/BaO superlattice.

Magnetisation measurements on a couple of samples with di�erent numbers of
EuO and BaO monolayers had been carried out using a SQUID magnetometer. The
resulting Curie temperatures TC are shown in �gure 6.4. The (EuO)2/(BaO)2 het-
erostructures were comparable to the heterostructure analysed in this work. Their
TC was in between 20 K and 25 K, which was a guideline for the TC of the hetero-
structure in this work.

6.2 Polarised Neutron Re�ectometry (PNR)
Measurement Setup

For probing the magnetoelectric coupling, polarised neutron re�ectometry (PNR)
measurements were conducted at the AMOR beamline at the Paul-Scherrer-Institute
(PSI) in Switzerland using the Selene focusing neutron optical concept [54]. The
measured sample had a length of 10 mm and a width of 3.5 mm. The electric �eld
was to be applied in in-plane direction using two thin silver stripes, deposited on
the longer side faces of the sample. However, this setup proofed to be not suitable
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Figure 6.4: Curie Temperatures TC as a function of the EuO monolayer dosage of
several (EuO)n/(BaO)m heterostructures grown on Si, LSAT and YAlO3 substrates.
Graph from [15].

as the Ag stripes were found to be short circuited along the edges of the sample.
It was assumed that this was due to an insu�cient shielding of the edges during
the Ag deposition process. The sample itself, however, was insulating. Therefore,
the original Ag stripes were covered by insulating Kapton R© foil and two parallel
stripes of In with a distance of ≈2.5 mm were put on top of the foil. Those stripes
worked then as replacement electrodes to generate the electric �eld parallel to the
sample surface. A schematic drawing of the original and replacement electrode setup
is shown in �gure 6.5.
A sample holder with integrated electric contacts, available at the AMOR beamline

for magnetoelectric measurements, was used. A schematic drawing of the measure-
ment setup and a photo of the sample holder is shown in �gure 6.6.
The sample holder was mounted on the cold �nger of a cryomagnet that also

o�ers an integrated electric feedthrough. In order to avoid electrical �ashovers, the
sample environment was evacuated to a pressure of around 1× 10−6 mbar during the
measurement. A maximum voltage of ±2000 V could be applied to the sample using
this setup.
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6.3 PNR Measurements without Voltage

Figure 6.5: Schematic of the top view of the sample with the original Ag electrodes
(left) and In electrodes (right). As the original Ag stripes were electrically conducting
via the sample edges, they were insulated with Kapton R© foil, on which In-electrodes
were applied.

6.3 PNR Measurements without Voltage

For the initial magnetic characterisation of the sample, PNR measurements were car-
ried out without applied electric �elds. According to SQUID magnetometry measure-
ments, the Curie temperature TC of the present heterostructure was expected to lie
in between 20 K�25 K. The magnetic PNR measurements were therefore performed
at 5 K.
Figure 6.7 shows the non-spin �ip PNR intensities, measured in an applied �eld

of 2 mT after cooling the sample to 5 K at zero �eld. Due to the strong neutron
absorption of Eu and problems with the renormalisation of the re�ectivity data for
measurements using the Selene setup, a very broad and steep critical edge regime
was observed. Nevertheless, the magnetic information is completely contained in the
splitting of the spin-up and spin-down re�ectivities, which can be quanti�ed by the
spin asymmetry function SA(Qz), as described in section 2.2.2.6 on page 25. Samples
without a net magnetic moment re�ect spin-up and spin-down neutrons identically,
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Figure 6.6: Schematic of the measurement setup (left) and photo of the sample holder
(right). Two small parallel stripes of In were used as electrodes along the long edges
of the sample. They were electrically insulated from the sample using Capton R©
foil. The sample was �xed in the middle of the ceramic sample holder and contacted
by Au pins, which were pressed slightly into the In electrodes. As indicated in
the schematic, neutron re�ectometry was done with an in-plane magnetic �eld Ha

with neutrons propagating perpendicular to the drawing plane. The ceramic sample
holder was recessed underneath the sample to avoid any parasitic neutron beam due
to re�ection from the sample holder.

so that their spin asymmetry would be zero for all Qz values. The spin asymmetry
curve of the purely magnetic measurement is plotted in the bottom of �gure 6.7. It
can be seen that the [EuO/BaO]5 superlattice shows a strong spin asymmetry for a
�eld of 2 mT. The same measurement was performed at a magnetic �eld of 200 mT
with the same result. Thus it was concluded that the [EuO/BaO]5 superlattice is
magnetically very soft and already saturated in a magnetic �eld of 2 mT. This agreed
with the preliminary SQUID measurements.
In contrast, the spin asymmetry, and thus the ferromagnetism of that sample

vanished when the sample was heated up to 30 K, above the expected TC . Figure 6.8
shows the spin asymmetry of a PNR measurement at 30 K and an applied magnetic
�eld of 200 mT. No relevant deviation of the data points from the blue base line of
SA = 0 could be identi�ed.

6.4 PNR Measurements with Applied High Voltage

Initial PNR measurements with an applied electric �eld were performed with an
initial magnetic �eld of 2 mT. The magnetic state was the same as for the purely
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Figure 6.7: Polarised neutron re�ectivity measurement and the resulting spin asym-
metry of the [EuO/BaO]5 superlattice at a magnetic �eld of Ha = 2 mT after zero-
�eld cooling to 5 K. The sample is clearly ferromagnetic, as a clear spin asym-
metry of SA > 0 can be detected for the Qz region between the critical edge and
Qz = 0.06Å−1, where the tolerances increases signi�cantly.
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Figure 6.8: Spin asymmetry of the PNR measurement at 30 K and Ha = 200 mT.
The spin asymmetry vanishes (blue base line) for all Qz values, indicating the para-
magnetic state of the sample above TC .

magnetic measurement shown in �gure 6.7. In detail, the sample was �rst heated
to a temperature of 30 K and then zero-�eld-cooled to 5 K. Afterwards, a magnetic
in-plane �eld of Ha = 2 mT was applied. Following this, di�erent voltages U were
applied to the sample and PNR measurements were carried out. Figure 6.9 shows
the spin asymmetries of the PNR measurements for the maximum applied positive
and negative voltage of 2000 V and −1800 V compared to the measurement without
electric �eld. No change in spin-asymmetry could be detected. Measurements with
smaller absolute voltages were also performed with the same results.
Observing no e�ect when a voltage was applied does not mean that the sample

was not multiferroic. It is still possible that the magnetic �eld of 2 mT simply su-
perimposed any magnetoelectric e�ect. Therefore, the applied magnetic �eld was
reduced. As a residual magnetisation in the coils of the cryomagnet played an im-
portant role for such small �elds, a demagnetisation loop of the magnet had always
been conducted above TC at 30 K before the desired �eld was applied.
A magnetic �eld of 0.5 mT, which was approximately equal to the strength of the

neutron guide �eld, was found to be the smallest reasonable magnetic �eld to apply.
Test measurements for various applied voltages at smaller magnetic �elds such as
0.2 mT at 5 K for a zero-�eld cooled sample are shown in �gure 6.10. For those,
no magnetic signal can be detected for any applied voltage. This can be due to
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Figure 6.9: Spin asymmetry of PNR measurements at Ha = 2 mT and the applied
voltages U = 2000 V (red), 0 V (green) and −1800 V (black). No signi�cant di�er-
ences can be observed.

an insu�cient strength of the neutron guide �eld and thus a depolarisation of the
neutrons around the sample position.
In contrast to the measurements at 0.2 mT, a small spin asymmetry can, however,

be detected for the PNR measurement if a magnetic �eld of 0.5 mT and zero voltage
were applied (�gure 6.11). The spin asymmetry for the measurement at Ha = 2 mT
is also shown for comparison. The spin asymmetry for the measurement at 0.5 mT
was much smaller than at 2 mT, which indicates that the sample was magnetically
not saturated at this �eld.
In order to enhance the potential in�uence of the electric �eld, measurements

were performed with maintaining voltages applied at 30 K, above TC , before the
sample was cooled down. In this way, the electric �eld could potentially in�uence
the magnetic structure of the [EuO/BaO]5 superlattice from a virgin state and freeze
it during the cooling process in contrast to if the voltage was applied only after the
application of the magnetic �eld. An already de�ned magnetic state did not have to
be a�ected by the electric �eld, but was frozen right from the beginning. Figure 6.11
shows the spin asymmetries of the PNR measurements with the applied voltages of
1800 V and −1800 V, respectively.
Interestingly, the spin asymmetry curves switched from positive (0 V) to negative

(±1800 V) for the relevant Qz values. This result demonstrates that an electric
�eld has an e�ect on the magnetic structure on an [EuO/BaO]5/Si(100) superlattice
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Figure 6.10: Spin asymmetry measured at Ha = 0.2 mT for a loop of applied voltages
in positive (top) and negative direction (bottom). The order of measurements are
indicated in brackets behind the value of the applied voltage. No magnetic signal was
detected for any of the voltages. This was most likely due to the too small applied
magnetic �eld, which was not strong enough to maintain the neutron polarisation
around the sample position.
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Figure 6.11: Spin asymmetry of the [EuO/BaO]5 superlattice measured at Ha =
0.5 mT. The spin asymmetry measured at 2 mT is shown for comparison. When
the two measurements without voltage are compared, the spin asymmetry was much
smaller for the measurement at a smaller magnetic �eld. Interestingly, if a voltage
of 1800 V was applied above the TC and the sample was cooled down at this voltage,
the spin asymmetry switched to negative sign, although a same magnetic �eld of
0.5 mT was applied. This was independent of the sign of the applied voltage (red
and black curve). This measurement shows that the electric �eld has an e�ect on
the magnetic order of the �lm by turning its magnetisation in the opposite direction
of the applied magnetic �eld.

and turns the net magnetisation of the �lm to the opposite direction of the applied
magnetic �eld. The independence of the sign of the applied voltage is a strong hint
for a strain mediated magnetoelectric coupling.
The discussed experiments with electric �eld cooled samples have shown that the

voltage can indeed in�uence the net magnetisation of the [EuO/BaO]5 bilayer. In the
�nal experimental study, it was investigated whether the electric �eld was capable
of changing the net magnetisation below TC of the EuO/BaO superlattice. For that
purpose, the sample was heated to 30 K and subsequently cooled down without any
electric or magnetic �eld applied. After the sample was cooled down to 5 K, the
magnetic �eld of Ha = 0.5 mT was applied and PNR was performed for U = 0 V,
1800 V and −1800 V. The resulting spin asymmetries are shown in �gure 6.12.
It was observed that the spin asymmetry of the sample at Ha = 0.5 mT does not

deviate signi�cantly from the base line. This indicates that no net magnetic moment
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Figure 6.12: Spin asymmetry measurements for voltages applied after the cool down
of the sample. The measurement at 2 mT is shown as a comparison again. Whereas
the spin asymmetry of the measurement without electric �eld showed no deviation
from the blue base line, the spin asymmetry of both measurements at 1800 V and
−1800 V were underneath it and showed a clear magnetic signal. The spin asymmetry
signal for −1800 V was slightly stronger than that for 1800 V.

was present in the sample. It was expected similar to the 0 V measurement shown in
�gure 6.11 because of the identical sample history. The observed di�erence may be
due to inaccuracies of the magnetic �eld strength for such small �elds. However, it
is interesting that the application of an electric �eld, again independent of the sign,
turned the spin asymmetry into the negative direction. This combined behaviour
shows two aspects of the sample:

• The electric �eld can in�uence the magnetic structure of the sample below its
Curie temperature and

• it is strong enough to overcome a small magnetic �eld.

In table 6.1, the behaviour of the magnetisation of the superlattice under an applied
voltage for di�erent histories and applied magnetic �elds is summarised.
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ZFC, 2 mT EFC, 0.5 mT ZFC, 0.5 mT

Step 1
Demagnetisation
above TC at 30 K

Demagnetisation
above TC at 30 K

Demagnetisation
above TC at 30 K

Step 2
Cooldown below TC to
5 K

Application of voltage
Cooldown below TC to
5 K

Step 3
Application of mag-
netic �eld (2 mT)

Cooldown below TC to
5 K

Application of mag-
netic �eld (0.5 mT)

Step 4 Application of voltage
Application of mag-
netic �eld (0.5 mT)

Application of voltage

Step 5 PNR measurement PNR measurement PNR measurement

Result No e�ect
Strong reversal of
magnetic moment

Weak reversal of mag-
netic moment

Figure 6.9 6.11 6.12

Table 6.1: Histories of the di�erent PNR measurements: Zero-�eld-cooled (ZFC) at
2 mT, electric-�eld-cooled (EFC) at 0.5 mT and ZFC at 0.5 mT. At the beginning
of each measurement, the sample was heated up above TC to 30 K. In the ZFC
measurements, the magnetic �eld was applied before the voltage, whereas in the
EFC measurements, the electric �eld was applied �rst. A magnetisation reversal
under an applied voltage could be observed for both measurements at 0.5 mT. The
�gures of the spin asymmetries for each measurement are indicated on the bottom
of the table.

6.5 Conclusions

In this work, the magnetoelectric coupling of an [EuO/BaO]5 superlattice, which
was epitaxially grown on Si(100), has been demonstrated using polarised neutron
re�ectometry. When a voltage of 1800 V was applied in in-plane direction between
electrodes with a distance of around 2.5 mm at a magnetic �eld of Ha = 0.5 mT, the
electric �eld was observed to switch the magnetisation of the sample in the opposite
direction of the applied magnetic �eld Ha, as sketched in �gure 6.13. This e�ect was
independent of the sign of the voltage and therefore likely mediated by strain. The
magnetoelectric coupling was very small and vanishes for a saturated sample at a
�eld of Ha = 2 mT.
As the EuO/BaO superlattice was grown on Si, the system can in principle easily

be integrated in existing semiconductor devices. The high voltages of up to 1800 V in
the present sample were applied between electrodes with a distance of around 2.5 mm.
This results in an electric �eld equivalent to 720 kV/m. In modern electronic devices,
which have a size around 10 nm, the same electric �eld can be achieved by using a
voltage of no more than 7.2 mV. If the EuO/BaO superlattices were used as magnetic
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Figure 6.13: Model for the observed experimental �ndings. In a magnetic �eld of
Ha = 0.5 mT, the sample is magnetised towards the directionHa. It is not saturated
due to the small �eld, M‖ represents the projection of its total magnetisationM in
Ha direction and α its tilting angle (left). When a voltage is applied, independent
of its sign, the magnetisation turns towards the opposite direction of Ha with the
new projection M ′‖ and angle α′ (right). This leads to the inverted spin asymmetry
measurements as shown in the �gures 6.11 and 6.12.

memories, their magnetisation could be switched precisely just by the application of
a very small voltage instead of a magnetic �eld. This opens up tremendously new
opportunities for spintronic applications.
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Conclusion and Outlook

In situ polarised neutron re�ectometry is an ideal method to study the topological
and magnetic depth pro�le of a thin �lm during its growth process [10, 49, 51].
This revolutionary technique was further developed and measurements are now pos-
sible under a broad range of sample conditions, which enables the investigation of
many interesting thin �lm materials. The sample holder was redesigned and is now
attached to a temperature control system using a 4He closed cycle cryostat with
integrated high-temperature stage. This allows the sample to be cooled or heated
in a temperature range of 10 K to 1000 K. Simultaneously, the vacuum chamber for
sample preparation was improved to realise UHV conditions with a base pressure of
5× 10−9 mbar. This allows sensitive samples to be prepared and a clean surface to
be maintained for the duration of PNR measurements, which is carried out between
the deposition steps. In order to enable studies at high and variable magnetic �elds,
a coil system was designed, which can reach a homogeneous in-plane magnetic �eld
of up to 300 mT at the sample position. The design allows the yokes to be used
as electrodes for performing magnetoelectric measurements, in particular for multi-
ferroic samples. The main neutron beamline for the in situ PNR setup is now the
AMOR beamline at the Paul-Scherrer-institute (PSI) in Villigen, Switzerland, due
to its innovative Selene neutron optical setup, which reduces the measurement time
by more than one order of magnitude [54]. All the major technical upgrades were
achieved despite the limited space at the sample environment position of the neutron
beamline, which restricted the possible technological solutions for realising the goals.
Recent projects studying the oxygen migration of highly reactive Gd in LSMO thin

�lms and the ferromagnetic tunnel junction Fe/MgO/Fe were only made possible by
the upgrades and the establishment of the in situ PNR technique. Parallel to the
technical improvements, the power supply and signal infrastructure as well as the
actual control software were redeveloped on the actual in situ deposition system.
The new system allows a faster error treatment and an easy maintenance of every
part of the setup as well as a possibility to extend the device for further applications
in a simple way. Apart from that, the new control software written in Python
now guarantees a reliable communication between the control computer of the in
situ PNR device with the beamline computer. The experience which was gained
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during the development of the pioneering in situ PNR technique will be very precious
for the construction of in situ PNR facilities world wide. Currently, an in situ
PNR facility is being planned at the China Spallation Neutron Source (CSNS) in
Dongguan. Moreover, a potential integration of the in situ PNR technique into the
focusing re�ectometer ESTIA at the new European Spallation Source (ESS) in Lund,
Sweden, may enable the world wide �rst in operando PNR measurements. Due to
the unrivalled high brilliance of the ESS and the new neutron guides of ESTIA [82],
whose concept is based on the Selene setup at AMOR, PNR measurements will be
possible in the range of a few seconds so that the properties of the �lm can be tracked
in operando, while the �lm is growing.
Besides the development of the in situ PNR technique, three very interesting thin

�lm compositions, Tb/Dy, LSMO/BTO and EuO/BaO were investigated in the
course of this work. For the polycrystalline rare-earth/rare-earth multilayer Tb/Dy,
a very strong exchange bias �eld of up to −88 mT (−880 Oe) was found. The ex-
change bias �eld was highest for the lowest temperature of 10 K and decreased with
increasing temperature. The exchange bias was attributed to a magnetically frus-
trated spin-glass phase, which was found using DC and AC magnetisation meas-
urements. Interestingly, polarised neutron re�ectometry (PNR) measurements have
shown that the Dy and Tb layers align ferromagnetically during the remagnetisation
process, unlike in the transition-metal/rare-earth multilayers Fe/Tb and Fe/Dy [84,
89, 90]. In epitaxially grown DyxTb1�x thin �lm alloys, ferromagnetic and helical
magnetic orders have already been reported for di�erent temperatures [85]. Hence,
it would be interesting to compare the magnetic properties of the polycrystalline
Tb/Dy thin �lms with their epitaxial counterparts.
Magnetic studies on the potential multiferroic thin �lm system consisting of fer-

romagnetic La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 LSMO and ferroelectric BaTiO3 (BTO), which was
grown epitaxially on SrTiO3(STO), have revealed a strongly decreased magnetic
moment inside the LSMO layers compared to its bulk value [128, 160]. This e�ect
has been observed before [136] and is also well known for LSMO �lms grown on
SrTiO3. It can be explained by lattice distortions and charge redistributions at the
LSMO interface resulting in an antiferromagnetic order of the LSMO [148, 150, 156,
158]. Interestingly, a small exchange bias could be identi�ed for speci�c LSMO/BTO
bilayer samples grown epitaxially on STO(001). Polarised neutron re�ectometry
measurements on one of these �lms could reveal a region with no net magnetisation
at the LSMO/BTO interface. This is a strong sign of a local antiferromagnetic order
there and may thus be responsible for the observed exchange bias. X-ray di�raction
and transmission electron microscopy measurements detected lattice distortions of
the BTO and LSMO layers, which, in turn, could be the reason for the antiferromag-
netic order. A �nal con�rmation of the magnetic order may be gained by measuring
the occupancy of the eg levels of LSMO using X-ray linear dichroism, which is directly
connected to the magnetic order [124]. The results obtained have already expanded
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the knowledge of LSMO thin �lms on BTO. Further investigations into the elec-
tronic and magnetic con�guration at the LSMO/BTO interface promise to enable
the tailoring of interface properties according to the required technological needs.
In addition, investigations on the magnetoelectric coupling using LSMO/BTO �lms
grown on conducting Nb-doped STO substrates could result in a novel exciting room
temperature multiferroic.
In a further project, the magnetoelectric coupling of an epitaxially grown

EuO/BaO superlattice on Si(100) was investigated using polarised neutron re�ec-
tometry. EuO is a ferromagnetic semiconductor and theoretical calculations have
predicted ferroelectricity of the described �lm, qualifying it as a potentially very in-
teresting multiferroic material [14, 15]. The thin �lm was found to be magnetically
very soft and could be magnetically saturated with a �eld of only 2 mT at 5 K. In-
plane electric �elds, which were generated by high voltages of up to ±1800 V between
electrodes with a distance of 2.5 mm did not alter the magnetisation of the �lm at all.
Interestingly, when a smaller magnetic �eld of 0.5 mT is applied, a clear switching of
the magnetisation direction was observed. This magnetoelectric coupling was even
stronger when the electric �eld had been applied during the cooldown of the sample
below its Curie temperature. The magnetoelectric coupling is likely to be mediated
by strain since the coupling is independent from the sign of the voltage. Further
quantitative analysis of the observed magnetoelectric coupling at di�erent magnetic
and electric �elds is proposed in order to achieve a better understanding of the coup-
ling process. In addition, studies on doped EuO with increased Curie temperature
as well as tests on laterally nanostructured EuO/BaO superlattices would make this
composition even more interesting for technological applications.
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Appendix A

Temperature Control

This chapter deals with the technical details of the temperature control system of
the upgraded in situ PNR system. A overview of the cryostat chamber with installed
cold head and the compressor is shown in �gure A.1. In the following sections, the
function of every part of the temperature control system and its operation will be
explained in detail.

A.1 The Cold Head

The cold �nger of the cryostat head is shown on the left hand side of �gure A.2. Its
counterpart is an insert on top of the cryostat chamber. In the following, it is referred
to as the receptacle of the cryostat chamber. It is shown on the right hand side of

Figure A.1: The cryostat chamber with inserted cold head (left) and the compressor
of the cryostat (right).
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�gure A.2. The receptacle is in direct thermal contact with the cold parts inside the
cryostat chamber. The cold �nger of the cold head is inserted into the receptacle
for cooling the vacuum parts. The cold �nger as well as the receptacle have two
thermally separated blocks, each of them consists of several cylindrical copper rings.
When the cold �nger is inserted into the receptacle, the cylinder rings of the cooling
element and those of the receptacle clutch into each other.
During operation, the cold head creates vibrations in the order of several 100 µm,

which would be transferred to the sample holder, if it was �xed directly on the
receptacle. However, PNR measurements require a steady sample at the sample
holder because a vibrating sample would reduce the data quality. Instead of �xing
the cold head directly on the receptacle, it is lifted by a few mm with a crane so
that it does not directly touch the receptacle. Horizontally, the distances between
the rings is less than 1 mm.
In order to restore direct thermal contact, the gap between the cold head and

the receptacle is �ushed with 4He gas, which �lls the room between the cylindrical
rings. This volume is sealed with a bellow against atmosphere (see �gure A.1).
The gas works as a heat exchanger and establishes the thermal contact between the
copper rings. The surface of the blocks are made very rough in order to reach a high
e�ective surface for an improved heat transfer. This cushioning system can reduce
the transmitted vibrations at the sample holder to a few nm.
Both thermal blocks are cooled by the same medium (He). The inner stage is

in direct contact with the sample holder. The outer stage protects the inner stage
thermally and cools the cold shields inside the cryostat chamber. Due to a higher
heat dissipation of the outer block caused by a larger surface and no shielding, the
aimed minimum temperature for the outer stage is around 40 K.
In the following, the thermal conductance system inside the vacuum chamber is

described.

A.2 The Cryostat Chamber

This section focuses on the heat transfer mechanism inside the cryostat chamber. To
get an idea of the �nished construction, the assembled cryostat chamber with moun-
ted heat transfer components and the support rod for the mechanical stabilisation of
the cold �nger extension is presented on the left hand side of �gure A.3. On the right
hand side of that �gure, the receptacle, which has already been shown from outside
the vacuum (�gure A.2), is depicted from the inner side of the cryostat chamber. It
is �anged on a DN160CF straight connector.
The relevant heat transfer elements for the heat of the sample holder to the recept-

acle are a cold �nger extension and �exible heat transfer blocks, which are shown
in the �gures A.3 and A.6. The sample holder is �xed on the end of the cold �nger
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Figure A.2: The cold �nger of the cold head (left) and the receptacle of the cryostat
chamber in which the cold head is inserted (right).

extension. The �exible heat transfer blocks uses copper meshes to provide the re-
quired mechanical �exibility for aligning the sample holder into the neutron beam.
It is screwed onto the bottom of the receptacle inside the vacuum and the cold �nger
extension with a thin Indium foil in between for optimising the thermal conductivity.
A gold-coated cold shield (left hand side of �gure A.6) protects the inner thermal

stage. It is screwed onto the outer stage of the receptacle, which cools it down to
40 K. The mechanical stability of the sample holder and the cold �nger extension
is provided by a support rod, which is situated in parallel above the cold �nger
extension (�gure A.3). The support rod and the cold �nger extension are shown in
�gure A.4 in more detail. They can be divided up into three parts:
On one end of the support rod (most left side of �gure A.4), the cold �nger

extension and the sample holder are �xed. There, also two rows of electric terminals
with 5 connectors each are installed in the cold �nger extension. All the wires of
the sensors and the heater which are situated in the vicinity are connected via this
terminal.
In the middle of the support rod, the thermal couplings of the cold �nger extension

and the support rod to the thermal stages of the receptacle are mounted. The support
rod is connected to the cold shield via copper braids (�gure A.6) and cooled down
to 40 K. The cold �nger extension is attached to the 2 copper meshes and reaches a
minimum temperature of 4 K. A highly insulating angularly shaped PEEK block and
two PEEK bridges connect the support rod to the cold �nger extension mechanically.
PEEK rings also work as spacers between them and keep them at a constant distance.
On the other end (most right of �gure A.4), the support rod is welded on a
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Figure A.3: The cryostat after the assembly of the heat transfer components and the
support rod is shown on the left hand side. As the cryostat chamber is assembled
upside down and the picture was taken during the assembly, all parts are also shown
upside down. Inside the DN160CF straight connector on the bottom of the picture,
which is framed by blue dashed lines, the receptacle is mounted via a DN160CF
�ange. The inner side of the receptacle can be seen on the right hand side. The
photo was made at an old state of the receptacle. All the wire insulation inside the
vacuum were made of UHV compatible Kapton R©.

DN100CF �ange, which is mounted on the cryostat chamber. The sample align-
ment system was taken over from the original in situ system. It consists of three
motors, one bellow and a rotary feedthrough. It moves this �ange and thus the
support rod and the sample holder for sample alignment. A tilting bellow is added
to this setup which compensates the bending of the support rod caused by its own
weight.
The assembled sample alignment system is shown in �gure A.5. Each of the

three actuators is responsible for moving the �ange of the support rod in one spatial
direction, horizontally (x, identi�cation number ID10a, see table D.1), vertically
(z, ID10b), and rotationally (θ, ID10c). Linear and angular encoders are installed
for measuring the exact vertical (z, ID04a) and angular (θ, ID04b) position. The
bellow inside the motor block (�gure A.5) provides the �exibility for linear motion
(x and z). It can be bent in each direction by 18 mm from the equilibrium position.
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Figure A.4: The total support rod and the cold �nger extension are shown on the
top of the �gure. There are three connection points: The placing spot of the sample
holder (left), the coupling to the receptacle (middle) and the DN100CF �ange, where
the rod is �xed onto the chamber (right). The cold �nger extension is �xed to the
support rod both on the placing spot of the sample holder (bottom left) and at the
coupling to the receptacle (bottom right). PEEK spacers minimise the heat transfer
between the parts. The sample holder is screwed on top of the cold �nger extension
at the placing spot of the sample holder. An electric terminal is integrated in the cold
�nger extension and works as a feedthrough for electrical connections of the sample
holder. The heat of the system is transferred to the cold head at the coupling point
(bottom right).
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Figure A.5: The sample alignment system. The support rod is fed through those
parts which can move it horizontally (x), vertically (z) and rotationally (θ).

The di�erentially pumped rotary feedthrough is �xed behind this block. A detailed
description of the sample alignment setup can be found in [10].
As shown in two of the photographs, the support rod bridge the two openings of

the cold shield (�gures A.3 and A.6). None of the four openings of the cold shield is
left open in order to minimise the incoming heat radiation. On the side where the
cold �nger extension is installed, a cylindrical gold-coated shield is screwed onto the
cold shield (�gure A.8) and surrounds the cold �nger extension. On the opposite
side, a ring with a small hole for the feedthrough of the support rod is mounted. On
the opposite side of the receptacle, a turbomolecular pump (TMP, ID11e) is �anged,
which pumps the cryostat chamber in addition to the TMP of the main chamber.
For maintaining a good thermal shielding, a heat radiation shield consisting of three
shielding plates is installed, which is arranged such that the heat radiation has no
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direct line of sight, while the pumping cross section is maximised (�gure A.7). The
whole cold shield is surrounded by a DN160CF cross.
The assembly of the cryostat is done with the cryostat chamber positioned upside

down. For installing the cryostat chamber onto the main chamber, the construction
is turned by 180 ◦. It is mounted on a frame made of MiniTec aluminium pro�les
and is movable independent of the main chamber (�gure A.8).
The cryostat chamber is �xed on its stand by a 20 mm thick aluminium plate

(�gure A.9). This plate is screwed on two rails onto the frame, which can move the
cryostat horizontally for docking it to the main chamber.
The frame can lift the cryostat chamber vertically by up to 0.9 m in two stages.

This is required because the deposition chamber is designed as a �exible device,
being operated in the laboratory at Technische Universität München (TUM) and at
several beamlines, thereof the AMOR beamline of the Paul-Scherrer-Institute (PSI)
being the most important one. As the main chamber and the cryostat chamber can
stand on grounds with di�erent heights, the relative height of their docking �anges
varies strongly, requiring a �exible height adjustment of the cryostat chamber.
Each lifting stage consists of four hydraulically driven support feet (model LB 500

W by MiniTec), which can be moved in parallel by a manual crank. A crane was
built which can lift the cold head. A CAD drawing of both the frame and the crane
is shown in �gure A.10. A photograph of the total system installed at PSI can be
seen in �gure A.11.

A.3 The Sample Holder and Sensors

The sample holder is mounted to the end of the cold �nger extension and consists
of two parts, a sample carrier and a sample adapter (�gure A.12). The sample
carrier is made of a massive copper block and provides the temperature which is
generated by the cryostat and the heater cartridge HTR-25-100 from Lake Shore
Cryotronics R©. The sample adapter is put onto the sample carrier and can be adapted
to the requirements of the sample. A sample adapter with a template for 20 mm ×
20 mm sample made of TiAl, which has a negligible neutron scattering length and
therefore minimises background scattering, is shown in �gure A.12. The cold head
of the cryostat runs permanently with a constant cooling power during operation.
The cryostat is conceived to provide a con�gurable temperature range between

10 K and 1000 K at the sample holder. However, all parts of the cryostat between
the cold �nger extension and the receptacle should not become warmer than 350 K
due to material limitations. In order to prevent the heat transmission from the
sample holder to the cold �nger extension, a high temperature interface with an
integrated sapphire disk is installed between them. The heat cartridge is situated
inside this interface. Its heat conductivity is very high for temperatures below room
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Figure A.6: The heat transfer from the receptacle to the support rod and the cold
�nger extension is shown here. The gold-coated cold shield, which can be seen in the
�gures (a) and (b), is �xed on the outer thermal stage of the receptacle and will be
cooled to 40 K. The cold �nger extension and the support rod are installed passing
through the holes of the cold shield as shown in �gure (b). This photograph is taken
from the top of the cold shield with installed cold �nger extension. It is coupled to
the inner thermal stage of the receptacle through two �exible heat transfer blocks
(�gure (c)) and will be cooled down to 4 K. The support rod is to be mounted in
parallel to the cold �nger extension and �xed to it with 2 PEEK stabilisers. The
support rod is thermally attached to the cold shield with copper braids, which will
also cool it down to 40 K.
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Figure A.7: The heat shield between the turbomolecular pump and the cold �nger
extension inside the cryostat cross. Three gold coated copper plates are arranged in
that way that there is not direct line of sight from one side of the shield to the other
without obstructing the gas �ux.

temperature, so that the heat from the sample holder can be easily transferred to
the cold �nger extension. If the heater cartridge is used for heating the sample above
room temperature, the temperature interface becomes thermally insulating, so that
only the sample holder is heated and the cold �nger extension stays cold. Thus, the
total heat power can be used for heating only the sample holder. Simultaneously,
the cold �nger extension and all the cooling parts of the cryostat are protected from
taking damage.
The four temperature sensors consist of one DT-670B-SD silicon diode (A), one

Pt-100 platinum sensor (B), both manufactured by Lake Shore Cryotronics R©, and
two type-K thermocouples (C, D). Their positions are shown in �gure A.12.
All the sensors and the heater are read out and controlled by a Model 336 Cryo-

genic Temperature Controller (from Lake Shore). Except the thermocouples, all the
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Figure A.8: The cryostat chamber mounted on its frame. Compared to the previous
pictures, the chamber is now turned upside down. The cold head was inserted on
into the receptacle. A DN160CF to DN100CF adapter, a manually driven DN100CF
valve (ID21c) and a TMP (ID11e) were mounted underneath the cryostat cross. The
frame, and therefore the cryostat chamber, can be moved separately from the main
chamber (details in �gure A.9).

wires are connected to the electric terminal on the cold �nger extension (�gure A.4).
The wires are then extended and fed through the vacuum via a 10-pin electrical
feedthrough. The two type-K thermocouple wires are directly connected to their
respective feedthroughs (see top left and centre-right of �gure A.13). The silicon
diode A is sensitive for low temperatures from 10 K to room temperature, whereas
the Pt-sensor B can be used for temperatures above 30 K and especially above room
temperature. As the diode gets damaged above 400 K, it is situated on the cold
�nger extension, which is protected from the heater cartridge. The thermocouple C
measures the temperature on the bottom of the sample holder, which is closest to
the sample of all the sensors.
Despite the high thermal insulation capability of the high temperature interface for
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Figure A.9: The attachment of the cryostat chamber on the frame. The cryostat
stand is made of a 20 mm thick aluminium plate with a hole where the tube of the
DN160CF to DN100CF adapter can pass through. It is carried by four 40 mm thick
aluminium feet. The cryostat chamber is �anged on the DN160CF to DN100CF
adapter. At three points of the DN160CF �ange, longer screws and long nuts were
used for �anging. The three long screws penetrate the three pre-drilled holes inside
the plate of the stand and are �xed on the plate with nuts on its bottom. Underneath
the adapter, a manually driven DN100CF valve (ID21c) and a TMP (ID11e) are
installed. The pump is only �xed to the valve and does not touch the bottom plate.

temperatures above room temperature, a small amount of heat can still be transferred
to the cold �nger extension. When the heater is running for heating the sample
holder, the cryostat has to be operated in order to keep the temperature there below
325 K, which is surveyed by thermocouple D. If this temperature is exceeded, the
heater circuit is opened and the heating process is stopped. The silicon diode A
is placed on the cold �nger extension in the vicinity of the thermocouple D and
measures a comparable temperature. A pin-out of the electric terminal and the
10-pin-feedthrough at the cryostat are shown in table A.1.
In addition to these sensors at the sample holder, high temperatures of the sample

can be measured with an infrared thermometer which is installed on top of the
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for 1st and 2nd stage) 

Figure A.10: CAD drawings of the frame of the cryostat chamber (left) and the crane
which carries the cold head during operation (right). Both constructions are moun-
ted on rolls, the crane is moved underneath the frame during operation.
The frame consists of three stages which are nested within one another. Each stage
requires a U-pro�le and consists of four vertical parts, which are connected by hori-
zontal pro�les. The chamber is attached on an aluminium plate which is �xed on two
rails on the innermost �rst stage. The second stage is built around the �rst stage;
and the third stage around the second. The �rst and the second stage can be lifted,
whereas the third stage is �xed. Each vertical pro�le of the �rst and the second stage
has a hydraulic piston inside. The feet of the pistons of the �rst stage are mounted
on the second stage, and the feet of the pistons of the second stage are mounted on
the third stage. The four pistons of each stage can be driven out of the pro�les by
turning the manual wheel for the respective stage. Guide rails between the vertical
pro�les of stage 1 and stage 2, and between stage 2 and stage 3, minimise the shear
forces during lifting. Each stage can be lifted by 0.45 m meaning that the frame can
be lifted by 0.9 m in total. Rolls are mounted underneath the stationary third stage.
The crane has a total height of 2.62 m (including rolls) and can be moved underneath
the frame (black arrow). With a wire rope and a proper windless attached on the
crane, the cold head of the cryostat can be lifted during operation.
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Figure A.11: Picture of the installed deposition chamber at the AMOR beamline at
PSI. The main chamber is positioned on the experimental bench and the cryostat
chamber is �anged at the side of it. The frame of the cryostat chamber is standing
on the ground.

chamber. For a good transparency of infrared light, a vacuum window made of ZnSe
is mounted in front of this thermometer.

A.4 Operating the Cryostat

For operating the in situ PNR system, the cryostat chamber has to be docked onto
the main chamber. For this, the frame of the cryostat chamber is adjusted to the
height at which their two support arms can rest on the frame of the main chamber.
These arms are then immobilised by screws. The cryostat chamber is then moved
to the main chamber on rails and �anged onto the DN160CF docking �ange of the
main chamber (see �gure A.8). It is important that the arms of the cryostat frame
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Figure A.12: The sample holder attached to the cold �nger extension. A 100 W heater
cartridge, which can heat up the sample holder to a temperature of up to 1000 K,
is buried inside the high temperature interface. This interface isolates the sample
carrier region from the cold �nger extension and ensures that only the sample carrier
is heated. The sample is put on the sample adapter which is plugged into the sample
carrier. It can be made of di�erent materials and prepared for every sample size. On
this picture, it is made of TiAl due to its negligible neutron scattering length, which
does not re�ect any neutron beam and minimises the scattering background. The
hollow where the sample should be put in is made for samples with a size of 20 mm×
20 mm. The spots for the temperature sensors A (DT-670B-SD silicon diode), B
(Pt-100 platinum sensor), C and D (both type-K thermocouples) are indicated in
the picture. The sensors A and D are dedicated to measure low temperatures and
are placed behind the high temperature interface. Therefore, they are hidden by the
cold shield of the cold �nger extension. The sensors B and C are always in direct
thermal contact with the sample to predominantly monitor high temperatures.
The electric terminal at the cold �nger extension (see �gure A.4) has 10 connectors,
L1-L5 on one side and R1-R5 on the other side. The wires of the diode, the platinum
sensor and the heater cartridge are �xed at this terminal. They are supplied via wires
which are fed through the plug on top of the cryostat chamber. The thermocouple
wires are directly led to their feedthrough without using the electric terminal.
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Position at terminal Wire of sensor/heater and polarity Pin of feedthrough
L1 Diode + A & B
L2 Diode - C & D
L3 nc nc
L4 nc nc
L5 nc nc

R1 Pt-sensor - I & J
R2 Pt-sensor + G & H
R3 Heater 1 (no polarity) E
R4 Heater 2 (no polarity) F
R5 nc nc

Table A.1: Pin-out of the sensor and heater wires at the electric terminal and the
10-pin-feedthrough. The 10-pin plug of the electric feedthrough of the cryostat �ts to
the Amphenol R© 18-1S plug. The Lake Shore Model 336 temperature controller asks
for a four-conductor measurement, whereas the temperature sensors have only two
wires. Each wire of the sensor is therefore connected to two pins of the feedthrough.
Not connected terminals are marked with nc. A plan for the connections of the
sensors and the heater to the Lake Shore controller can be found in the handbook of
the temperature controller.

are �xed onto the main chamber before moving the cryostat. Otherwise, the cryostat
would topple down during the horizontal movement.
After having �anged the cryostat chamber onto the main chamber, several devices

of the cryostat chamber have to be connected. Those are shown in �gure A.13.
The cryostat should only be set into operation when the chamber is evacuated.

It has to be turned on and operated for both cooling and heating the sample to
guarantee that the cold �nger extension stays colder than room temperature even
when the heater cartridge is heating with its maximum power. Its temperature is
controlled by the thermocouple D and can also be observed by the silicon diode A.
In order to start the cooling process, the compressor has to be connected appropri-

ately (see �gure A.1) and the cooling water has to be turned on. Then, He-gas has
to be �lled between the cold head and the receptacle with a slight overpressure of
20 mbar in relation to the atmosphere. The bellow which seals this He-�lled region
should not be expanded too much. The pressure can be controlled with a manometer
installed on the cold head. In a �nal step, the compressor has to be turned on to
cool the cold head.
The heater is turned on by inserting the aimed temperature as "set temperature"

and choosing the heater range ("high", "medium" or "low") for the cartridge heater.
The set heating range regulates the maximum power of the heater. The temperature
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Figure A.13: The connections of the cryostat chamber of the in situ PNR system are
shown in the middle of the picture. All relevant spots for connectors of the cryostat
are marked with green rectangles. Rectangles with dashed lines mark spots of the
cryostat which are either hidden or on the back side of the picture.

controller then regulates the preset temperature via a PID controller's scheme. When
the cryostat is operated, one has to have in mind that the helium between the cold
head and the receptacle is lique�ed when the cold head is cooled down. This process
takes around 4 h to 5 h. When the cold head is warmed up again, the helium will
evaporate and expand. This should not happen too fast in order to enable a slow
pressure relaxation inside this region.
In spite of the high temperature interface between the sample holder and the cold

�nger extension, the heat conductivity between them is not completely negligible.
The heat conductivity is very high especially when the sample holder is below room
temperature. Following operation modes are recommended to minimise the heat
transfer from the heater cartridge onto the cold �nger extension:

Starting from room temperature, there are three di�erent operation modes, de-
pending on the intended temperature of the sample holder:
Temperature between 4 K and 10 K:

1. Turn on the compressor.

2. Use either sensor A or sensor C as control input.
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3. Set heater range to "low".

Temperature between 10 K and 315 K:

1. Turn on the compressor.

2. Use either sensor A or sensor C as control input.

3. Set heater range to "medium".

Temperature between 315 K and 1000 K:

1. Turn on the compressor.

2. Use either sensor B or sensor C as control input.

3. Wait around 30 min until sensor A and sensor D fall below 280 K.

4. Set heater range to "high". The cryostat must not be turned o� and has to be
operated at all times!

If the starting temperature and the set temperature are both below 10 K, the
heater range "low" should be chosen. If the starting temperature is below 10 K and
the set temperature is above, the following steps should be followed:

1. Set temperature to 10 K and set heater range to "medium".

2. Wait for around 5 min at 10 K, until all the liquid helium between the cold
head and the receptacle is vaporised.

3. The heater range "medium" should be used up to a set temperature of 30 K.

4. For aimed temperatures above 30 K, the sample holder should be �rst heated
to 30 K with "medium" and then with heater range "high" to the aimed tem-
perature.

The helium between the cold head and the receptacle is delicate not only during
heating, but also when the chamber is vented. During operation, the vacuum inside
the chamber works as a thermal insulator. If the chamber is vented when the cryostat
is cold, the gas would thermally short the cold components of the cryostat with the
rest of the warm chamber, which would lead to a fast warm up of those components
and the helium. The helium would then expand rapidly and blow up the bellow.
Moreover, humidity inside the venting gas would condensate at the cold components
of the cryostat and increase the water concentration inside the vacuum chamber.
This would then drastically prolong the time for the next evacuation of the chamber.
Thus, the following rules for venting the chamber are advised:
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Before venting the chamber, the helium hose towards the cold head should be
unplugged to enable a free relief of the helium gas between the cold head and the
receptacle. Nevertheless, one should try to prevent air �owing into this region as the
humidity of the air can oxidise the copper of the cold head and the receptacle. If the
sample holder was colder than 10 K before venting, it should be heated up and kept
at 10 K for around 5 min before venting. The chamber has to be vented with Ar or
another inert gas with no humidity inside and should only be opened when all parts
of the cryostat are warm.
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Vacuum Improvement

In this chapter, all the technical measures to reduce the base pressure to the ultra-
high-vacuum (UHV) regime (5× 10−9 mbar or less) are described.

B.1 Vacuum Concept, Pumping and Pressure Control

The vacuum concept of the sputter deposition chamber is shown in �gure B.1. The
chamber has three di�erent pressure regions I, II and III. Region I is the pre-vacuum
region and has a pressure of about 5× 10−3 mbar during operation. Region II is the
bu�er vacuum region with a base pressure of around 4× 10−7 mbar. Region III is the
main vacuum region, which includes the main chamber and the cryostat chamber. It
can reach UHV conditions of lower than 5× 10−9 mbar. The pump down procedure
will be described in the following for an easier understanding of its vacuum concept.
The starting point of the evacuation process is a completely vented chamber, where
every valve is closed and every pump is powered o�.
Region I is in the medium vacuum regime. It is the �rst pumping stage and is

evacuated by the scroll pump (ID11j) with a typical �nal pressure of 5× 10−3 mbar.
The pressure in this regime is measured with a Pirani gauge (ID08a). There are
three connections from the pre-vacuum region to the main UHV region (III). Region
III is where the sample is localised for sputter deposition and measurement. For
pumping down the chamber from atmospheric pressure, the bypass valve (ID21b)
can be opened so that the scroll pump can directly evacuate the vacuum chamber to
about 5× 10−3 mbar before a further pumping down is performed using the higher
vacuum stages.
In order to obtain UHV conditions (<1× 10−8 mbar), the bypass is closed and

the two turbomolecular pumps (TMPs, ID11e and ID11g) are operated with valves
opened in front the TMPs (ID21g, ID21c). Both pumps have magnetic bearings
to minimise vibrations. During the pumping of the chamber with the TMPs, the
chamber heating (ID09a) can be turned on, which heats the chamber walls from the
inside to aid in desorption of water molecules. A pressure of around 1× 10−7 mbar
can be reached within 8 h of pumping using only the TMPs.
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Figure B.1: The vacuum concept of the in situ PNR system. Further information
about the devices can be found in table D.1. The cross section of the vacuum tubes of
the chamber is indicated by the width of the blue bars. The corresponding controlling
devices are not shown here.
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TMPs do not work e�ciently for pumping light atoms and molecules [171]. In order
to reach UHV conditions in an acceptable period of time, the ion pump (ID11a) and
the cold trap with integrated Ti-sublimation pump (ID02, ID11c) can be turned on
after reaching HV conditions. A valve with a large open cross section (DN160CF,
ID21g) is installed between those pumps and the main vacuum chamber. This allows
the pumps to remain at HV/UHV conditions even when the vacuum chamber is
vented for replacing the sample. With all these measures, UHV (<1× 10−8 mbar)
can be reached in about 8 h.
As depicted in �gure B.1, the vacuum tube between the main chamber (ID01a)

and the cryostat chamber (ID03a) is strongly narrowed due to cryogenic components.
The detailed structure of the cryostat is explained in chapter A on page 151. The
TMP below the cryostat (ID11e) is installed to improve the pumping of the vacuum
of the cryostat chamber. The cold shield of the cryostat also narrows the tubes
at the cross of the cryostat chamber (ID03a). These constraints are bypassed by
DN40CF hoses, depicted on the right hand side of the drawing. Those connect the
TMP (ID11e) directly with the otherwise ine�ciently pumped regions of the cryostat
chamber (ID03a).
Vacuum pressures inside the UHV region are measured with cold cathode gauges

(ID08c) at three positions, with two of them on the main chamber and one on the
cold head receptacle of the cryostat. The sputter gas control was also worked over.
Before the upgrade, the instreaming sputter gas was regulated by �ux controllers and
the pumped gas could be controlled by an electronic valve (ID21c) in front of the
TMP. In scope of the upgrade of the chamber, the sputter gas control was changed
to an instreaming gas control. The gas �ux controllers were removed and replaced
by two leak valves (ID21f) as inlets for two di�erent sputter gases, typically Ar (7N
purity) and an O2/Ar mixture (6N purity). The leak valves are UHV compatible.
The sputter gas supplies are connected to them via Swagelok R© Quick-Connects.
Those retain a slight overpressure in relation to the atmosphere (up to 2 bar). The
leak valves are connected to the gauge next to them for reading the actual pressure
inside the chamber. They can regulate the vacuum pressure inside the chamber with a
precision of 0.01× 10−3 mbar in the typical sputter pressure regimes of 1× 10−3 mbar
to 1× 10−2 mbar.
A manually driven, UHV compatible sapphire leak valve (ID21l) is installed next

to the automatically controlled sputter gas leak valves for venting the chamber. Typ-
ically, Ar (5N) is used as venting gas and it is also connected to the valve with a slight
overpressure using a Swagelok R© Quick-Connect. Venting with Ar has the advantage
that the chamber is not contaminated with humidity from air, and the noble gas Ar
can be pumped much faster during the next evacuation process. Additionally, it is
heavier than air and �lls the chamber from the bottom to the top.
The chamber is constructed for maintaining a vacuum relative to ambient pressure.

Inversely, an overpressure could damage its structure. As both the ventilation gas
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and the sputter gases are connected to the vacuum chamber with a slight overpressure
to prevent the gases are contaminated by atmospheric air, an overpressure situation
must be excluded inside the main chamber. In normal operation, the vacuum cham-
ber will never reach an overpressure as the quick access doors are not locked, but
solely pushed into its seals by the atmospheric overpressure. During venting, this
door will open itself as soon as the pressure inside has reached atmospheric pressure
(for more details see [8]). Nonetheless, safety precautions have been taken to protect
the chamber from an overpressure.
The venting pressure is limited by a relief valve (ID21i) in the vicinity of the

venting valve. It opens at a pressure between 1.2 bar and 1.5 bar. The automatic
gas admission valves are regulated electronically. Their control software includes a
safety check which does not follow pressures higher than typical sputtering pressures
to be set. The limit is 1× 10−1 mbar. In case of a failure of the safety measures, a
mechanical burst disk (ID21a) is installed on the main chamber, which opens at a
pressure of more than 1.5 bar. This is an irreversible process and a new disk would
need to be installed in such an event.
In the backing lines of the TMPs in the pre-vacuum region of the chamber, two

solenoid operated valves (ID21e) are installed. They have to be supplied with elec-
tricity to be in an open position and close automatically when not. This has the
advantage that the chamber would be prevented from ventilation and the sample
from destruction in case of an electricity failure or other electric irregularities, when
all pumps would turn o�. After electricity is restored, pumping of the chamber and
the performance of the experiments can be resumed.
In �gure 3.10, the in situ PNR system is shown before and after the upgrade

process installed at AMOR at PSI.

B.2 Sealing, Feedthroughs and Materials Inside the
Vacuum

The realisation of ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions requires not only an adequate
pumping, but also a suitable solution for materials for all components. The ultimate
vacuum pressure is generally determined by the volume �ow rate S of the pump, the
lubricant materials of the pumps, the materials which outgases inside the chamber
and the leak rate of the seals [171]. The contribution of the lubricants can be neg-
lected as all applied UHV pumps, which are the ion pump, the cold trap and both
turbomolecular pumps with magnetic bearings, are lubricant-free.
Every material desorbes atoms to the environment, the desorption is quanti�ed

by the saturation vapour pressure pv,sat(T ) of the corresponding material. It de-
scribes the equilibrium of partial pressures of the material in gaseous to liquid and
solid states. Materials which are used in the vacuum chamber should have a lower
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Figure B.2: The in situ PNR system at the AMOR beamline at Paul-Scherrer-
Institute in Villigen, Switzerland, before (left) and after the upgrade process (right).
The increased size and complexity of the system can easily be recognised. Photos by
W. Kreuzpaintner.

vapour pressure at room temperature than the aimed base pressure of the chamber.
For UHV, the materials must have a vapour pressure below 5× 10−9 mbar at room
temperature.
In the course of upgrading the vacuum chamber to UHV compatibility, the follow-

ing measures were carried out:

• All electronic devices inside the chamber were removed because especially
solder used on circuit boards is not UHV compatible. It contains soldering
agents with high vapour pressures, and virtual leaks can be induced during
soldering due to inclusions.

• Initially, polymer based glue was used as bonding material for �xing the sputter
targets onto the backing plate. The polymers were replaced by indium, which
has a signi�cantly lower vapour pressure.
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In the next step, the chamber permeability and leaks were minimised. Although
Viton seals represent the best elastomer sealings, they are not compatible with UHV.
First of all, elastomer seals contain additives which have a relatively high vapour
pressure which outgases into the vacuum. Additionally, in spite of the decrease of
the outgassing rate after a su�ciently long evacuation time, the high permeation
through the seals compared to metal seals determines the �nal pressure [74]. Only
the leak rate of metallic seals, most often made of copper, is su�ciently small to
ful�l UHV requirements (<1× 10−11 mbar l/s) [172].
This can be demonstrated with a simple calculation. The �nal pressure p�nal inside

a vacuum chamber can be estimated with the following equation:

p�nal =
QL

Se�
, (B.1)

where QL is the leak rate and Se� the e�ective volume �ow rate at the recipient [171].
For a DN500ISO-K Viton gasket, the leak rate of atmospheric air with 60% humidity
is approximately QL = 4× 10−6 mbar l/s [74]. The turbomolecular pumps (ID11e,
ID11g) have a �ow rate of 200 l/s and 300 l/s, respectively. With these numbers, a
�nal pressure of lower than 1× 10−8 mbar can hardly be reached for just a simple
Viton seal.
For this reason, nearly all Viton gaskets of the in situ PNR system were replaced

by copper gaskets. Only at the following three locations, Viton could not be avoided:
The �rst place is the quick release door, where both valves ID21j and ID21k are

sealed with Viton. This allows an arbitrary number of openings and closings in
contrast to a copper gasket which would have to be renewed every time. The second
and third location, where Viton seals are used, are the two rotational feedthroughs,
ID05a for sample alignment and ID05b for moving the sputter guns. There, Viton
seals are used between the outer and inner �anges. When the outer �ange is rotating,
it slides on the Viton seal located between the outer and inner �ange surface.
For these three locations where Viton is either practical or even inevitable, an extra

vacuum region, region II, was created. This region is pumped by a pumping station
(ID11k), which is a combination of a turbomolecular pump with a diaphragm pump.
It can reach a �nal pressure of 4× 10−7 mbar and di�erentially pumps between region
III and the atmosphere for the Viton sealed devices (see �gure B.1). The rotational
feedthroughs have transitions between three di�erent vacuum regions from region III
to II and I, which is pumped by the scroll pump. With this di�erentially pumped
concept, UHV can also be reached using Viton gaskets.
The valves ID21b, ID21c, ID21g are ID21h are also sealed with Viton, but are only

separating di�erent vacuum regions inside the chamber and do not get in contact
with atmosphere when the vacuum chamber is pumped down. Therefore, they do
not cause any leakage to the outside which can reduce the UHV quality.
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B.3 Heating

One non-negligible source for internal leakage are adsorbates on the chamber walls,
especially water, which adsorbs on them whenever the chamber is vented and desorbs
into the vacuum only very slowly when the chamber is pumped down again. A
chamber bakeout during the pump-down phase of the vacuum chamber is therefore
required for reaching UHV in a reasonable amount of time. By heating the chamber
walls, the adsorbates gain a higher vapour pressure and desorb completely during
the pump-down process.
Due to material limitations resulting from the original design considerations, the

vacuum chamber cannot be heated from outside during pump-down. As an alternat-
ive, an innovative chamber heating system which heats the chamber from the inside
was developed (ID09a, �gure B.3). Its heating elements use halogen lamps as heat
sources, which are hard-soldered between two titanium alloy rods (�gure B.4). The
rods work as electrical supply lines for the lamps and are stabilised by two ceramic
lustre terminals at the end. The heating elements are installed in cylindric heating
cartridges made of copper to protect them from sputtered materials. The cartridges
are then put into one of four sockets of a platform on the bottom of the main
chamber. Coupling units made of stainless steel are screwed onto the cartridges to
stabilise them onto the platform. The complete heating system contains four heating
cartridges with a heating power of 50 W each and of 200 W in total.
The electrical supply lines of the heating cartridges are installed on the back side

of the platform (�gure B.5). They connect the sockets for the cartridges with each
other (�gure B.4) and provide them with 24 VDC and up to 50 A, generated by a
power supply (ID09b) inside the control rack. A timer (ID09c) is integrated inside
the rack which can cut o� the supply line after an arbitrarily set time.
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Figure B.3: The CAD plot of the chamber heating, �gure by H. Schä�erer. Halogen
lamps inside the copper cylinders heat the chamber with up to a 800 W.
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Figure B.4: A heating element based on 50 W halogen lamps as heating sources
(top). This element is inserted into the cylindric heatring cartridge (bottom). The
connector from the electrical wires to the heating cartridge is made of two copper
screws. They are �xed inside insulating ceramics. The electric supply wires are
attached to the end of the copper screws. At the end of the heating cartridge, two
small copper pins are �xed on the titanium rods. The heating cartridge is mounted
on the connector platform for electric connection.
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Figure B.5: Platform for the heating elements of the main chamber, shown from its
rear side. It is constructed such that it can stand on the bottom of the chamber
and is composed of three parts so that each part than be inserted inside the chamber
through a DN160CF �ange. Three circular holes are cut into the platform, which are
on top of the �anges of the chamber where the bypass, the turbomolecular pump and
the shutter are installed. The tube on the right hand side covers the main electrical
supply line which is guided to the electrical feedthrough. The electrical wires are
made of pure copper and isolated with �bre glass. They are distributed in parallel
to each socket along the cable guides.
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Reorganisation of the in situ PNR
System

In this chapter, the setup of the new electric power and signal infrastructure as well
as the Python based command library developed for the computer control of the in
situ PNR system is described.

C.1 Power Management

In the new power management system, every controlling device is integrated in a
double sized rack. The rack is powered by three 16 A 3-phase CEE plugs. Each plug
is assigned a capital letter A, B or C. The phases of each plug are labelled with the
capital letter "L" and Arabic numbers: L1 (brown wires), L2 (black wires) and L3
(grey wires). The neutral wire is labelled N and coloured blue; and the mass (ground
potential) is labelled with PE and marked green or green-yellow. In star-connection,
each phase of the CEE plug A powers one of three 24 VDC power supplies, labelled
with Roman numbers I, II and III. The 24 V line is coloured red and the 0 V line
orange. A central distributor platform inside the rack was built which works as an
electric hub for all devices (see �gure C.1 for the wiring and �gure C.2 for a photo).
On the right hand side of the distributor platform, the power distribution terminals
are located. These terminals are connected to the corresponding power sources. For
example, the terminals A L1, A L2 A L3 and A N are connected to the phases of
CEE plug A. Likewise, the terminals II + and II - are connected to the output of the
24 VDC power supply II. The ground potentials of all devices and all power supplies
are connected to each other.
Each individual device of the deposition system is connected to one or several of

the 50 triple-deck terminal blocks on the left hand side of the hub. Each triple-deck
terminal has three single terminals. One is used for the phase (bottom), one for
the neutral wire (intermediate) and one for the ground (top). They are supplied
by the terminals of the distributor platform and in turn distribute the power to the
individual devices. As shown in �gure C.1, each phase of the distributor platform
is connected to the bottom decks of either three, four or �ve triple-deck terminals.
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The intermediate decks are connected to the corresponding neutral wire distributor
terminal. All 50 terminals of the top deck are bridged in order to get a common
mass.
The triple-deck terminals are enumerated from D0 to D49. They can provide

the voltages 400 VAC, 230 VAC and 24 VDC. For 400 VAC, the devices have to be
connected to all three phases L1, L2 and L3 of one CEE plug (delta-connection). For
230 VAC, the device has to be connected to one of the phases L1, L2 or L3 and the
corresponding neutral wire N (star-connection). For 24 VDC, the device is connected
to the + and - line of one of the 24 VDC power supplies.
The triple-deck-terminals D0 to D39 are powered with the phase of the CEE plugs

and the terminals D40 to D49 are powered with the 24 VDC power supplies II and
III. The abbreviation D stands for device and the number of the terminal where the
device is connected to is also used to name the connected device. For example, the
turbomolecular pump controller by Pfei�er Vacuum (ID11f) is connected to terminal
D21 in star-connection and is therefore labelled "D21". The chamber lift frequency
inverter (ID01c) is connected to terminal D2, D5 and D7 in delta-connection and is
labelled "D2/D5/D7". All in all, up to 50 devices can be powered at this platform.

Switchable Devices The platform is equipped for up to eight devices which can
be able to be turned on and o� not only by physical switches on the front control
panel, but also by commands in the control software via a RS232 connected relay
card. At present, the switchable devices are the scroll pump (D9, ID11j), the lamp for
illuminating the chamber (D35) and the bypass valve (D46, ID21b). For this purpose,
some additional terminals are installed on the top left of the electric hub. Instead
of connecting the devices to the triple-deck-terminals, they need to be connected to
these extra terminals (see �gure C.1). They work as follows:
The devices which are switchable are connected to one of the extra terminals on the

top left. The phases and the + wires, respectively, are connected to one of the COM-
terminals of the two 4-channel manual/remote relays. These relays are used in order
to decide whether the corresponding device should be switched manually or remotely.
This relay can be controlled with the remote switch on the front control panel. If this
switch is turned o�, the COM wire will be connected to the NC terminal, which itself
is connected to the lit-type double-pole rocker switches on the front control panel
labelled with SCROLL PUMP, LAMP or BYPASS. Those switches are connected to
the corresponding triple-deck-terminals and powers these devices when the switch is
closed. In order to illuminate the rocker switches when they are closed, a voltage
of 230 VAC between the two poles is required. This is the reason why the null lines
are also connected to the second pole of the switches. As the bypass requires only
24 VDC for opening, which is insu�cient to illuminate the switches, its cables are
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Figure C.1: Plan of the electric hub which distributes the power for the devices. Only
crossing wires with a circle at the intersection are connected. The highlighted thick
lines mark main power supply lines which connect the supply terminals on the right
hand side to the three-deck-terminals on the left hand side.
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Figure C.2: Photo of the electric hub.

not directly connected to the switch on the control panel. Instead, a 230 VAC circuit
is installed that powers a relay which can switch the bypass terminals (D46).
All those devices can be either controlled manually using the described rocking

switches or remotely using a relay card. If the remote switch is turned on, the rocker
switches on the front control panel are disabled and do not a�ect the devices any
more. The COM wires of the two 4-channel manual/remote relays will toggle to
NO, which are connected to the COM-ports of the 8-channel RS232 relay board for
remote control. The power lines of the corresponding device are connected to the NO
port. The individual relays can be controlled by the computer with RS232 signals.
Details of the control software will be described in the next section.

Power Supply In �gure C.3, the connection from the CEE plugs to the electric hub
is sketched. These are located underneath the electric hub. A picture is shown in
�gure C.4. On the schematic, the CEE plugs are drawn on the top right. The phases
of the CEE plugs are �rst guided through 16 A circuit breakers to protect the cables
from overcurrents. After these, the wires are guided through the three contactors
named Allen-Bradley A, B and C. The phases of the plug CEE A are also guided
through the Siemens contactor 1. The Allen-Bradley contactors have a 230 VAC
switch (A1, A2), the Siemens contactors named Siem 1 and Siem 2 have a 24 VDC
switch (A+, A-) and a release circuit (Y1, Y2), which has to be bridged before they
close their connection. The contactor Siem 1, Allen-Bradley B and Allen-Bradley C
are the switches which bridge the connection between the CEE plugs A, B and C,
and their distributor terminals at the platform with the electric hub. Allen-Bradley
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A can establish a connection between the CEE plug A and the 24 V power supplies
II and III. The brown wires from the plugs CEE A, CEE B and CEE C on the top
right of the �gure are directly guided to the electric hub and are only powering the
signal lamps to indicate that the corresponding power plug is connected. The wire
A L1 is also connected to the contactor Siem 2. Its unique function is to unlock the
Allen-Bradley contactors (A, B, C).
After connecting all the plugs, all contactors are open and no high voltage, except

for the three lines connected to the signal lamps, can reach the electric hub. The
only exception is the L1 line of CEE plug A which is connected to the 24 V power
supply I. This is the only power supply which does not need to be activated and is
powered as soon as the CEE plugs are plugged in. It provides the voltage for the
terminals labelled with I on the electric hub (�gure C.1). Those terminals are the
only terminals on the hub which are powered without any activation and when the
rack is turned o�.
The power supply I is required to close all other switches. Starting from there, a

wire of - polarity is directly connected to the contactors Siem 1 and Siem 2. The
wires of + polarity are fed through several on-, o�- and kill-switches and then also
to the contactors Siem 1 and Siem 2. In the normal state, those switches are closed
and the contactors Siem 1 and Siem 2 are powered when the CEE plugs are plugged
in (see top left of �gure C.3). For turning on the rack, the release circuit Y1/Y2 of
the contactors Siem 1 and Siem 2 have to be bridged by pressing the ON-button on
the front control panel. Siem 1 then unlocks the connection of CEE A to the electric
hub. Siem 2 unlocks the contactors Allen-Bradley A, B and C, so that all 24 VDC
power supplies and all distribution terminals on the electric hub are powered.

Emergency Management As outlined, the wires of + polarity between the power
supply I and the Siem 1 and Siem 2 contactors are fed through several switches.
All the switches have to be closed in order to have the rack powered, they form the
security mechanism of the rack. In �gure C.5, the cabling mechanism is explained.
The red/white terminal block correspond to those on the top right of �gure C.1. The
ON-button, mounted on the front control panel, is normally open and can be closed
for the activation of the chamber. It bridges the release circuits of the contactors
Siem 1 and Siem 2, which close all the contactors of the rack. The OFF-button is
normally closed with the supply lines of both Siem 1 and Siem 2 being fed through
it. By pressing the button, the supply lines are disconnected and all contactors,
including the three Allen-Bradley contactors, open. This cuts the power of the rack
and causes all devices, with the exception of those powered by the 24 VDC supply I,
to turn o�.
The rack is equipped with three kill switches, one is �xed on the front control panel,

one is located on the sputter deposition chamber and one switch is connected to the
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Figure C.3: Overview for the power supply of the electric hub. The devices with a
red background are powered as soon as the plugs are plugged in and need not to be
activated. Only crossing wires with a circle at the cross are connected. Thick lines
indicate wires which are powered as soon as the plugs A, B and C are plugged in.
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Figure C.4: Photo of the central power supply of the electric hub

rack via a 10 m long cable that can be placed anywhere, but is typically put close to
the control computer of the beamline. They are normally closed and connected in
series to the supply line of the contactor Siem 2. If one of the kill switches is opened,
Siem 2 shuts down, putting the rack into a safe condition. In this state, the CEE
lines B and C and the 24 VDC power supplies II and III are turned o�, too. However,
as Siem 1 is still closed, the CEE line A and the 24 VDC line I are still powered.
This means that that the RS232 relay card and all devices between D0 and D9 are
still powered if the emergency switch is actuated. Those ten triple-deck-terminals
are therefore spatially separated from the residual 40 terminals D10 till D49 on the
electric hub (�gure C.1). They supply the computer hardware (control computer,
two USB to RS232 converters, two monitors and a router), the chamber lift frequency
inverter and the scroll pump. Those devices are not harmful in case of an emergency.
Especially, the computer and all communication hardware supporting it should still
run to allow a better overview of the nature of the emergency situation. The chamber
lift has also to be supplied by electricity to keep its height. The powered scroll pump
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Figure C.5: Plan of the cabling of the on-, o�- and kill switches.

prevents that the chamber is vented. This saves the sample from being exposed to
air and allows a very fast evacuation after the emergency situation is resolved. As
a second vacuum backup mechanism, one magnetically actuated valve is installed at
the baking vacuum side of each turbomolecular pump (see �gure B.1 on page 170).
The two valves are normally closed and opens by electricity. When the power is cut,
they automatically seal the main vacuum region from the atmosphere.

Front Control Panel In �gure C.6, the front control panel is shown from its front
side and its back side. It is installed just in front of the electric hub and can be opened
as a door when access to the hub is required. Alongside with the switches and buttons
which have been described before, controls for the chamber lift are also installed
here. The original LabVIEW R© control of the chamber lift was replaced by a more
reliable analogous control. A two-pole Venetian blind switch was inserted into the
front control panel, which lifts or lowers the chamber by pressing the corresponding
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Figure C.6: Photo of the front control panel. The lamps labelled with "CONNEC-
TED" are directly connected to the L1 phases of the CEE plugs through extra ter-
minals at the electric hub platform and glow as soon as the CEE plugs are plugged
in. The lamps labelled with "POWERED" are connected to the normal distributors
A L2, B L2 and C L2 and glow when the contactors providing the main power are
released.

button. The speed of the chamber lift is controlled by a rotary control knob, turning
it clockwise increases the lifting speed and turning it anti-clockwise reduces it. Before
the chamber lift can be engaged, it needs a clearance signal, otherwise it will ignore
all commands. By turning on the switch LIFT ON/OFF, the chamber movement is
enabled, the motor fan starts running and the brake, which holds the chamber at
position when the chamber lift is turned o�, is disengaged.
The analogous control has two main advantages over to the LabVIEW R© program.

First, the LabVIEW R© control was error-prone, whereas an analogous control is un-
complicated and simple to repair, which is very important for the operation at a
beamline. Second, the chamber lift has to be moved very rarely, only when the
chamber is installed, either at the beamline or in the lab. The information about
the absolute position of the chamber lift is also of only little importance during the
installation.

Motor Controls All cables of the motor controllers of the deposition chamber are
connected to terminals underneath the electric hub platform (�gure C.7). The
chamber lift motor is controlled by a MOVIDRIVE R© frequency inverter by SEW
Eurodrive. It is powered by the three phases A L1, A L2, A L3. The terminals for
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those phases are shown on the top of the terminal row in �gure C.7. Underneath,
the cable for controlling the lift speed is fed into three white terminals. The termin-
als I+ and I- are directly connected to the I+ and I- terminals of the electric hub
and work as additional 24 VDC power supply terminals of this section. The three
terminals U, V and W connect the frequency inverter with the three-phase chamber
lift motor. Just below them, the terminals for the analogous signals for the chamber
movement are situated. Generally, the signal inputs of the frequency inverter work
with 24 VDC. The - output of the 24 VDC supplies (orange) was connected to GND.
Those signal terminals have the following functions:

• The terminal BRAKE+ is responsible for the brake of the chamber lift motor.
By turning on the switch LIFT ON/OFF on the front control panel, a relay is
activated which will release the brakes.

• The terminals UP+ END and DOWN+ END are signals for moving the motor
upwards or downwards, respectively. By pressing the corresponding button on
the front control panel, those wires will be connected to 24 VDC and give the
frequency inverter the signal to move the motor in the respective direction.
Those wires are guided through mechanical limit switches which are mounted
at the deposition chamber. They prevent the chamber from moving outside
the designated range. The limit switches are normally closed, but as soon as
the chamber reaches a limit in either direction, the corresponding switch opens
and cuts o� the signal, which prevents any further movement.

• The TEMP terminals connect the temperature sensors of the motor to the fre-
quency inverter. It will stop the movement when the motor reaches a maximum
temperature.

• The power for the fan of the motor is guided through the VENT+ and VENT-
terminals. The fan will be powered as soon as the switch LIFT ON/OFF is
switched on.

The emergency terminals in this section are connected to the emergency terminals
on the electric hub. Its wires are fed through the EMERGENCY button mounted
directly on the deposition chamber.
The lift speed is controlled by feeding in a voltage between 0 V (minimum speed)

and 10 V (maximum) into the frequency inverter. As reference, the frequency inverter
requires a −10 V and 10 V signal. These voltages can be converted from a 24 VDC
signal by an IC-circuit located inside the grey box behind the terminal block. The
requested control voltage is estimated by a tunable voltage divider. The knob on the
front control panel is a simple potentiometer and can change one resistivity value of
the voltage divider.
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An exact instruction for the electric terminals of the frequency inverter can be
found in the MOVIDRIVE R© manual.
On the bottom of this terminal block, the terminals for the motor wires of the

sample alignment motors are situated. DA, DB, DC and DD are the wires for the
2-phase motor for the rotational angle θ; XU, XV, XW and ZU, ZV, ZW are the
wires for the three-phase motors of the horizontal (x) and vertical (z) movement,
respectively.

Rear Panel On the back side of the rack, a panel for almost all cables connecting
the devices of the rack with the in situ PNR system is installed. The panel works as
an interface of the rack with the deposition chamber. The cables of the devices of the
rack are �rst bundled, guided through the rack and �xed at feedthrough adapters
on the panel (�gure C.8). For the setup of the deposition chamber, the connection
cables between the rack and the sputter chamber have to be plugged into the panel
and on the other side into the devices and interfaces of the deposition chamber.
All the cables which have to be connected to the rear panel are bundled in 4 cable

conduits. However, the supplies for a few devices of the sputter chamber have to be
directly connected to their corresponding devices in the rack. These are

• the cable of the chamber heating (ID09),

• the power supply and signal cable of the turbomolecular pump by Pfei�er
Vacuum (ID11e-f),

• the high-voltage cable for the sputter power supplies (ID17b-d),

• the optical cable of the RF-sputter gun (ID17d),

• all cables of the sputter process monitor (ID18),

• the thermocouples for the temperature controller (ID19) and

• the interface for the cooling liquid, which is needed for the RF-sputter power
supply (ID17d).

C.2 Control Software

During the operation of the in situ PNR system at neutron beamlines, it has to be
controlled remotely to a large extend as it is located in a restricted access area. All
the devices are therefore connected to a control computer, which is now installed
inside the rack together with a computer terminal. As illustrated in the beginning of
the section, the control software was changed from a LabView R© to a mostly Python
based program. The Heidenhain readout electronic (ID04c), the router (ID15) and
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Figure C.7: Photo of the terminals located underneath the electric hub platform,
which are responsible for both the chamber lift and sample alignment motors of the
in situ PNR system.
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Figure C.8: Photo of the rear panel of the control rack. Almost all devices of the in
situ PNR system are connected to this panel. The cables connecting the rack with
the deposition chamber are bundled in four cable conduits marked in the colours
green, purple, blue and orange.

the sputter process monitor (ID18b) are addressed by TCP/IP. The camera, the Lake
Shore temperature controller (ID19) and the two USB to RS232 converters (ID20a,
ID20b) are connected to the computer by USB. The lamp, the scroll pump (ID11j)
and the bypass valve (ID21b) have only to be switched on or o�. They can therefore
be remote controlled by a relay card (ID14). All the other devices on the chamber,
which can be controlled remotely, including the relay card (ID14), are addressed with
RS232 interfaces through the USB to RS232 converters (ID20).
All the RS232 controlled devices and the Lake Shore temperature controller are

operated by serial commands, which are sent to or received by the device through
their RS232 or USB interfaces. Each of those devices follows a speci�c protocol, which
is given by the manufacturer. A Python program was developed which communicates
with these devices. It works as an interface and translates the user commands for
the device according to the device protocol.
The control program is composed of several device packages. A package was writ-

ten for each device type. It is mainly separated in four parts: the factory, protocol,
driver and the device controller class. The factory class creates an instance for every
device of the device type. Each instance of the class controls one device using the
methods de�ned in the protocol and driver classes. The methods contain the inform-
ation of the device protocol and de�ne which data should be sent to the device for a
speci�c command, and if applicable, how the answer of the device should be inter-
preted. This data transmission process is split up into several steps. In the driver
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class, the device capabilities are integrated and the code structure that the device
requires for every command is de�ned. A method translates the user command, and
if available, the input parameters, into a command structure for the device. The pro-
tocol class contains the semantic of how to communicate with the device. It encodes
the string from the driver class into the correct format and sends it to the device. It
also controls the command �ow and e.g. prevents command strings, which are sent
at the same time from several devices, from intermixing [173]. When data is received
from the device, methods of the protocol class converts it and transmits the data to
methods of the driver class for further analysis. The device controller is responsible
for the user communication with the device and also handles the communication
between di�erent devices and the safety measures. It evaluates the user input and
calls the required methods of the driver classes.
The most important steps of this process will be illustrated for the speci�c case

of setting the pressure of the working gas for a deposition process. Two devices are
needed for doing this, one leak valve (ID21f) and one pressure gauge (ID08c). On the
in situ PNR system, two leak valves of the same type are mounted, one for Ar-gas
and one for the O2/Ar gas mixture. As both devices are of the same type, only
one device type package has to be written for controlling them. When the control
program is started, the factory class creates two instances, one for the Ar-gas valve
and one for the O2/Ar gas mixture valve. In case that a material has to be sputtered
with Ar as working gas at the pressure of 3× 10−3 mbar, the leak valve, which is
responsible for Ar gas, has to be opened until a constant pressure of 3× 10−3 mbar
is reached inside the chamber. The actual pressure is measured by the gauge. It is
connected to the leak valve and can feed it with a voltage U which, according to
the manual of the gauge controller, is directly correlated to the pressure p by the
following formula:

U [V] = 6.8 + 0.6 · log10(p[mbar]). (C.1)

In order to set an Ar-pressure of 3× 10−3 mbar in the sputter chamber, the user only
has to execute the command "vat_ar.set_pressure(3e-3)" in the device controller
class, then the following process will start:
The valve does not adjust the pressure, but requires the voltage of U = 5.286 27 V

which corresponds to 3× 10−3 mbar. The device controller method calls the method
"set_pressure()" of the driver class, passing the voltage parameter. This method
then takes the parameter, converts it into the 8 characters long string "00528627"
and passes it to the "_write()" method of the same class. There, the command
header "S:" and the command termination "CR LF" is added to the 8-character
string and the total command string "S:00528627 CR LF" is passed to the "write()"
method of the protocol class. The "write()" method encodes the string as an ASCII
code and sends it to the leak valve. After having received the command, the valve
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opens and sets the pressure to the targeted value with an integrated PID controller
that controls the actual pressure it receives using the voltage from the gauge.
All additional functionalities beyond this straight command structure are con-

sidered in the device controller class. For instance, a maximum input value for the
set pressure of 1× 10−1 mbar is implemented for the leak valve to prevent unintended
user inputs, like 3× 103 mbar instead of 3× 10−3 mbar. In the device controller class
of the DC sputtering power supplies by ADL, a thread is integrated for operating the
devices. The devices need to receive a power command at least every three seconds,
otherwise they turn o� their power. This is realised by a thread which is started
once the user executed the command for sputtering. The thread sends the sputter
command de�ned in the driver class once a second until it is stopped by the user.
The Heidenhain readout electronic (ID04c), which is connected to the computer

by TCP/IP operates with the encoders (ID04a, ID04b) by using a compiled C++
based program provided by Heidenhain. Here, C++ methods can be called for the
communication with the encoders. Nevertheless, their operation is also implemented
in the Python control software by a Python/C++ interface using the Boost.Python
library [174], so that the encoders can also be readout using Python methods.
The program can be started by executing the script "manual.sh" in

"∼/Python/lib". The source code of all the packages and their documentation
are committed on github: https://github.com/TUM-E21-ThinFilms.
The router (ID15) and the sputter process monitor (ID18b) addressed by TCP/IP

as well as the camera and the two USB to RS232 converters (ID20a, ID20b) connected
by USB are controlled with drivers provided by the manufactures. The sputter
process monitor control program runs in a virtual machine as it can only be operated
using Microsoft Windows.
In order to have a better overview on all the status parameters, a graphical in-

terface was developed using the PyQt library (�gure C.9) [175]. It polls the status
of important device parameters like the pressure or the temperature of the sample
holder once a second and displays it on a window. For the operation of the sputter
chamber at neutron beamlines, a server was programmed which o�ers an interface
for external computers. Using this interface, the beamline computer can have access
to the commands of the control computer which are important for a measurement,
especially those commands which concern the motor controls and are essential for
the sample alignment.
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Figure C.9: A screenshot of the status monitor of the in situ PNR system.
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List of Devices

Device
Index

Device Manufacturer Model

ID01a Chamber lift motor self-constructed self-constructed
ID01b Chamber lift motor SEW Eurodrive DFT71D4
ID01c Chamber lift frequency inverter SEW Eurodrive MOVIDRIVE

MDX60B/61B
ID02 Cold trap N/A N/A

ID03a Cryostat, chamber
ColdEdge
Technologies

Custom

ID03b Cryostat, cold head Sumitomo RDK-408D2

ID03c
Cryostat, cold head receptacle
region

ColdEdge
Technologies

Custom

ID03d Cryostat, compressor Sumitomo F70H
ID04a Encoder (z) Heidenhain LS 487C
ID04b Encoder (θ) Heidenhain Drum ERA 4200C 28000
ID04c Encoder readout electronics Heidenhain Eib 741
ID05a Feedthrough, DN100CF N/A N/A
ID05b Feedthrough, DN300CF N/A N/A
ID06a Field, magnetic self-constructed self-constructed
ID06b Field, electric self-constructed self-constructed
ID07 Flux controller Kobold SWK-2208

ID08a Gauge, Pirani
Edwards
Vacuum

APG100-XM

ID08b Gauge, Pirani controller
Edwards
Vacuum

ADC Active Digital Con-
troller

ID08c Gauge for UHV Pfei�er Vacuum PKR 261
ID08d Gauge for UHV controller Pfei�er Vacuum TPG 261
ID09a Heating Self-constructed Self-constructed

ID09b Heating, power supply
EA Elektro-
Automatik

EA-PS 9300-50
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ID09c Heating, timer HAMA TM02

ID10a Motor (x)
Schneider
Electric

BRS368N130ABA

ID10b Motor (z)
Schneider
Electric

BRS368N130ABA

ID10c Motor (θ) Nanotec-Munich ST8918L4508-B

ID10d Motor (gun)
Schneider
Electric

BRS39AH360FBA

ID10e Motor (gun) gear Neugart PLE 80, i=5 (2034847 - 1
- 059)

ID10f Motor controller (x, z and gun) Baur pdcx85

ID10g
Motor controller power supply
(x, z and gun)

Baur ps400

ID10h Motor controller (θ) phytron phyMOTION-8SL-MR-s

ID10i
Motor controller power supply
(θ)

phytron SPH240-4805-H

ID11a Pump, ion Hositrad 100 l/s
ID11b Pump, ion controller Terranova 751A
ID11c Pump, Ti-sublimation N/A N/A

ID11d
Pump, Ti-sublimation, power
supply

N/A N/A

ID11e Pump (TMP) Pfei�er Vacuum TMP 200
ID11f Pump (TMP), controller Pfei�er Vacuum TCM 1601

ID11g Pump (TMP)
Edwards
Vacuum

STP-iX455

ID11h Pump (TMP), display unit
Edwards
Vacuum

iDT-001

ID11i Pump (TMP), power supply
Edwards
Vacuum

iPS240

ID11j Pump, scroll
Edwards
Vacuum

nXDS 15i

ID11k Pumping station Pfei�er Vacuum HiCube 80 Eco
ID12 Rack Pentair 38RU, (H = 1.8 m, L =

0.6 m, W = 0.8 m)
ID13 Recirculating cooler Julabo FL4003

ID14 Relay card
Conrad
Electronics

197720

ID15 Router Banana Pi BPI-R1
ID16 Shutter controller Trinamic PD-110-42
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ID17a Sputter gun MDC MeiVac 2� MAK
L200A01

ID17b
Sputter power supply for
DC-sputtering

ADL GS 05 / 1000V

ID17c
Sputter power supply for
RF-sputtering

Trumpf PFG 600

ID17d
Sputter power supply (RF)
matchbox

Trumpf PFM 1500A

ID18a Sputter Process Monitor Pfei�er Vacuum SPM 220

ID18b
Sputter Process Monitor,
controller

Pfei�er Vacuum BRU 220, TPS 311

ID19 Temperature Controller Lake Shore Model 336

ID20a
USB to RS232 converter box,
8-port

Moxa UPort 1610-8

ID20b
USB to RS232 converter box,
16-port

Moxa UPort 1610-16

ID21a Valve, burst disk MDC UHV Burst Disk ASME
ID21b Valve, bypass VAT 28432-GE41
ID21c Valve, electronic, at TMP ID11g VAT 64040 CE52
ID21d Valve, electronic, controller VAT PM-5
ID21e Valve, emergency VAT 26424-K 61
ID21f Valve, leak (for pressure control) VAT 59024-GEGG
ID21g Valve, manual, at TMP ID11e Hositrad N/A

ID21h
Valve, pneumatic, at ID02 and
pumps ID11a, ID11c

VACOM 5GVPS3-160CF-MV-S-
LR

ID21i Valve, relief Pfei�er Vacuum AVA 016 X
ID21j Valve, sample lock 1 Hositrad N/A
ID21k Valve, sample lock 2 Hositrad N/A
ID21l Valve, venting MDC ULV-150

Table D.1: Devices of the in situ PNR system (alphabetically ordered).
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